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INTRODUCTION

The processes by which damaged DNA is repaired and the
mechanisms of genetic recombination are intimately related.
Much of what we know about these events has come from

studies of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, for which the
development of new molecular biological and genetic ap-
proaches has made it possible to appreciate the many different
pathways used by eukaryotic cells. The study of these processes
in a simple, unicellular eucaryote has the obvious advantages
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of the ease of manipulation of DNA sequences (all of which
are now precisely known) and the possibility of studying spe-
cific repair and recombination events induced synchronously in
a large proportion of cells. Equally important is the growing
conviction that the processes that one can study with relative
ease in yeast are identical in most respects to the ways in which
human cells repair DNA damage and generate genetic diver-
sity. The expanding list of human genetic diseases associated
with defects in DNA metabolism makes it especially important
in understanding how these processes occur. Moreover, defin-
ing these mechanisms has taken on added importance in the
quest to develop more efficient mechanisms of gene targeting
and gene replacement in mammalian cells.

Recombination can be initiated by several types of DNA
damage. Single-strand DNA (ssDNA) lesions may result dur-
ing DNA replication or during repair, after UV irradiation or
the alkylation or cross-linking of DNA bases, or from interme-
diates of type I topoisomerases. Double-strand breaks (DSBs)
can appear as a consequence of ionizing radiation, by mechan-
ical stress, by endonucleases, or by replication of a single-
stranded nicked chromosome. The repair of DNA resulting
from nucleotide excision repair, base excision repair, and other
types of damage affecting one strand of the DNA duplex has
been well reviewed elsewhere (37, 136, 390). This review will
concentrate on the types of recombination created by DSBs.
DSBs are the sole instigators of recombination in meiotic cells
and are a major factor in recombination in mitotic cells, al-
though the origin of spontaneous mitotic recombination re-
mains unknown. In addition to its relevance as a fundamental
biological process, DSB-mediated recombination is the basis of
gene modification in yeast and in other eukaryotes.

We classify DSB repair events into two major categories.
Homologous recombination events of several types are char-
acterized by the need for the damaged DNA strands to base
pair with a homologous partner, where the extent of interac-
tion generally involves hundreds of nearly perfectly matched
base pairs. In contrast, illegitimate or nonhomologous repair
events can seemingly join ends of DNA with no complemen-
tary base pairs at the junction, although in general it turns out
that most of these events make use of a very small number of
base pairs (microhomology). In yeast, nonhomologous repair
events generally occur at significantly lower frequencies than
homologous events, so that one could argue that some of the
distinctions between homologous and nonhomologous repair
are artificial, especially since homologous recombination can
occur with surprisingly short homologous regions, albeit at low
frequency. However, these types of events are distinctly differ-
ent, because they have different genetic requirements.

For a complete overview of recombination and DSB repair
in yeast and other organisms, we also direct the reader to
several other reviews that have recently appeared (220, 235,
347, 377, 413, 461, 462). Also, the present review deals essen-
tially with the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, but there are more
and more available data about recombination in the fission
yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, an organism that seem to
behave more like higher eukaryotes. Several recent reviews
have appeared that will give the reader a good overview (133,
264, 359).

Some Initial Thoughts about Homologous Recombination

Yeast, like mammals, has several ways to repair DSBs by
homologous recombination mechanisms. These different path-
ways exist in a competitive hierarchy. Thus, in a wild-type cell,
90% of the repair events may proceed by a particular mecha-
nism, but when that mechanism is eliminated, 90% of the cells

do not fail to repair the broken chromosome (which is indeed
a fatal condition). Instead, other apparently less efficient mech-
anisms will process and repair most of the DSBs. In some cases
this can be demonstrated by a change in the kinetics of the
repair process or by the appearance of a different product.
Consequently, some mutations that profoundly affect the nor-
mally predominant repair pathway may not result in a severe
phenotype.

Another problem to keep in mind is that the uncertainty
principle enunciated for quantum physics applies to the mea-
surement of recombination: attempts to know the exact loca-
tion of an event may change its kinetics or its outcome. One
often introduces heterologies into a region while attempting to
monitor the extent of a repair tract, to find if there was crossing
over, or to ensure that all the events were initiated at a spec-
ified location. In at least some cases, the introduction of these
markers alters the spectrum of possible products.

Perhaps less philosophically daunting but no less problem-
atical is the simple fact that different laboratories have used
different assay systems to evaluate recombination and repair
and that these systems do not all behave identically. Apparent
differences in results may reflect the fact that alternative mech-
anisms of recombination are favored or excluded in these sys-
tems. In other cases the results appear to reflect significant
differences in DNA sequence or chromatin structure. More-
over, unlike studies in Escherichia coli, where nearly all labo-
ratories study descendants of a single progenitor strain, many
different strains of S. cerevisiae are in circulation, some of
which carry weak mutations in genes that influence recombi-
nation. Nevertheless, there is reasonably good agreement
among different research groups studying the same types of
events.

GENERAL STRATEGIES TO STUDY DNA
RECOMBINATION AND REPAIR

Although many of the fundamental ideas about recombina-
tion originated from studies of Drosophila, the analysis of fungi
provided the opportunity to recover all four products of mei-
osis. This led to the discovery of non-Mendelian segregation of
markers, both gene conversions and postmeiotic segregations,
that provided the first insight into the molecular mechanisms
of eukaryotic recombination. Although important observations
were made with Neurospora crassa and Ascobolus immersus, it
is Saccharomyces cerevisiae that has emerged as the model
system of choice in studying both meiotic and mitotic recom-
bination. The pioneering studies of Fogel and Mortimer with
yeast (127–129, 193), as well as those of Rossignol et al. with
Ascobolus (418) and Stadler with Neurospora (465), and in-
sights from Hastings (176) and Whitehouse (549) established
the basic framework by using naturally arising alleles in a
variety of biosynthetic and pigment genes. However, it was the
development of gene-targeting methods (183, 358, 421, 447)
that allowed the creation of defined alterations of the genome
and a refinement of these genetic approaches. The mechanism
of gene targeting itself became the object of scrutiny, and much
of our current thinking comes from the analysis of mitotic
recombination of transformed DNA. More recently, two addi-
tional developments have provided new ways to investigate
molecular events in greater detail. It is now possible to exam-
ine physical intermediates of recombination and thus to test
the predictions of current recombination models. Moreover, in
vitro biochemical studies of strand invasion, the central step of
most recombination events, have provided direct tests of the
role of proteins identified by genetic studies. The characteriza-
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tion of specific recombination proteins is discussed in a later
section.

Genetic Assays
Recombination can be assessed genetically, for example by

measuring gene conversion between heteroalleles of an easily
scored nutritional marker (129, 448) (Fig. 1A and B). As ini-
tially defined in meiosis, a gene conversion is a nonreciprocal
transfer of genetic information from one homologous chromo-
some to another. Although one might imagine that heteroal-
lelic recombination could occur by a precise reciprocal ex-
change of DNA in the interval between the two alleles (Fig.
1C), studies of the fate of the alleles in diploids where a
prototrophic cell has arisen show that more than 90% of the
events are actually gene conversions, in which only one of the
two participating alleles is unchanged (165, 268, 329). The
literature is unfortunately replete with false distinctions be-
tween “gene conversions” (by which the authors mean gene
conversions not associated with an exchange of flanking mark-
ers) and “reciprocal recombination” (by which the authors
generally mean gene conversions associated with crossing
over). Interchromosomal recombination can also be assessed
by the loss of heterozygosity of nutritional markers. This can
occur by gene conversion between two alleles of a scored
marker (Fig. 1D) or by a reciprocal exchange anywhere be-

tween the marker and the centromere during the G2 stage of
the cell cycle, followed by chromosome segregation (Fig. 1E).

One can also assay specifically for crossovers. The simplest
system involves a pair of alleles, distal to which are other
markers that can be used to measure crossing over (Fig. 1E).
Prototrophic recombinants can then be assessed for the ar-
rangement of these flanking markers. If crossover occurs in G2,
then—depending on the segregation of chromosomes—half of
the prototrophic diploids should be homozygous for one or the
other distal marker (Fig. 1E). If recombination occurs in G1,
crossing over will be genetically silent, although the two het-
erozygous distal markers will have exchanged positions. It is
also possible to detect such events if there are closely enough
linked polymorphisms that can be analyzed on genomic blots
or by inducing a chromosome loss event (to see which markers
become coordinately lost) or sporulating the diploids and de-
termining the genetic linkage of these markers to other mark-
ers on the chromosome.

Genetic exchange between (identical) sister chromatids can-
not usually be detected; thus, to detect crossovers between
sister chromatids, one must examine events involving tandem
repeats that give rise to unequal sister chromatid exchange
(USCE). The first such assays monitored the fate of an in-
serted gene into the repeated ribosomal DNA (rDNA) array
(375, 495). One can score the appearance of sectored colonies,

FIG. 1. Genetic assays for recombination. (A) Selection of heteroallelic recombination. Here, a functional LEU2 gene results from a conversion event not associated
with crossing over. (B) Gene conversion associated with crossing over. (C) The LEU2 recombinant gene results from a reciprocal crossover event without any detectable
gene conversion. (D) Assay for loss of heterozygosity. This results in Leu" cells. The event described here corresponds to a gene conversion with crossing over. (E)
Loss of heterozygosity can also occur by reciprocal exchange between the centromere and the marker during the G2 stage, followed by segregation in the next cell
division.
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where one half is derived from a cell that lost the inserted
marker. In some of these cases, the opposite sector has two
copies of the marker and thus most probably arose from
USCE. It should be noted, however, that in many instances
only one copy of the marker is found in the opposite sector,
which can be explained by intrachromosomal recombination or
by gene conversion between misaligned rDNA repeats (144).

A second approach to look for USCE events is to examine
prototrophic recombinants between tandem repeats of het-
eroalleles. Especially when the orientation of alleles is such
that a simple “pop-out” event will not produce a prototrophic
recombinant, a significant fraction of prototrophs prove to be

triplications (Fig. 2B) resulting from USCE (199, 236). If the
markers are arranged as shown in Fig. 2A, prototrophs con-
taining a single copy of the repeat could be generated by USCE
but could also arise from intrachromatid recombination. An-
other way to study USCE is to use partially overlapping trun-
cated genes (119, 120). Here, two overlapping parts of a gene
are inserted in an orientation that will not permit intrachro-
matid crossing over to produce a heritable recombined, com-
plete gene. In contrast, USCE will yield a full-length gene (Fig.
2C).

Intrachromatid recombination can also be examined by us-
ing direct or inverted repeats, either at a chromosomal location

FIG. 2. Intrachromosomal recombination between direct or indirect repeats. (A) Recombination between two direct repeats. Here, Leu! cells can arise by a
deletion or a pop-out event that removes all the intervening sequences (top) or by a simple gene conversion of one of the two repeats (bottom). Both kinds of event
involve only one chromatid. (B) Another case of recombination between direct repeats. Leu! cells can arise by simple gene conversion (top). However, because of the
orientation of the mutations, deletion is unlikely to result in a functional LEU2 gene, but a LEU2 gene can result from a USCE. Crossing over between one repeat
from one chromatid and a second repeat from the other chromatid will result in a triplication (bottom). (C) Another case of USCE. The proximal leu2 copy is deleted
at the 5# end, and the distal one is deleted at the 3# end. USCE can reconstitute a LEU2 copy. (D) Selection of deletion events between truncated direct repeats. (E)
Selection of recombination between indirect repeats. Deletions cannot occur. Obtaining Leu! cells depends on gene conversion events not associated or associated with
crossing over (top and bottom, respectively).
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or on a plasmid. Direct-repeat assays are commonly used. In
one such assay, two copies of a gene, one truncated at the 3#
end and the other truncated at the 5# end but with a homolo-
gous region, will recombine to restore gene function (452)
(Fig. 2D). Alternatively, the deletion can also be scored by the
loss of a marker in the interval between direct repeats (239,
503, 504) (Fig. 2D). Inverted repeats can also be used, either
when recombination between heteroalleles will yield a func-
tional gene (Fig. 2E) or when recombination will cause an
inversion of the region in between the repeats to produce a
complete gene (551) (Fig. 2E). However, recent results suggest
that some apparently intrachromatid events might result from
interchromatid gene conversion (71). In addition, recombina-
tion can be studied between sequences on two plasmids or
between a plasmid and a chromosome.

These approaches take advantage of the ease with which
DNA sequences can be inserted into yeast by the introduction
of a linearized fragment of transforming DNA. Two general
methods are used to create new alleles on a chromosome. In

the first (357, 358), a circular plasmid containing an in vitro-
modified gene and a selectable marker such as URA3 is tar-
geted by a DSB created by a restriction endonuclease within a
region of homology (Fig. 3A and B). The integration creates a
tandem duplication of nonidentical sequences. The process
can effectively be reversed by screening for the loss of URA3,
either randomly (447) or, more conveniently, by selecting such
events on medium containing 5-fluoroorotic acid, whose pres-
ence is lethal to cells with a functional URA3 gene (43). Some
of the pop-out events that eliminate the URA3 gene and other
plasmid sequences will leave behind the modified DNA se-
quences in place of the original sequences (Fig. 3B). In this way
it is possible to introduce known alleles into a specific strain, so
that all derivatives are isogenic. Other genes, such as LYS2, can
be selected for positively and negatively (69), but it is essen-
tially the URA3 marker which has been used for this kind of
procedure. Alternatively, one can introduce modified se-
quences in one step by transformation with a linearized frag-
ment containing a selectable marker (421). This kind of re-

FIG. 3. Methods to create new alleles. (A) Gene disruption by recombination with a plasmid containing a leu2 copy deleted at both the 5# and 3# ends. This results
in a duplication, where both copies are mutated. This duplication can be obtained by selecting with the URA3 marker. (B) The pop-in/pop-out method. This two-step
method requires first the integration of a plasmid with a mutated copy of leu2 (pop-in, selected for with the URA3 marker) and then the excision of the plasmid (pop-out,
selected for as loss of URA3) leaves only one copy of leu2, which can be the original one or the mutated one (the case shown here). (C) One-step gene replacement.
Some of the Ura! transformants have also integrated the mutation in leu2 and become Leu". (D) One-step method of gene knockout. Most of the central part of the
gene is replaced by the selectable URA3 marker.
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combination event is often called “ends-out” recombination,
since the DSB ends point to opposite directions (Fig. 3C and
D). Ends-out recombination is often used to disrupt or delete
genes (Fig. 3D) or to insert other, adjacent unselected se-
quences into a novel location (Fig. 3C). Ends-out transforma-
tion with linearized, modified DNA is the basis of most knock-
out strategies in all organisms, about which more is discussed
later.

Principles of Physical Assays

A powerful tool in studying mechanisms of recombination is
the physical analysis of DNA to detect recombination in the
absence of any easily scored genetic marker. For example, in a
diploid in which the two homologous chromosomes have poly-
morphic restriction sites flanking a region of interest, it is
possible to identify cases in which crossing over has occurred
by the appearance of novel restriction fragments generated by
reciprocal exchange (Fig. 4). This method also permits an
analysis of the kinetics of recombination by isolating samples at
intervals after the initiation of a recombination event (49, 50).

An advantage of the physical assay is that it can give infor-
mation not only about the products of recombination but also
about intermediate steps. Knowledge of the structure of the
recombinant molecule can help in constructing models, but
these models will become tangible only when their individual
steps can be physically monitored.

One may also examine the extent to which recombination
can occur even under conditions where cells are unable to
complete recombination or even to continue growing. For ex-
ample, one could ask if recombination can be completed when
cells are arrested at different stages of the cell cycle or after the
elevation of the cells to the restrictive temperature of a con-
ditional-lethal mutation. Thus, it is possible to carry out what
we have termed in vivo biochemistry, i.e., to infer the biochem-
ical roles of specific enzymes by determining which steps in
recombination are affected by the inactivation of that enzyme
and where the mutants become blocked (160).

Very recently, physical analysis of DNA has been dramati-
cally applied to examine the position of meiotic crossovers
along the entire genome in a single experiment. High-density
oligonucleotide arrays, capable of detecting more than 3,700
allelic differences between two divergent yeast strains, were
hybridized with the DNA from each of the four segregants of
a meiotic tetrad, allowing Winzeler et al. (553) to map the
position of every crossing over and many gene conversions not
accompanied by reciprocal exchange.

Synchronous induction of DSBs. Analysis of the kinetics of
recombination, to discover the time of appearance of interme-
diates and products, is dependent upon the ability to initiate
recombination synchronously in a large population of cells.
This occurs naturally in meiotic cells, where DSBs arise at

specific hot spots in a few percent of all chromatids. In mitotic
cells, synchronous initiation of recombination can be accom-
plished by the induction of a site-specific endonuclease. Two
such systems have been developed in yeast. The HO endonu-
clease recognizes a degenerate target of 22 bp (345) and nor-
mally cleaves only one site in the entire yeast genome: the
mating-type (MAT) locus. Constructs in which the HO gene is
fused to a galactose-inducible promoter have made it possible
to express HO simply by adding galactose to cells grown on
lactate, glycerol, or raffinose (203), three carbon sources that
do not repress the galactose-inducible promoter. A second
endonuclease is I-SceI, normally encoded and expressed only
in yeast mitochondria to facilitate the movement of a mobile
intron, $ (LSU.I) (82, 101, 102, 290). A synthetic version of this
gene, replacing codons whose usage is different in mitochon-
dria and the cytoplasm, was constructed, again under the con-
trol of a galactose-inducible promoter (381). A 45- to 90-min
induction of either HO or I-SceI leads to the cleavage of a
significant fraction (30% for I-SceI, 100% for HO) of target
sites. HO endonuclease is also turned over rapidly, so that no
activity remains 30 min after the end of the induction period
(547). Once a DSB has been created, intermediate steps in
recombination, along with the appearance of final products,
can be identified.

Physical monitoring of HO-induced mitotic gene conver-
sion: the example of MAT switching. A paradigm for mitotic
recombination is HO endonuclease-induced recombination,
and more specifically, MAT switching. During switching (Fig.
5), the Ya- or Y%-specific sequences at MAT that specify the
mating type are replaced by sequences copied from two unex-
pressed donor sequences, HML% and HMRa (reviewed in ref-
erences 161, 163, 164, and 471). The initiating event is a DSB
catalyzed by the HO endonuclease at the Y/Z junction of the
recipient MAT locus.

The absence of a StyI site in Y% sequences and its presence
in Ya sequences makes it easy to monitor MAT switching by
the appearance of a novel StyI restriction fragment when
MATa switches to MAT%. Surprisingly, the time from the ap-
pearance of the HO-cut MATa locus until the appearance of
the MAT% is about 1 h, suggesting that there are a number of
very slow steps in the process (547). Some of these steps may
be slow because of a need for new protein synthesis (422). The
kinetics of recombination appear to be cell cycle independent,
since similar time courses were observed when synchronized
cells were induced at different times in the cell cycle or in
G1-arrested cells (85, 393). It remains possible that HO-in-
duced events are different from the natural situation, where
MAT switching occurs only in mother cells and only in the G1
phase of the cell cycle, because HO expression is tightly regu-
lated. However, the same slowness of recombination is also
seen in meiotic recombination (discussed below).

It is also possible to detect intermediates of recombination.

FIG. 4. New restriction endonuclease fragments produced by reciprocal recombination. The appearance of these new restriction fragments can be monitored by
Southern blotting at various time points of meiosis. Vertical lines stand for the restriction sites used in the diagnostic assay. P1 and P2, parental restriction fragments;
R1 and R2, recombinant fragments resulting from crossing over.
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In the time course of MAT switching, monitored on denaturing
gels, one observes the transient appearance of one or more
higher-molecular-weight DNA restriction fragments. These
proved to be the result of extensive 5#-to-3# degradation of the
HO-cut end, so that one or more StyI sites were single stranded
and could not be cut by the restriction endonuclease (547).
Processing of DSB ends later proved to be a general feature of
homologous DSB repair, with the resulting single-strand DNA
being the pivotal intermediate in all homologous recombina-
tion pathways (see below). The extent of the resection is fre-
quently more than 1 kb, far beyond the 320 bp of homology
shared by MAT and its donor HML in the Z region. This
process generates a long 3#-ended tail that can invade a ho-
mologous template. When later steps in recombination are
prevented, for example when there is no homologous sequence
with which MAT can recombine, 5#-to-3# degradation appears
to continue down the chromosome unabated (262). The rate of
degradation can be estimated to be 1 to 2 nucleotides per s.
The progress of 5#-to-3# degradation can also be followed on
dot blots by using strand-specific DNA probes (262, 474). Al-
though the 5#-ended strand is extensively resected, there is

little or no degradation of the 3#-ended strand (397, 474, 479,
547).

Strand invasion itself has not been assayed in vivo. No assay
is yet available to detect the initial D-loop created by strand
invasion, although by analogy to other processes such as the
initiation of transcription, it should be possible to do so by
reacting the displaced template strand in vivo with the single-
strand-specific reagent KMnO4 (146). Once the invading
strand assembles a DNA polymerase that begins to copy the
template, it is possible to detect this early intermediate step by
a sensitive PCR assay. Using one primer specific for the donor
template (Y%) and one distal to the recipient (Fig. 5), it is
possible to detect as little as 20 nucleotides of new DNA
synthesis (547). This intermediate appears 15 to 30 min after
HO cleavage but still 30 min prior to the completion of switch-
ing, which can be measured both on Southern blots and by a
second PCR that detects the joining of Y donor sequences to
those proximal to MAT. That 30 min elapses between the
initial strand invasion-replication step and the completion of
switching again argues that there are several slow steps in this
recombination process.

FIG. 5. Mating-type switching in yeast. The MAT locus, which determines the a or % mating type, switches by gene conversion, using one of two silent cassettes,
HMRa and HML%, located on the same chromosome. The gene conversion event is initiated by the HO endonuclease, which creates a DSB at the border of the varying
region (called Ya or Y%, according to the genotype). MAT, HMR, and HML share homology on both sides of the Y regions (W, X, and Z regions). Both strands of
DNA are shown in the middle diagram. A PCR assay has been used to detect DNA synthesis during MAT switching. Using oligonucleotides P1 and P2, one cannot
obtain any PCR products in MATa cells, but a PCR product appears when the cell switches to MAT%, as soon as DNA synthesis initiated from the Z region of MAT
proceeds to copy Y% from MAT%.
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MAT switching is perhaps unusually restrictive as a model
for the study of DSB repair, because of the largely inaccessible
chromatin structure of the donors. Consequently, additional
studies have been carried out by inserting a 24- to 117-bp HO
recognition site into other genes (245, 342, 344, 346, 371, 395,
422), allowing the characterization of recombination events
occurring between chromosomal sequences (19, 124, 372, 394,
395, 422) and between chromosomal and plasmid sequences
(342, 368, 487). One substrate that has received a great deal of
attention in our laboratory is a centromere-containing plasmid
carrying two copies of the E. coli lacZ gene, in either direct or
inverted orientation (18, 123, 124, 195, 197, 366, 422). In gen-
eral the results of MAT switching and these other HO-induced
recombination systems have been similar. Analogous con-
structs involving I-SceI and an 18-bp recognition site have also
been developed (117, 381).

DIFFERENT MECHANISMS OF HOMOLOGOUS DSB
REPAIR

There are at least three different mechanisms of homolo-
gous recombination that can be used to repair a chromosomal
DSB in mitotic yeast cells: gene conversion, single-strand an-
nealing, and break-induced recombination. A fourth mecha-
nism can account for the integration of foreign DNA into a
homologous chromosomal locus. In addition, there are very
probably two pathways of gene conversion.

Gene Conversion

Relationship between gene conversion and crossovers. Gene
conversion is defined as a nonreciprocal transfer of genetic
information from one molecule to its homologue. Usually this
occurs between two alleles of a gene (Fig. 1 and 2); however,
gene conversions can embrace many contiguous genes, includ-
ing the entire distal part of a chromosome arm. Gene conver-
sions were initially defined in meiosis, where one could observe
non-Mendelian segregation of alleles. The pioneering work of
Mortimer and Fogel (329) established several key characteris-
tics of gene conversions, including the idea that gene conver-
sions exhibited polarity, whereby the probability that a nearby
marker would be coconverted along with a specified gene-
converted marker decreased with the distance between the
markers. In meiosis, gene conversion tracts are on average 1 to
2 kb (46, 95, 293, 348, 478). In mitosis, some gene conversions
cover very short distances (216, 305, 342) while others extend
for hundreds of kilobases (see below).

A second key observation by Mortimer and Fogel (126, 127,
329) was that gene conversions were intimately associated with
crossing over. Conversely, if one selects for crossovers, one will
often find an associated gene conversion in meiosis (46, 492) as
well as in mitosis (71, 551), and it is now taken for granted that
most if not all crossovers arise from the same transfers of DNA
strands that cause gene conversion. However, some crossovers
will not be associated with a detectable gene conversion, either
because the interval where crossing over occurs does not con-
tain allelic differences between the homologous sequences or
because intermediates that could give rise to a gene conversion
can also be restored, with no detectable change in genotype.
Willis and Klein (551) devised a system (similar to the one
shown in Fig. 2E), in which mitotic intrachromosomal cross-
overs could be directly selected by inversion of a segment
flanked by inverted repeats. Inversion led to a fortuitous in-
crease in expression of a kanamycin resistance gene. By ana-
lyzing the pattern of gene conversion of markers in the repeats,
Willis and Klein concluded that about 50% of crossovers had

an associated, detectable gene conversion and that crossing
over was more likely to occur when the gene conversion tract
was long. As we noted above, crossovers without a detectable
event are likely to have arisen by the same mechanism but with
the original genotype restored.

The proportion of gene conversions that are accompanied by
crossing over is much greater in meiosis than in mitosis. We
will defer a discussion of the control of meiotic crossing over to
a later section. The data suggest to us that meiotic recombi-
nation is fundamentally similar to mitotic recombination but
modified in several ways, most notably in the proportion of
gene conversions associated with crossing over. In mitosis, only
a relatively small fraction of gene conversions are crossover
associated, ranging from almost 0% to about 20%; however, in
some special cases half of all gene conversions are associated
with exchanges of flanking markers.

In transformation experiments where a plasmid, cut within a
rDNA gene, was repaired by gene conversion with the chro-
mosomal rDNA, Orr-Weaver and Szostak (357) observed that
50% of the repair events were associated with crossing over.
This 50% ratio was also observed for recombination initiated
by an HO-induced DSB in a centromeric plasmid containing
two inverted repeats of the E. coli lacZ gene, one of which
carried a recognition site for the site specific HO endonuclease
(423). Similar results were found upon cleavage by another
site-specific endonuclease, I-SceI (381). However, subsequent
studies involving transformation or HO-induced DSB repair
have generally found that the proportion of DSB repair events
accompanied by crossing over was substantially less than 50%
(380, 423). For example, when the same pair of inverted copies
of the lacZ sequences are integrated into a chromosome, the
proportion of HO-induced gene conversions accompanied by
crossing over drops to 5% (423). In general, the frequency of
crossover-associated events is low when one or both of the
interacting molecules is a chromosomal locus, as opposed to
plasmid-borne sequences. In this regard, the rDNA sequence
first studied by Orr-Weaver et al. (357, 358) may be excep-
tional. In general, mitotic gene conversions, measured after
selection for prototrophs between heteroalleles on homolo-
gous chromosomes, exhibit crossover frequencies of 10 to 20%
(112, 165, 252).

Another major factor in the proportion of mitotic gene con-
versions associated with crossing over seems to be the nature of
the recombining sequences. We mentioned above that Rudin
et al. (423) observed 50% of crossovers among HO-induced
recombination events between two inverted repeats of lacZ.
When recombination occurs in a similar plasmid, but between
two copies of the MAT sequence, crossovers are very rare (3%)
(80, 475). Crossovers are also rare during normal MAT switch-
ing, when the chromosomal MAT locus is converted by one of
the two silent cassettes, HMR and HML (234). Crossover
events accompanying MAT switching would result in lethal
chromosome deletions, and one can hypothesize that the MAT
sequences might have evolved some intrinsic feature that in-
hibits crossovers.

Mechanisms of gene conversion. Gene conversions can be
explained by two different families of models, both of them
supported by substantial experimental data. They are de-
scribed below.

(i) DSB repair model of Szostak et al. Because gene con-
versions are strongly associated with crossovers, molecular
models were designed to account for this fact, culminating in
the DSB repair model first suggested by Resnick and Martin
(401) and later elaborated by Szostak and coworkers (479, 494)
(Fig. 6). These models were based on earlier conceptions by
Holliday (185) and by Meselson and Radding (312).
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Experimental support for recombination models initiated by
a DSB came initially from transformation experiments carried
out by Orr-Weaver et al. (357, 358), which established several
important characteristics of DSB repair. First, a linearized
plasmid, cut in a region of homology to a chromosome, could
be repaired and integrated (by crossing over) into the chromo-
some. Second, a plasmid carrying a gap in the homologous
region would be repaired by the filling in of all of the sequences
present in the template but missing in the gapped broken
molecule. Third, when the transforming cut plasmid contained
a functional origin of DNA replication, so that noncrossover
products (a recircularized plasmid) could also be recovered,
approximately 50% of the repair events were accompanied by
crossing over (leading to the integration of all the plasmid into
the chromosome) and 50% yielded a repaired, autonomously
replicated plasmid.

The initial version of the Szostak et al. model assumed that
DSBs were resected on both strands to create large gaps
flanked by rather short regions of single-stranded DNA that
could invade a homologous template and initiate DNA repair.
The version shown in Fig. 6 reflects current thinking and is
based on observations from several laboratories that the 3#
ends of both meiotic and mitotic DSBs are not resected while
the 5# ends of the DNA can be chewed back for very long
distances, often more than 1 kb (64, 262, 397, 479, 547). The 3#
ends are presumed to invade an intact homologous template in
a manner similar to the way RecA-catalyzed strand exchange

occurs in E. coli (105, 246, 461). The 3# ends of the invading
strands can then act as primers for the initiation of new DNA
synthesis.

This process would lead to the formation of two Holliday
junctions (HJs), four-stranded branched structures whose al-
ternative resolution allows the formation of the crossover
products. HJs theoretically can be cleaved by a resolvase by
cutting either the two noncrossed strands or the two crossed
strands (Fig. 6). If both HJs are cleaved in the same way, gene
conversion will not be associated with crossing over, but if the
noncrossover strands of one HJ are cleaved while the crossover
strands on the second are cut, there will be an exchange of
flanking markers. An equal number of crossovers and non-
crossovers would be predicted if HJs were resolved randomly,
which seems to be the case in the experiments of Orr-Weaver
and Szostak (357). Lower frequencies of crossing over have
often been explained by a bias in HJ resolution. In practice, it
may be that an isomerization of the HJ is required, as proposed
by Meselson and Radding (312), so that the crossed strands are
always cleaved (32).

Recently, the existence of branched intermediates was phys-
ically demonstrated during meiotic DSB repair, using a two-
dimensional (2D) gel electrophoresis procedure (83, 437–439).
Schwacha and Kleckner could show that these structures in-
deed correspond to double Holliday junctions (437) (Fig. 7).
Apparently, similar structures were also detected in the rDNA
locus during vegetative growth (575).

The Szostak et al. model solved several problems that chal-
lenged the previous reigning model of Meselson and Radding
(312). First, it accounted for the fact that the locus experienc-
ing DNA damage (in this case a DSB) would generally be the
recipient locus in a gene conversion. Second, the formation of
two HJs allowed crossing over to occur both upstream and
downstream of a site experiencing non-Mendelian segregation
(128).

(ii) Synthesis-dependent strand annealing. Because many
mitotic gene conversions were infrequently associated with
crossing over, a second family of gene conversion models
emerged, beginning with those of Nasmyth (339) and Thaler
and Stahl (499) and further elaborated by both Hastings (175)
and McGill et al. (305). Similar alternative models appeared to
explain results in other organism such as Drosophila (111, 150,
340), mammals (30), E. coli (250, 331), and Ustilago (121). The
name we use for these kinds of mechanism, synthesis-depen-
dent strand annealing (SDSA), was coined by Nassif et al.
(340). The basic feature of these models is that the newly
synthesized DNA strands are displaced from the template and
returned to the broken molecule, allowing the two newly syn-
thesized strands to anneal to each other. This could occur
either because there are topoisomerases or helicases that ac-
tively dismantle the replication structure (305, 500) (Fig. 8A)
or because the replication “bubble” remains small, with the
newly synthesized strand being continuously unwound from its
template (the bubble migration model) (130) (Fig. 8B). In both
cases, DNA synthesis is conservative (all the newly synthesized
sequences are on the same molecule) instead of semiconser-
vative as in the Szostak et al. model. SDSA models were first
designed to explain a lack of crossovers, but they received
experimental backing from other observations that could best
be explained by such a mechanism.

First, in HO endonuclease-induced recombination between
a donor and a recipient that contain polymorphic sites near the
DSB, one can deduce the formation of heteroduplex DNA,
with one strand from the donor and one from the recipient, by
the appearance of a sectored colony derived from a single cell,
each half of which is derived from one of the DNA strands of

FIG. 6. DSB repair model of Szostak et al. (494). DSB formation is followed
by 5#-to-3# resection of the ends. The resulting 3# ends are recombinogenic and
can invade a homologous template, to initiate new DNA synthesis. Two HJs are
formed and are resolved independently by cutting the crossed (open arrowhead)
or noncrossed (closed arrowhead) strands, resulting in crossover or noncrossover
products.
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the heteroduplex-containing molecule. McGill et al. (305)
showed, for mating-type (MAT) gene conversions, that such a
heteroduplex was found only at the recipient locus. This was
unexpected based on the predictions of the Szostak et al.
model (494), where strand invasion should have left a region of
heteroduplex DNA in the donor (Fig. 6). This result was more
readily explained if the polymerase-extended invading strand
was unwound to anneal with a second, newly synthesized
strand that was copied from the donor sequence (Fig. 8A).
Diagnostic events exhibiting post-repair segregation of mark-
ers are rare in wild-type cells, which are able to repair mis-
matched DNA. When mismatch repair is prevented by deleting
the PMS1 gene, 85% of MAT conversions showed postswitch-
ing segregation of a marker only 8 bp from the end of the DSB
(397). All the heteroduplex was found in the recipient locus.
This observation also reinforces the conclusion that DSBs are

rarely degraded on both strands to produce gaps, since a gap of
8 bp to the right of the DSB would have removed the possi-
bility of detecting heteroduplex DNA.

SDSA models were also invoked to explain other observa-
tions not predicted by the model of Szostak et al. These also
concern the location of heteroduplex regions. As noted above,
the Szostak et al. model predicts the formation of two regions
of heteroduplex that should always be on different chromatids.
However, using alleles that form heteroduplexes that are
poorly corrected by the mismatch repair proteins in meiosis,
Porter et al. (384) and Gilbertson and Stahl (148) found very
few such outcomes; instead, they found that both heteroduplex
regions were found on a single chromatid, a result that can best
be explained by SDSA models (Fig. 9). In addition, a number
of DSB-induced gene conversions in both mitotic (342) and
meiotic (148, 384) cells were found to be confined to markers

FIG. 7. Physical characterization of the double-HJ intermediate predicted by Szostak et al. (494). (A) Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of DNA from meiotic
cells at the pachytene stage. Restriction enzyme-digested DNA samples are run first slowly on a low-concentration (0.4%) agarose gel. The migration lane is then cut
and inserted across a high-concentration (0.8 to 1.0%) agarose gel, for a second, quick migration. Various molecules or events can be identified by Southern blotting,
such as parental molecules (Mom and Dad), recombinant molecules (Rec), DSBs, and JMs. There are three different JMs, corresponding to the Mom-Mom, Dad-Dad,
and Mom-Dad (the bigger signal in the middle). D, dimension. This figure has been adapted from Fig. 1 of reference 439. (B) JMs are double Holliday junctions. The
JMs corresponding to interchromosome recombination (Mom-Dad) can be extracted from the gel. These molecules are resolved into parental and recombinant
molecules (437) by the RuvC resolvase, showing that they include HJs. The JMs can also be run on a denaturing electrophoresis gel, and the size and specific
hybridization pattern of the strands will indicate if they are recombinant or nonrecombinant strands. The theoretical outcome expected for simple HJs is two parental
strands and two recombinant strands (left). This was not observed (437, 438). Instead, only parental strands were observed, the expected outcome for double HJs (right).
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on only one side of the DSB. These results are compatible with
a strand invasion event where only one 3# end of the DSB
would form a heteroduplex with the template and then initiate
DNA synthesis (Fig. 8B). Substantial heteroduplex formation

would result from the annealing of the other 3# end with the
displaced strand (148, 384) or, as in an SDSA model, with the
newly synthesized DNA (342) (Fig. 8B).

Further support for SDSA models is provided by studies

FIG. 8. SDSA models. (A) Simple SDSA model. Both 3# ends invade the template and initiate new DNA synthesis. (B) SDSA model with bubble migration. (C)
SDSA model with crossing over. Following strand annealing of the second 3# end with the displaced strand, a double HJ intermediate can occur. (D) Repair replication
fork capture model. Strand invasion initiates both leading- and lagging-strand synthesis. Because of branch migration following DNA synthesis, this is an SDSA model.
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showing that gene conversion can use two templates located on
two different chromosomes. Silberman and Kupiec showed in a
transformation experiment that a broken plasmid can acquire
genetic information from two different loci on two different
chromosomes (455). Pâques et al. (368) did a similar experi-
ment, in which each end of a DSB on a plasmid was homolo-
gous to one of two overlapping truncated LEU2 genes on two
different chromosomes (Fig. 10A). Gap repair to produce a
complete LEU2 gene on the plasmid requires two separate

strand invasion events and the subsequent annealing of DNA
ends. The Leu! recombinants resulting from this tripartite
recombination occur with a frequency that is 2.5% of the
frequency of regular gap repair (when the same HO-cut plas-
mid uses a single template for repair) (368). The absolute
condition for this kind of repair event is that genetic informa-
tion be copied from the two different templates and then as-
sembled in the plasmid. This can occur only if newly synthe-
sized sequences are unwound from their template and

FIG. 9. Some data in favor of SDSA models for meiotic recombination. Recombination can occur between two alleles differing by several mutations (A to C). These
mutations can be on the same side of a meiotic DSB, as y and z, or on two different sides, as x and y or x and z. If these mutations result in high-PMS alleles, the revised
DSB repair model of Szostak et al. (479, 494) predicts that y and z can be found in the same heteroduplex (D) and can be observed as two simultaneous PMS with
the y and z alleles from one parent found in the same sector (F). In contrast, x will form a heteroduplex DNA on a different chromatid from y and z. In an SDSA model,
y and z can also be found in the same heteroduplex (E). However, x can be found in another heteroduplex but on the same chromatid (E), resulting in simultaneous
PMS with y and z, but now the x allele from one parent is found in the sector containing the y and z alleles from the other parent (G). This configuration, which is
not predicted by the Szostak et al. model, has been observed by Porter et al. (384) and Gilbertson and Stahl (148).
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returned to the donor molecule. Two models are shown in Fig.
10B. One of these models is an avatar of the copy choice
model, where genetic recombination is the consequence of
template switching during DNA synthesis. In the other, each
end of the DSB initiates DNA synthesis and then the newly
synthesized strands are unwound from their templates and
annealed.

Finally, several assays showed that sequence alterations oc-
curring during DSB repair are found on the recipient molecule
and not on the donor template. HO-induced recombination is
accompanied by a high level of single-base-pair mutations
(184, 472), which are almost always found in the recipient
molecule. This distribution does not depend on the PMS1,
MLH1, and MSH2 genes (304), which indicates that the ab-
sence of mutation in the donor template is not due to “resto-
ration” by the mismatch repair machinery. HO-induced recom-
bination also induces very frequent alterations in the copy
number of a repeated locus (368) (Fig. 11). These alterations
are nearly always found on the recipient molecule. These re-
sults also argue for a conservative mode of DNA synthesis
during DSB repair, since both the single-base-pair substitution
and the tandem repeat alterations associated with DSB repair
are likely to be generated during the DNA synthesis step.
Semiconservative DNA synthesis should let them appear on
both donor and recipient molecules, but SDSA allows them to
be confined to the recipient.

(iii) Synthesis-dependent strand annealing with crossing
over. Gene conversion events not associated with crossing over
can easily be explained by either the Szostak et al. model or the
SDSA model. However, most formulations of SDSA do not
allow for crossing over accompanying DSB repair; if this were
the case, one might predict that outcomes characteristic of
SDSA would not be found for gene conversions accompanied
by crossing over. However, a version of SDSA that includes the
possibility of crossing over has been suggested by Ferguson and
Holloman (121). In this model, strand invasion is initiated by
one end of the DSB and would proceed to copy across the

template until one of two events occur. First, the newly syn-
thesized strand may simply anneal with the second end, yield-
ing a gene conversion without crossing over (Fig. 8B). Alter-
natively, the displaced D-loop created by the first strand may
anneal with the second end, producing a single HJ that can be
resolved with or without crossing over. We have subsequently
proposed a similar model (368), wherein a double HJ would be
formed instead of a single HJ (Fig. 8C). This idea of stabilizing
the D-loop by annealing to the second end of the DSB was a
feature of the mechanism proposed by Szostak et al., but there
is a significant difference that might be used experimentally to
distinguish between them: in the original DSB repair model
the two HJs are found on either side of the DSB (494), while
in our SDSA version, the two HJs are both on one side of the
DSB (368). Crossovers could occur on either side of the DSB,
depending on which end initiates DNA synthesis. We recog-
nize that different positions of a double HJ could also result
from branch migration of the HJs (437).

So far, only one experiment argues that SDSA associated
with crossing over occurs in S. cerevisiae. We mentioned above
that DSB repair induced frequent rearrangements in tandem
repeats, nearly always in the recipient molecule (368). This
accounts for noncrossover DSB repair events (where the donor
and recipient molecules are clearly identifiable), which are the
vast majority of the gene conversion events. However, some
rare crossover events (about 5% of total) could also be found,
and they were associated with tandem repeat rearrangements
at the same frequency as noncrossover products were. Thus,
SDSA may sometimes happen with crossing over. Figure 11D
describes how SDSA could rearrange a tandem repeat and
then allow crossover formation.

(iv) Repair replication fork capture. In both the Szostak et
al. DSB repair model and the standard version of SDSA, there
seems to be a need only for leading-strand polymerization,
primed by the two 3# ends of the invading DNA strands. How-
ever, it would be possible for the invasion of one 3#-ended
single strand to establish a modified replication fork, similar

FIG. 10. Tripartite recombination. (A) A plasmid with a gapped copy of leu2 is gap repaired from two chromosomal templates. Genetic information must be
recovered from two different chromosomes and assembled into the plasmid to create a complete LEU2 gene. (B) Two models to explain the production of a LEU2
gene. DNA synthesis can be initiated independently from both 3# ends of the broken plasmid (top). Both newly synthesized strands are then unwound from the template
and annealed. Alternatively, DNA synthesis can be initiated from one 3# end, and template switching ensures the recovery of all the required LEU2 sequences (bottom).
Then the newly synthesized strand anneals with the other 3# end. In both cases, DNA synthesis is conservative: the newly synthesized DNA is unwound from its template.
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but not identical to the leading- and lagging-strand process of
origin-dependent DNA replication (Fig. 8D).

This type of recombination-dependent, origin-independent
DNA replication is also discussed in the next section to explain
repair events that can copy all the way to a chromosome end.
In the present context, we envision that this process is termi-
nated when the repair-initiated replication fork is “captured”
by the second end of the DSB. Data presented in a later section
have led to the hypothesis that gene conversion requires both
leading- and lagging-strand DNA synthesis (190). In this
model, lagging-strand synthesis and conservative DNA synthe-
sis are not incompatible: both newly synthesized strands can be
returned to the recipient after synthesis has occurred. In the
SDSA model proposed by McGill et al. (305), for example, this
could be accomplished by a topoisomerase. An alternative view
is that branch migration follows semiconservative DNA syn-
thesis, as shown in Fig. 8D. This could be catalyzed by an
enzyme complex similar to the RuvA and RuvB proteins in E.
coli (546); it is noteworthy that ruvA and ruvB mutants have no
noticeable recombination phenotype in the absence of UV
radiation, except in recombination-dependent, origin-indepen-
dent replication (241, 242).

Break-Induced Replication

As discussed above, a common view of gene conversion is
that it involves short-patch events. However, this is not always
the case, and several examples of very long conversion tracts
have been reported in mitosis.

The first observation of such events was made by Esposito
(112), who found gene conversion tracts that apparently ex-
tended from the TRP5 locus to the ADE5 locus on chromo-
some VII. Since the entire yeast genome has now been se-
quenced, we now know that ADE5 and TRP5 are 400 kb apart.
Coconversion of the TRP5 and LEU1 loci, 25 kb apart on
chromosome VII, was also observed at a frequency 1,200-fold
higher than if those events were independent (152), with co-
conversion also of intervening markers (153). Such high levels
of coconversions could be explained in two ways. First, the
conversion tracts might be very large. Second, gene conversion
could occur in a subset of cells that are especially prone to
recombination, and these cells would convert any locus at a
very high rate. This second hypothesis was ruled out by Golin
and Tampe (154), who showed that only genetically linked loci
were converted at high frequencies. These authors also showed
that the coconversion frequency decreased with the distance
between two loci, down to a certain distance (35 kb), where it
no longer depended on distance. Thus, they defined two pro-
cesses of coconversion, a distance-dependent one and (for very
long distances) a distance-independent one. However, the au-
thors did not propose any fundamentally different recombina-
tion model to explain the two kinds of events, perhaps because,
at that time, recombination events occurring in yeast were
explained in term of the Meselson and Radding or Szostak et
al. models, involving the formation of heteroduplexes of ex-
tensive lengths.

Similar asymmetrical inheritance of distal markers was seen
when recombination was initiated by the HOT1 sequence

FIG. 11. DSB-induced expansions and contractions of a tandem repeat. (A)
To test directly if a DSB can induce rearrangements in tandem repeats in yeast,
Pâques et al. (368) tested HO-induced gene conversions with a homologous
donor sequence containing an intervening interval including 8 repeats of 375 bp.
Perfect copying of the template should introduce the whole intervening repeated
locus into the repaired molecule. However, only about half of the repaired
chromosomes acquire an unmodified repeated array. The others have a variable
number of repeats ranging from 1 to 13 copies. These frequent rearrangements
are restricted to the repaired recipient molecule, with the donor template re-
maining unmodified. Similar result have been obtained with an artificial or real
yeast 36-bp minisatellite locus (365) and with a microsatellite CTG locus (402).
(B) The rearrangements may result from replication slippage occurring during
the semiconservative kind of DNA synthesis predicted by Szostak et al. (494);
however, the rearrangement would be expected to be found in the donor tem-
plate as well as in the recipient. The clustering of the rearrangements in the
recipient molecule can be better explained by an SDSA model. (C) In this SDSA
model, both 3# ends initiate DNA synthesis. The newly synthesized strands are
then unwound from their template and annealed. Because of the redundant
structure, there are many possibilities of annealing, resulting in expansions or
contractions. (D) Another possibility is that the kind of DNA synthesis associ-
ated with SDSA (bubble migration for example) would easily generate slippage-
like events. If DNA synthesis stops before the new strands overlap with the other
3# end, reinvasion has to occur. Because of the redundant structure, there are
many possibilities of reinvasion, which would be responsible for the expansions

and contractions that are always found on the recipient molecule because the
newly synthesized sequences return to the repaired molecule. Resolution by
annealing can occur, but HJs also can be formed and lead to crossovers, as
proposed in Fig. 8C. This last feature has the advantage of explaining why the
infrequent crossover events found in this experiment were associated with tan-
dem repeat rearrangements as often as were the noncrossover events.
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(528). Coconversions involving up to 70 kb accounted for 90%
of the conversion events at one locus. Actually, the same study
also showed that the rate of coconversion was 60% even for
spontaneous recombination (not induced by HOT1). Although
these events are gene conversion events (i.e., asymmetrical
inheritance), Voelkel-Meiman and Roeder (528, 529) invoked
a replicative model of DSB repair, analogous to the recombi-
nation-induced replication of phage T4 (130, 330) or of the E.
coli chromosome (242). It is this kind of model that has since
been favored to explain very long tracts of gene conversion.
Three different versions are shown in Fig. 12A.

DSB repair leading to long tracts of gene conversion has also
been observed by Malkova et al. (291), who used MATa/
MAT%-inc diploids to study the repair of an HO-induced DSB.
Nearly all of the repair of MATa occurs by recombination with
the MAT%-inc (noncleavable) homologous chromosome, since
the cut chromosome lacks the donors HML and HMR. In a

wild-type strain, nearly all the repair events are short-patch
gene conversions, most of the time without crossovers. In rad52
diploids, the broken chromosome is almost always lost, but in
rad51 diploids, the repair efficiency is 45% of the wild-type
level. The repair of the DSB in rad51 diploids does not occur
by classical gene conversion, however. All of the cells in which
repair had occurred had become homozygous for MAT%-inc
and for all markers distal to MAT. This RAD52-dependent,
RAD51-independent repair process was termed break-induced
replication (BIR).

Another recent study supports the idea that one-ended
strand invasion events do indeed result in extensive DNA syn-
thesis involving whole chromosome arms. Morrow et al. (326)
investigated the process of chromosome fragmentation devel-
oped by Vollrath et al. (530). Vollrath et al. transformed a
linear fragment of DNA into yeast, with one end including Y#
subtelomeric sequences and therefore able to generate a new
telomere by recombination with Y# sequences on another
chromosome end. The other end is homologous to a yeast
chromosomal sequence far from a telomere. They recovered
recombined chromosomes, including the transformed DNA
linear fragment, with a new telomere on its Y# side and, on the
other side, all the sequences distal to the yeast homologous
sequence (Fig. 12B). An obvious explanation was that this
chromosome arose by a reciprocal exchange between the yeast
gene present in the linear fragment and the chromosome.
However, Morrow et al. showed that this was unlikely to be the
case, because this new recombined chromosome was often
found in addition to and not instead of the intact homologous
yeast chromosome (Fig. 12B). Therefore, this kind of event
had to involve extensive new DNA synthesis initiated from the
non-Y# end of the transformed fragment, adding a whole chro-
mosome arm to this end. Here, also, the authors propose that
a true replication fork would be initiated, leading to semicon-
servative replication, as during recombination-induced replica-
tion in E. coli or phage T4 (242, 330).

One theoretical feature of BIR is that after strand invasion
of one 3# end, there is no possible stabilization of the displaced
strand by annealing with the second DSB end. Therefore, one
has to envision two possibilities: either DNA synthesis occurs
by bubble migration (130) (Fig. 12A, scheme 1), or BIR in-
volves a true replication fork (Fig. 12A, scheme 2). However,
with a bubble migration model, the synthesis of a complemen-
tary strand would be a secondary event. In contrast, recombi-
nation-induced replication forks have a rather well-character-
ized precedent in E. coli (242) and in bacteriophage T4
replication (330), a good reason to prefer this kind of model.
We note that there is a satisfying unity of mechanism between
BIR and the replication fork capture model described above.
The third model (Fig. 12A, scheme 3) is directly derived from
this fork capture model, with the progression of the replication
fork closely followed by branch migration, resulting in conser-
vative DNA synthesis. Once BIR starts, it can proceed to the
chromosome end or be converted into gap repair if the second
end of the DSB becomes involved.

BIR may also be a biologically very important repair path-
way for the repair of chromosome ends. A chromosome that
has lost a telomere has a single DSB end, and no second end
can participate in a gene conversion repair event. One-ended
events have been proposed for a long time to explain recom-
bination at telomeres in wild-type cells (104, 534). Using HO-
induced chromosome breaks in a diploid in which only one end
of the broken chromosome has significant homology to its
homologue, Bosco and Haber (51) found that repair was highly
efficient; close to 70% of the broken chromosomes were re-

FIG. 12. BIR. (A) Three models to explain BIR. In model 1, the 3# end of the
DNA fragment (or broken chromosome) invades the template and initiates
synthesis of one DNA strand by bubble migration. The complementary strand
has to be synthesized later. In model 2, another (more likely) possibility is that
the 3# end initiates both leading- and lagging-strand synthesis, in a true replica-
tion fork. Here, DNA synthesis is semiconservative. The branched structure has
then to be resolved by an endonuclease. In model 3, the initiation of a true
replication fork is compatible with conservative DNA synthesis provided that
branch migration follows the progression of the replication fork (bottom). Semi-
conservative replication is constrained to a small bubble. This hybrid model
corresponds to the gene conversion model proposed in Fig. 8D. (B) One example
of BIR. A DNA fragment with subtelomeric sequences, a centromere, and a
terminal sequence homologous to a chromosomal region is transformed into
yeast. The subtelomeric sequence can recombine with a chromosomal subtelo-
meric region to result in a true telomere (ellipse). This step is not shown. The
other end of the DNA fragment can acquire all the sequences distal to the
chromosomal homologous region, up to the telomere.
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paired by apparently copying the 25 kb distal to the DSB from
the homologous chromosome.

BIR accounts for the recombination-dependent mainte-
nance of telomeres in cells in which telomerase, the enzyme
that normally adds short TG1–3 sequences at the end of yeast
chromosomes, is deleted. Although most of these telomerase-
deficient cells die, a small proportion survive by apparently
frequent recombination that regenerates and disperses suffi-
cient TG1–3 at every chromosome end to keep cells alive (286).
In addition, there are frequent rearrangements of subtelomeric
sequences, including the proliferation to many ends of a sub-
telomeric Y# element found normally at some chromosome
ends. This whole process depends on the RAD52 gene and is
affected by other recombination genes (260). It is not known if
the cells that survive in this way have undergone some change
that distinguishes them from the vast majority of cells that die
without telomerase. Perhaps they have become hyperrecombi-
nation mutants, but genetic analysis has failed to reveal a single
mutation to account for their survival (285).

A similar phenomenon has been observed in S. pombe. Cells
with the trt1! gene, encoding the catalytic unit of the telome-
rase, deleted can survive by two different processes: circular-
ization of the chromosomes or apparent elongation of chro-
mosomal ends without telomeres by a recombinational
pathway, which might be BIR (337). The recombination pro-
cess in trt1 mutant cells is enhanced by a mutation in the taz1!

gene, which encodes a telomeric DNA binding protein (337).
This protein probably prevents the chromosome ends from
entering the recombination process which is the fate of regular
DNA ends.

Single-Strand Annealing

If a DSB occurs between two flanking homologous regions,
repair of the broken chromosome is very efficient and results in
a deletion containing a single copy of the repeated sequence. A

mechanism that appears to account for these events is single-
strand annealing (SSA) first suggested by Lin et al. for mam-
malian DNA repair (Fig. 13) (273, 274). SSA depends on the
resection of the ends of the DSB by an exonuclease to produce
long single-stranded tails in which complementary strands of
the duplicated sequence are exposed and can reanneal. In
yeast, SSA is nearly 100% efficient when homologous regions
flanking the DSB are at least 400 bp, but 5% of the cells will
survive a DSB when the repeats are only 60 bp (474). Repair is
efficient even if the repeats are separated by as much as 15 kb.

SSA occurs in competition with other mechanisms of DSB
repair. Fishman-Lobell et al. (124) used a plasmid containing
direct repeats, one of which was cleaved by HO; thus either
single-strand annealing or gene conversion could repair the
DSB. The kinetics of the appearance of the noncrossover gene
conversion product and of the deletion were different, arguing
that these two outcomes arose predominantly by different
mechanisms. Moreover, when 4 kb of additional DNA was
inserted between the flanking repeats, the time to complete
gene conversion remained the same while the time to produce
the deletion increased by 60 min. This argued that a relatively
slow exonuclease must traverse the entire intervening region
before SSA could occur. Both in this plasmid assay and when
substrates were integrated into the chromosome, deletions
produced by SSA were three to four times more frequent than
gene conversions, arguing that SSA is not a minor default
pathway but a major repair pathway that may also explain the
deletions of DNA between dispersed repeated sequences such
as Alu in human DNA. Such deletions may be partially sup-
pressed by the divergence of these dispersed sequences, given
the observation in yeast that a 3% divergence between 205-bp
repeats reduced SSA by a factor of 5 (476).

If a DSB is created within one of a pair of repeated se-
quences, deletions could happen in two ways: by SSA or by a
gene conversion accompanied by crossing over. In the latter
case, there would be a circular reciprocal product that would
be retained only if it contained an origin of replication. Both
genetic and physical experiments have failed to detect this
reciprocal product except at very low levels, suggesting that
SSA is the predominant route by which such a DSB is repaired
(124, 395). SSA probably accounts for most of the spontaneous
recombination events that are often called pop-out recombi-
nation.

SSA has provided a useful assay system to probe aspects of
chromosome structure. To explore whether chromosomes lie
in separate territories in the nucleus, Haber and Leung (166)
created a strain in which two HO-induced DSBs on two dif-
ferent chromosomes could be repaired by competing SSA
events: either by two intrachromosomal annealings (creating
two deletions) or by two interchromosomal events (creating a
pair of reciprocal translocations). Surprisingly, the interchro-
mosomal events were as frequent as the intrachromosomal
deletions. This argues that each DSB end could search the
entire genome for a partner. SSA also has been useful as a
default mechanism, in competition with gene conversion. In
this way, it is possible to assess the efficiency with which an
interchromosomal donor is used to repair a DSB, by compar-
ing the frequency of gene conversion and a deletion event
created by SSA between two repeated sequences flanking the
DSB cut locus that is the target of gene conversion (371, 559).

Gene Targeting (Ends-Out Events)

Ends-out recombination events in eukaryotes is thought of
essentially as an artificial event, useful for the researcher to
knock out genes but not necessarily relevant to any biological

FIG. 13. SSA. SSA can occur when a DSB appears between (or within) two
direct repeats. Resection of the DSB ends produces two complementary single
strands that are annealed. After excision of the nonhomologous 3# ends and new
DNA synthesis, ligation restores two continuous strands.
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pathway. In the one-step disruption method (421), a DNA
fragment containing the gene one wishes to disrupt is modified
in vitro, usually placing a selectable marker gene within, or
instead of, the open reading frame. This disrupted gene is then
transformed into yeast as a linear fragment. After selection for
the marker gene, most of the transformants have integrated
the DNA fragment at its homologous chromosomal counter-
part (Fig. 3D). By placing sequences at each end of a selectable
marker that were homologous to two very distant locations on
a chromosome, Surosky and Tye (486) were able to create very
large internal deletions of a chromosomal arm.

Current genome knockout strategies involve as little as 30 to
45 bp of DNA on either side of a KAN1 gene to knockout a
target gene (531). In practice one needs two oligonucleotides
each complementary to one end of the open reading frame and
also overlapping the 5# or 3# end of the KAN1 gene. PCR
amplification provides the transforming DNA. The success of
this strategy is impressive—as many as 95% of the kanamycin-
resistant transformants have knocked out the target gene.
However, the results seem to vary with the strain and with the
target sequences (213).

These ends-out recombination events have often been ex-
plained as the result of two crossovers at the ends of the
transforming fragment, as illustrated in Fig. 14A. However,
recent data have suggested another mechanism. Leung et al.
(266) observed that such transformation events could result in
sectored colonies, especially in strains mutated for the mis-
match repair system. This outcome is not predicted by a dou-
ble-crossover model, since both strands in the middle of the
fragment should be integrated together. Instead, the authors
proposed that ends-out events could involve an intermediate
with a long heteroduplex created when one strand of the trans-
forming fragment was assimilated into the homologous chro-
mosomal sequence (Fig. 14B). This heteroduplex would often
be aborted or corrected by the mismatch repair system, which
appears to prefer to use the unbroken, resident strand as the
template to correct the invading strand. Only about 5% of the
time, correction occurs in favor of the transformed sequence.
These data are supported by those of Negritto et al. (341), who
also observed a 40-fold increase in gene replacement in a msh2

mismatch repair mutant when the linear fragment is perfectly
homologous to the recipient site, except for the insertion of a
selectable marker. However, these authors also observed that
mismatches discouraged the integration of a linear fragment
only when they were found at the edges of the fragment,
suggesting that only the flanking parts of the fragment are
engaged in heteroduplex formation. It is possible that the lack
of effect of heterologies in the interior may be due to the fact
that they were adjacent to a large, completely nonhomologous
selectable marker.

A third model is strongly suggested by the results of Morrow
et al. (326). After transformation of a DNA fragment whose
terminal sequences were two inverted copies of a chromosomal
locus, they screened for the formation of an isochromosome, in
which the transformed fragment was now flanked by two copies
of the same chromosome arm. These events most probably
result from de novo synthesis of two chromosome arms, each
initiated from the 3# ends of the transformed fragment. This
would correspond to two ends-out BIR events, with each end
acting as a primer for extensive DNA synthesis. One striking
feature of such unexpected events is that they occur with a
frequency similar to that of the conventional knockout trans-
formants. One can thus imagine that any ends-out event is
initiated as follows. Strand invasion by the transforming frag-
ment into the homologous locus would prime extensive DNA
synthesis at each end of the fragment (Fig. 14C). Resolution
with crossing over on each side would then integrate the trans-
forming sequence. Alternatively, DNA synthesis might con-
tinue until the ends of the chromosome, resulting in chromo-
somal duplication.

During an “ends-in” integration, it may be sufficient that
only one 3# end invades the template, with the second end
simply annealing to the D-loop or to the newly synthesized
strand. If ends-out recombination events require a crossover at
each end of the integrating fragment, they would also require
two independent strand invasions. However, in some of the
conceptions discussed above, only one end would have to in-
vade. Hastings et al. (178) found that ends-out events are two-
to ninefold less efficient than ends-in events, which seems to
argue that there is an additional limiting step for ends-out

FIG. 14. Models for gene targeting (ends-out recombination). (A) A common view is that ends-out recombination is a double-crossover event. (B) Gene targeting
could occur by the assimilation of one strand of the transformed DNA, which will thereafter convert the recipient by mismatch repair. (C) A third model, suggested
by the work of Morrow et al. (326), envisions that the 3# ends initiate BIR, resulting in a new chromosome that will replace or recombine with the original one.
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events or that the processes are significantly different. Other
studies (266, 326) found greater differences (up to 10- to 25-
fold) between the two kind of events.

A combination of mechanisms may also account for the very
efficient construction in vivo of recombinant plasmids by co-
transforming a linearized, gapped autonomously replicating
sequence (ARS)-containing plasmid molecule and a second
linear fragment that is homologous to both sides of the DSB in
the plasmid. Either by ends-out or ends-in recombination or
even by SSA, a circular plasmid with newly introduced se-
quences is created (289).

PROTEINS INVOLVED IN MITOTIC RECOMBINATION

A complete characterization at the molecular level also in-
cludes the elucidation of the enzymatic machinery involved in
the process. The combined power of genetics, molecular biol-
ogy, and biochemistry has allowed researchers to assign spe-
cific roles to a number of proteins needed for the completion
of each step during various recombination events. Biochemical
studies are essentially attempts to reconstitute in vitro one or
more steps in recombination, such as strand invasion, anneal-
ing, or 3# nonhomologous-end removal.

Genes important for the repair of DSBs were identified
primarily as mutations sensitive to X rays but not UV irradi-
ation. These genes were classified as the RAD52 epistasis
group. A mutation in rad52 was as radiation sensitive as a
double-mutant of rad52 and one of the other rad mutations
(141). Currently 10 genes fall into this group: RAD50, RAD51,
RAD52, RAD53, RAD54, RAD55, RAD56, RAD57, MRE11,
and XRS2; however, as discussed below, this classification
masks a clear subdivision of these genes into at least four
subgroups.

RAD52 stands alone as the one gene required for all homol-
ogous recombination events. RAD51, RAD54, RAD55, and
RAD57 have common phenotypes, being required for some
homologous recombination events but dispensable or less nec-
essary for others. RAD50, MRE11, and XRS2 form another
family of interacting proteins whose deletions have common
phenotypes.

RAD53 has proven to be an essential gene that is not directly
involved in DNA repair but is part of a complex network of
checkpoint functions that arrest cell division and allow suffi-
cient time for DNA repair to occur. The RAD56 gene has not
yet been identified.

We also discuss several more recently identified genes in-
volved in DSB repair: DMC1, RAD59, and TID1/RDH54. This
list is certainly incomplete and does not include essential genes
that are also required for DNA replication, for example. The
roles of many of these replication genes have been learned by
using conditional-lethal or hypomorphic mutations. In addi-
tion, we review surprising roles in recombination for a number
of proteins initially implicated in nucleotide excision repair and
mismatch repair.

Biochemical Properties of Recombination Proteins

The purification of eukaryotic recombination proteins and
the subsequent characterization of their biochemical activities
is a relatively recent field. So far, information has been ob-
tained about eight proteins involved in general homologous
recombination. These proteins can be classified in two families
according to their biochemical properties: one contains
Rad51p, Rad52p, Rad54p, Rad55p, and Rad57p, which par-
ticipate in the strand transfer reaction, and the other contains

Mre11p, Rad50p, and Xrs2p, which are involved in nuclease
activity.

Rad51p, Rad52p, Rad54p, Rad55p, and Rad57p. In vitro
studies of strand exchange are supported by a number of ex-
periments that demonstrate physical interactions among
Rad51p, Rad52p, Rad54p, Rad55p, and Rad57p. This has led
to the idea that these proteins form a recombinosome (179),
but there is no direct evidence that they are all assembled into
one complex. The complexities of eukaryotic recombination
are also evident with the discovery of a meiosis-specific RAD51
homologue, named DMC1 (42), and of two other genes playing
a role in mitotic homologous recombination: RAD59, a RAD52
homologue (18), and RDH54, a RAD54 homologue (100, 238,
451). Nothing is known so far about the biochemical activities
of Rad59p and Rdh54p. We will reserve discussion of the role
of Dmc1p until the section on meiotic recombination.

(i) Rad51p. In E. coli and other bacteria, the pivotal protein
involved in virtually all homologous recombination events is
RecA. A large number of other rec genes are required, de-
pending on the specific recombination event, but there appear
to be two major RecA-dependent processes, known as the
RecBCD and RecF pathways (105, 246, 461).

Rad51p is clearly a RecA homologue (1, 449), and a striking
genetic demonstration of their relationship was shown by Cha-
net et al. (68), who isolated dominant recombination-defective
RAD51 mutations and found that virtually all of them were in
residues conserved among a wide variety of bacterial RecA
proteins. One might expect that the yeast Rad51 protein would
be indispensable for homologous recombination, but, surpris-
ingly, RAD51 is not always required and often is less important
than RAD52, even when the recombination events appear to be
formally analogous to those in E. coli.

In many respects, the properties of RecA and the eukaryotic
Rad51p protein from yeast or human are similar (for a review,
see reference 38). Like E. coli RecA, Rad51p will catalyze an
ATP-dependent strand exchange between a single-stranded
circular molecule and a homologous linear duplex (338, 481,
484, 485), and, as with RecA, this reaction is enhanced by the
presence of the yeast single-strand binding protein complex,
RPA, a trimer of three different proteins with properties sim-
ilar to E. coli SSB protein (27, 481, 484). Both Rad51p and
RecA form filaments of oligomers on both ssDNA and double-
stranded DNA (dsDNA) (26, 353) and extend the helical turn
of dsDNA about 1.5 times relative to B-form dsDNA. It is
argued that this extension also occurs when the RecA-coated
ssDNA filament encounters its homologous dsDNA, making
the base pairs more accessible for strand exchange to occur
within the filament.

Using nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy techniques,
Nishinaka et al. (349, 350) have further suggested that during
the strand exchange process, the duplex DNA undergoes a
rotational transition caused by a protein-mediated shift of the
puckering of the deoxyribose moiety, so that the extended
DNA goes from 18.6 bp per turn to 12.5 bp per turn but
without a change in the extended distance between base pairs.
This rotation is proposed to be the key step in the ATP-
mediated exchange of strands (350). An identical change in
DNA structure was found in E. coli RecA and S. cerevisiae
Rad51p filaments (350).

However, some important differences have been found be-
tween RecA and Rad51p. Rad51p seems to bind dsDNA much
more strongly than its bacterial counterpart does (26, 33, 481).
Perhaps as a consequence of the increased affinity for dsDNA,
strand exchange reactions catalyzed by Rad51p have a very
narrow optimal ratio of protein to ssDNA (481, 484). Also,
recent studies have provided evidence that the strand transfer
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reaction catalyzed by Rad51p occurs from 3# to 5# relative to
the single strand (27, 484), since the RecA-catalyzed reaction
usually displays the opposite polarity (for reviews, see refer-
ences 28, 105, 246, and 461). However, other results argue that
Rad51p can deal with either end (338). The direction that
Rad51p chooses to assemble along ssDNA may be strongly
influenced by the other proteins with which it interacts.

(ii) Rad52p. By itself, Rad52p binds ssDNA and mediates
DNA strand annealing (327) in a reaction that is stimulated by
RPA (450, 477). Thus, it will promote the efficient annealing of
two complementary single strands of DNA but will not catalyze
the invasion of a single strand of DNA into a double-stranded
molecule of the same sequence. Rad52p forms ring structures
in vitro that interact with DNA (450).

However, interactions between Rad51p and Rad52p have
been demonstrated both biochemically and genetically (99,
315, 433, 446, 449); therefore, the properties may be different
in the presence of the complete set of recombination proteins.
The importance of this interaction is shown by the discovery
that expression of the Rad52p protein of another yeast,
Kluyveromyces lactis, confers a dominant negative phenocopy
of a rad52 mutation (315). This effect can be overcome by
co-overexpression of the S. cerevisiae Rad51p, which suggests
that the heterologous Rad52p interacts with S. cerevisiae
Rad51p but the heterodimer cannot carry out some step in
DNA repair (315).

One role of Rad52p in the Rad51p-catalyzed strand invasion
seems to be to overcome an inhibitory effect of the RPA
eukaryotic single-strand binding protein. In vitro, RPA is re-
quired for the strand transfer reaction, but it has to be added
to the reaction mixture after the formation of the Rad51-
ssDNA nucleoprotein filament. Incubation with RPA before
this step actually inhibits strand transfer, but this inhibitory
effect is overcome by the addition of Rad52p in both yeast and
human protein studies (33a, 342a, 449a, 482). Consistent with
the functional interactions of Rad52p and RPA in strand an-
nealing and/or transfer, Rad52p has been found to physically
interact with the middle subunit of RPA (450).

(iii) Rad55p and Rad57p. As with RecA, in vitro strand
exchange can be enhanced by the addition of other recombi-
nation proteins. The bacterial proteins RecO and RecR help
“load” RecA onto ssDNA when RecA is in competition with
the single-strand binding protein (443, 520), and the yeast
proteins Rad55p and Rad57p have been reported to play a
similar role in vitro (482). Thus, while simultaneous addition of
RPA and Rad51p inhibits strand exchange, the presence of
Rad55p and Rad57p alleviates this problem, similarly to
Rad52p. Rad55p and Rad57p form a heterodimer (482) and
have some homology to Rad51p (222, 283), but they do not
seem to participate directly in strand exchange. Both Rad55p
and Rad57p contain Walker motifs suggestive of ATP binding.
However, while a mutation in a conserved Walker type A
lysine in Rad55p affects recombination, an analogous mutation
in Rad57p has no effect (208).

Biochemical data have not yet revealed the difference be-
tween the respective roles of Rad52p and Rad55p-Rad57p.
However, the genetic data clearly indicate that they play dif-
ferent roles. Rad52p is absolutely required for virtually all
recombination events, whereas several genetic studies demon-
strate that Rad55p and Rad57p play only a supporting role that
is sometimes dispensable. First, deletions of these genes result
in a cold-sensitive X-ray sensitivity. Cells are normal at 34°C
but repair-defective at 18°C, when the formation of protein
assemblies is theoretically more difficult (284). Second, over-
expression of Rad51p compensates for the absence of Rad55p
or Rad57p (179).

(iv) Rad54p. Rad54p appears to be a member of a diverse
family of chromatin-remodeling proteins including the tran-
scription factors Swi2/Snf2p and Mot1p (107). These proteins
carry the motifs also shared by many helicases, but no helicase
activity has been demonstrated for any of these proteins.
Rad54p is related to two other DNA repair proteins: Rad5p (6,
209), which is implicated in postreplication repair, and Rad16p
(434), which is important in UV repair, especially when pho-
todimers are found in heterochromatic locations, but is dis-
pensable when UV damage is located in more accessible re-
gions (524). This has led to the idea that these proteins help
“open up” DNA for repair and recombination, an idea sup-
ported by an experiment with HO endonuclease-induced re-
combination, which is described below. Genetic studies have
suggested that RAD5, RAD16, and RAD54 play partially over-
lapping roles in DNA repair (149). In vitro, Rad54p signifi-
cantly increases Rad51p-mediated strand exchange (378). Like
the other members of the Swi2/Snf2p family, Rad54p has a
DNA-dependent ATPase activity (378). This activity essen-
tially depends on dsDNA and is much stronger than the
ssDNA-dependent ATPase activity of Rad51p (kcat & 1,000/
min and kcat ' 1/min, respectively), suggesting that it exerts its
effect on homologous DNA pairing via an action on the in-
coming dsDNA.

Two-hybrid and coimmunoprecipitation experiments indi-
cate an interaction between Rad51p and Rad54p (78, 204).
Overexpression of Rad54p can suppress the methyl methane-
sulfonate (MMS) sensitivity of rad51 but not its defects in MAT
switching or heteroallelic recombination (78). At present, we
do not know the stoichiometry of these proteins in whatever
complexes they may form.

Mre11, Rad50p, and Xrs2p. MRE11, RAD50, and XRS2,
three other members of the RAD52 epistasis group, also func-
tion as a complex, as indicated by two-hybrid and affinity pu-
rification experiments (214, 522). The strong association of
Rad50p, Mre11p, and Xrs2p is substantiated by the identical
phenotypes of their deletion mutations. These genes partici-
pate in a bewildering set of DNA repair and maintenance
processes, including both homologous recombination, nonho-
mologous end joining (NHEJ), telomere maintenance, and the
creation of Spo11p-mediated double-strand breaks in meiosis
(reviewed in reference 162). These processes are discussed in
detail in several sections of this review. These genes appear to
play two major roles, one as a structural component and the
other in controlling or directly processing DNA ends by a
5#-to-3# exonuclease.

Mre11p and Rad50p are homologous to SbcD and SbcC,
respectively, two interacting bacterial proteins. SbcD has dou-
ble-strand exonuclease and single-strand endonuclease activity
(444). Deletions of RAD50, XRS2, or MRE11 notably retard
the rate of 5#-to-3# exonuclease activity in vivo (198, 262, 474,
514). The mre11-58 mutation, with a mutation in a conserved
phosphodiesterase motif of MRE11, markedly reduces 5#-to-3#
resection of an HO-induced DSB (514).

Surprisingly, a number of recent biochemical studies of hu-
man and yeast Mre11p have shown that instead of a 5#-to-3#
dsDNA exonuclease, Mre11 has a 3#-to-5# ATP-independent
exonuclease activity, at least with Mn2! as the cofactor (no
activity has been found with Mg2!) (138, 325, 374, 512, 522).
The spectrum of activities seems to be the same whether the
entire Mre11p complex (512) or the purified Mre11 protein
(325, 374, 522) is assayed. An ssDNA endonuclease activity
and an ssDNA 3#-to-5# exonuclease activity have also been
found for the yeast Mre11p (522). It is difficult to reconcile
these findings with the fact that in vivo, Mre11p, Rad50p, and
Xrs2p are apparently involved in the 5#-to-3# resection of DSB
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ends. One way in which Mre11p, Xrs2p, or Rad50p could affect
5#-to-3# degradation would be if its ssDNA endonuclease ac-
tivity could clip off ssDNA unwound by an associated helicase,
much as the RecBCD protein processes DSBs in E. coli (105,
246, 461). A possible role for a 3# exonuclease activity would be
to remove glycols from the end of X-ray-shattered DNA, which
need not have 5# phosphates and 3# OH ends.

The nuclease activity(-ies) lies in the amino-terminal part of
the protein, since mutations in this region eliminate the in vitro
nuclease activity and/or reduce the 5#-to-3# resection in vivo
(138, 325, 514, 522). Also, mutations in the N-terminal part of
Mre11 affect DSB repair after ionizing radiation (56). In con-
trast, mutations in the carboxy-terminal part of the protein do
not affect the resection of DSB ends, although they affect the
endonuclease activity of the meiotic Spo11 protein (138, 335),
an issue we examine in more detail in the section on meiosis.

Recombination Proteins and Their Role In Vivo

Redefining the epistasis relationships of RAD52 group pro-
teins. A great deal of genetic and molecular biological evi-
dence now supports the view that there are at least five major
subdivisions of the RAD52 epistasis group, defined by their
roles in mitotic recombination, which we call RAD52, the
RAD51 family, the RAD59 family, the MRE11 family, and
RAD53. RAD53 is not directly involved in DSB repair but is
involved in cell cycle arrest, and we discuss its role in the
checkpoint section. In addition, there is a newly discovered
gene, RDH54, whose exact relationship to these subgroups
remains unclear.

(i) RAD52. As noted above, RAD52 is unique in being re-
quired for virtually all homologous recombination events. It is
the only one of the X-ray sensitivity genes required for SSA
(474), which is consistent with its role as a strand-annealing
protein. The requirement for RAD52 in SSA diminishes as the
length of the homologous regions flanking a DSB increases
from 1 kb (where fewer than 1% of cells recombine) to 2 kb
(about 10%) to &10 kb (nearly 100%) (360, 381, 422, 474).

There is also a residual (about 1% of the wild-type value)
RAD52-independent pathway of recombination that is found in
diploids, both in spontaneous recombination between het-
eroallelic markers (165) and when one of two homologues is
cut by HO endonuclease (291). In both cases, nearly all of the
recombinants are 2n " 1 diploids in which the retained chro-
mosome has undergone a crossing over. Similar crossover-
associated RAD52-independent events were noted by Jackson
and Fink (199) for USCE. We suggest that such events may
well arise by SSA, for example between the HO-cut chromo-
somes and a spontaneous DSB elsewhere on the homologous
chromosome. Previous studies have shown that there is an
elevated level of chromosome instability in rad52 diploids that
could arise from DSBs created during DNA replication and
that cannot be repaired by sister chromatid recombination
(328).

The nonreciprocal half-crossovers that are the major type of
outcome when gene conversions between heteroalleles are se-
lected in a rad52 diploid may actually be a rare but significant
pathway in recombination-proficient cells as well. Campbell
and Fogel (62) noted that about 10% of Leu! recombinants
between two leu2 mutations in a haploid, disomic for chromo-
some III, were associated with chromosome loss. Conversely,
both in wild-type strains (63) and in a chl1 mutant diploid,
where chromosome loss is greatly increased (277), between 5
and 10% of the chromosome losses were associated with a
detectable recombination event on the retained chromosome.
Such events are consistent with some sort of one-ended strand

invasion or with unrepaired lesions that are created during the
resolution of recombination events.

In addition to its hyporecombination phenotype, a rad52
strain has a spontaneous mutator phenotype (511), with most
of the events corresponding to deletions between short direct
repeats. The way in which RAD52 participates in the avoidance
of such events remains unclear. One possibility is that the
absence of RAD52 prevents DSBs arising during replication
from being repaired by homologous recombination with a sis-
ter chromatid; hence, cells resort to a RAD52-independent
end-joining mechanism (described below).

(ii) RAD51 family. In contrast to the strong effect of deleting
RAD52, deletions of RAD51, RAD54, RAD55, and RAD57
sometimes have much less severe effects on mitotic homolo-
gous recombination. Spontaneous recombination between het-
eroalleles is reduced only 4- to 10-fold, compared to 100- to
1,000-fold for rad52 mutants (392). In fact, for spontaneous
deletions between repeated sequences, mutations in these four
genes give a modest hyperrecombination phenotype (303).
RAD51, RAD54, RAD55, and RAD57 are also not required for
HO-induced SSA (197). Similarly, the formation of HJs in the
rDNA locus (575) depends on RAD52 but not on RAD51,
RAD55, or RAD57.

Some insight into the roles of these proteins has been gained
by studying HO-induced gene conversions. Mutations in any
one of these genes completely prevent MAT switching using
the silent, heterochromatic HML or HMR donors. Indeed, one
cannot detect an early intermediate of new DNA synthesis
after strand invasion. RAD51, RAD54, RAD55, and RAD57 are
required for all gene conversion events induced by HO when-
ever the donor and recipient are located on bona fide chro-
mosomes. However, HO-induced gene conversion between ho-
mologous sequences carried on a plasmid can be RAD51,
RAD54, RAD55, and RAD57 independent, depending on the
chromatin structure of the donor (475). If MAT and HMR
donor sequences are on a plasmid, RAD51, RAD54, RAD55,
and RAD57 are required to complete recombination when the
HMR donor sequence is in its normal, inaccessible chromatin
conformation but not when the donor sequences are unsi-
lenced. Moreover, the kinetics and proportions of gene con-
versions associated with exchange are unaffected by the ab-
sence of Rad51p. One interpretation of these results is that the
four proteins are not directly involved in the mechanics of
strand exchange (despite the apparent similarity of RecAp and
Rad51p); another, more likely possibility is that there are two
independent recombination machines and that the second,
Rad51p-independent pathway is unable to cope with donors
that are not accessible. Consistent with this view, the homology
between Rad54p and various chromatin-remodeling proteins
would suggest that Rad54p is required to open up an otherwise
inaccessible region and that Rad55p and Rad57p would be
required to help Rad51p initiate strand exchange, as supported
by in vitro studies (378, 482).

BIR also depends on Rad52p but not on Rad51p, Rad54p,
Rad55p, and Rad57p. When an HO-induced DSB is created at
the MATa locus on one chromosome, it can be repaired by
gene conversion involving the MAT%-inc region on a homolo-
gous chromosome (291). However, in rad51, rad54, rad55, and
rad57 mutants, DSB repair is quite efficient (45%) but instead
of gene conversion, repair occurs by BIR (291, 454), which
appears to be initiated at some specific sites proximal to the
DSB, which might have a more open conformation.

Another repair process that has been studied in yeast is the
rescue of cells lacking essential components of yeast telomer-
ase. In the absence of this essential RNA-dependent DNA
polymerase, yeast telomeres gradually shorten until the cells
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die, apparently lacking the protection to chromosome ends
afforded by telomeres. A very small fraction of cells survive by
a RAD52-dependent recombination mechanism (which might
be BIR) by maintaining chromosome ends with a minimal
telomere segment (286, 458).

A recent study of cells lacking telomerase RNA (tlc1 mu-
tants) has concluded that, as with many other DSB repair
events, there is a less stringent requirement for RAD51,
RAD54, RAD55, or RAD57 than for RAD52. Senescence is
rapid, as with rad52 mutants, but survivors still appear when
these genes are deleted. Moreover, their telomeres and subte-
lomeric sequence rearrangements are indistinguishable from
those of the wild-type survivors lacking TLC1 (260). The ab-
sence of RAD50, XRS2, and MRE11 has no effect on the rate
of cell death, but survivors appear later than those found in
rad51 mutants. Significantly, a rad50 rad51 tlc1 mutant is sim-
ilar to rad52 tlc1, since there are no survivors. This might
suggest that there may be two RAD52-dependent ways to re-
pair these ends, one pathway requiring RAD51 and one requir-
ing RAD50. Alternatively, the two mutations may reduce but
not eliminate the efficiency of sequential steps in a single repair
process.

The question of what other proteins might substitute for
Rad51p under the various conditions we have summarized is
one of the most perplexing issues facing students of recombi-
nation. It seems clear that Rad51p mediates the most prevalent
mechanism of homologous DSB repair and that other path-
ways become evident when Rad51p is absent. As noted above,
HO-induced recombination between two inverted repeats of
lacZ is nearly as efficient in rad51 mutants as in the wild type.
However, this is in a situation where other efficient competitive
pathways cannot operate. If one examines DSB repair in a
nearly identical plasmid but with the two lacZ repeats in direct
orientation, the effect of rad51 is strikingly different. In a wild-
type cell, about 20% of the DSBs are repaired by gene con-
version without crossing over whereas 80% undergo a deletion
through SSA. However, in rad51 mutants, the proportion re-
paired by gene conversion is less than 1% (197). We conclude
that Rad51p participates in the most efficient repair mecha-
nism but that another, unknown pathway accomplishes much
the same result: gene conversion both with and without cross-
ing over. Here, too, rad51, rad54, rad55, and rad57 mutants
form a distinctive subgroup.

(iii) RAD59. The hypothesis that there is a Rad51-indepen-
dent recombination pathway has been supported by the dis-
covery of the RAD59 gene. As mentioned above, a rad51 mu-
tation has little effect on spontaneous recombination in various
assays. Rattray and Symington (391, 392) observed that invert-
ed-repeat recombination is reduced only 4-fold in a rad51
mutant but more than 3,000-fold in a rad52 strain. A systematic
search for mutants preventing rad51-independent events re-
sulted in the isolation of the RAD59 gene (18). Rad59p has
some homology to Rad52p, but RAD59-mediated events still
require RAD52.

rad51 and rad59 single mutants display comparable modest
defects in spontaneous recombination between chromosomal
inverted repeats, but the rad51 rad59 double mutant is as
defective as the rad52 mutant. However, this synergy is not
observed for spontaneous or HO-induced recombination be-
tween plasmid-borne inverted repeats: rad51 has no effect, and
the rad51 rad59 double mutant shows the same 10-fold de-
crease as rad59, indicating that RAD59 still does not define the
only RAD51-independent pathway. For heteroallele recombi-
nation, it is the opposite: only RAD51 is required, and recom-
bination is even increased sixfold in a rad59 mutant, which
seems to indicate at least that RAD59 is not required for

interchromosomal recombination. In addition, a rad59 dele-
tion affects recombination between inverted repeats but not
the ratio of associated crossover events, while these events are
preferentially increased in a rad51 mutant (391, 392). Recent
data also indicate that a rad59 deletion substantially reduces
SSA (473).

It would be prudent to voice one word of caution about the
notion that present data unequivocally place RAD51 and
RAD59 in separate pathways. It is possible that each mutation
very markedly reduces but does not eliminate the completion
of a different step in one spontaneous recombination pathway.

(iv) TID1/RDH54. Recently, additional complexities in ho-
mologous recombination have been revealed by the discovery
of a RAD54 homologue also known as TID1 (100, 238, 451).
This protein is another relative of the helicase-like Swi2/Snf2
protein family. Although this gene was identified by its inter-
actions with a meiosis-specific RAD51 homologue, DMC1, tid1/
rdh54 mutants have mitotic phenotypes. In haploid cells, a
tid1/rdh54 mutation has no evident phenotype by itself but has
a synergistic effect with rad54 for MMS sensitivity. However,
the distinctive phenotype of tid1/rdh54 mutants is revealed in
diploid cells: there is a marked decrease in interchromosomal
recombination. Intrachromosomal ectopic recombination is
not affected, although it should be pointed out that the intra-
chromosomal assay could predominantly result from SSA.

Exactly what process is blocked is confused by the fact that
there are substantial differences in tid1/rdh54 phenotypes of
two commonly used strains. In a W303 background, mitotic
interchromosomal recombination is abolished in a tid1/rdh54/
tid1/rdh54 homozygote (238). In an SK1 background, however,
this effect on interchromosomal recombination is detected only
in rad54/rad54 tid1/rdh54/tid1/rdh54 double mutants (451).
Analogous defects in meiotic recombination (which is essen-
tially interchromosomal) have been observed by these authors.
We discuss this in the section on meiotic recombination (be-
low), where we also discuss other discrepancies between sim-
ilar strains.

TID1/RDH54 is also implicated in a complicated network of
intersecting DNA repair pathways involving the 3#-to-5# Srs2p
helicase. SRS2 was initially identified as a suppressor of the
UV-induced death of rad6 and rad18 mutations affecting post-
replication repair (2). srs2 cells are UV sensitive, but the cell
death is rescued by rad51 or rad52 mutations (1). It has been
proposed that the SRS2 gene ensures that certain types of
damage (possibly nicks or single-strand gaps) that are normally
processed by postreplication repair do not enter the DSB re-
pair pathway (1, 2).

srs2 is lethal in the absence of RAD54 (363), though why this
should be the case is not understood. tid1/rdh54 also has a
synergistic effect with srs2. An srs2 tid1/rdh54 haploid is viable,
but an srs2/srs2 tid1/rdh54/tid1/rdh54 diploid is not (238). This
cell death is suppressed by rad51. Possibly srs2/srs2 tid1/rdh54/
tid1/rdh54 mutants are inviable because some spontaneous
damage is improperly channeled into the DSB repair pathway,
leading to a nonrepairable lethal intermediate. This would not
be allowed in a rad51 background, which could imply either
that TID1/RDH54 acts downstream of RAD51 and creates a
lethal environment or that it acts before RAD51 in channeling
damage toward the recombination pathway.

According to these results, there could be three recombino-
somes, all of them including Rad52p. The best-characterized
one also includes Rad51p, Rad54p, Rad55p, and Rad57p and
is required in most situations involving chromosomes and
when plasmid substrates have an inaccessible chromatin struc-
ture. A second recombinosome would require Rad59p and
probably other proteins and would specialize in intrachromo-
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somal events. Finally, a third recombinosome, involving Tid1/
Rdh54p but probably largely overlapping with the Rad51p
recombinosome, would specialize in interchromosomal recom-
bination. The issue of a specific interchromosomal pathway is
raised for meiotic recombination in a later section, when we
address the existence of a fourth recombinosome, which in-
cludes Dmc1p, the meiosis-specific RecA homologue.

(v) MRE11 family. In recombination between homologous
chromosomes, the RAD50, XRS2, and MRE11 genes appear to
play a surprisingly minor role despite the X-ray and MMS
sensitivity resulting from deletions of these genes. In rad50,
xrs2, or mre11 null mutants, HO-induced MAT switching is
delayed about 1 h but recombination is nearly 100% successful
(198, 514), in marked contrast to rad52 or rad51 mutations.
When HO endonuclease is used to create a DSB on one ho-
mologous chromosome in a diploid strain, a 30% decrease in
repair efficiency is observed in rad50 strains (292). Similarly,
rad50 and xrs2 mutants have only a modest reduction in radi-
ation-induced recombination (196).

Indeed, for spontaneous heteroallelic recombination, dele-
tion of MRE11, RAD50, or XRS2 causes a 7- to 10-fold increase
in recombination (156, 196, 295, 514). This increase is probably
not attributable to the failure of these strains to religate DSBs
(see “Mitotic nonhomologous recombination” below), which
could increase the number of recombinogenic lesions, because
other mutations, such as hdf1, that do not efficiently rejoin
DSB ends are not hyperrecombination mutations (453). Hy-
perrecombination could reflect a decrease in the length of
single-strand tails and hence a decrease in the proportion of
gene conversions where both sites are coconverted (failing to
yield a prototrophic recombinant). Alternatively, the hyperre-
combination phenotype may result from a failure of these
mutants to repair damage from a sister chromatid, thus in-
creasing interchromosomal interactions.

There is strong evidence that these proteins play an espe-
cially important role in sister chromatid interactions. rad50 and
xrs2 haploid cells in G2 are much more X-ray sensitive than are
rad50 or xrs2 diploid cells in G1 (115, 196). Moreover, mre11/
rad50/xrs2 mutants are as sensitive to low concentrations of
hydroxyurea as are rad52 or rad51 mutants, where it is pre-
sumed that replication-associated DSBs are repaired by sister
chromatid recombination (321).

MRE11, RAD50, and XRS2 play many other roles in DNA
metabolism, some of which appear to be independent of any
exo- or endonuclease activity. We discuss their participation in
making and processing meiotic double-strand breaks in a later
section. However, we should mention here several other phe-
notypes associated with mre11, rad50, and xrs2 deletions. First,
these mutants have shortened telomeres (52, 232, 351). More-
over, mre11 and rad50 are lethal in combination with the te-
lomere-associated protein mutation cdc13-1 and synthetically
temperature hypersensitive in combination with a deletion of
the yeast Ku homologues, HDF1 and HDF2 (351). One possi-
bility is that Mre11p/Rad50p/Xrs2p signals to the RNA-depen-
dent DNA polymerase, telomerase, that DNA replication has
produced two sister chromatids and allows the coordinated
addition of telomeres, but this cannot happen in cdc13-1 or
hdf1 mutants. More generally, deletions of these three genes
produce very slowly-growing colonies. The basis of the slow
growth is not understood.

Yeast compared to mammals. Whereas the biochemical
studies on recombination proteins of yeast and mammals have
given similar results for proteins such as Rad51p or Mre11p,
the phenotypes of the corresponding mutants are quite differ-
ent.

Rad51"/" mutant mice die early during embryonic develop-

ment, and it is impossible to obtain Rad51"/" cell lines (272,
518). In chicken DT40 cells, when the RAD51 gene is under a
repressible promoter, repression of RAD51 result in chromo-
some breaks, cell cycle arrest, and death (464). Interestingly, in
mice, the embryonic death due to the Rad51 mutation is de-
layed by a mutation in the p53 tumor suppressor gene (272).
Maybe the replication of the large genomes of higher eukary-
otic is a tougher task than the replication of the yeast genome.
There are also a surprisingly large number of other Rad51
homologues in mammals in addition to the meiotic DMC1
gene. Mutations in Rad51B, Rad51C, XRCC2, and XRCC3 all
affect chicken cell recombination (496). Many replication fork
collapses may result in DSBs, which would have to be repaired
by a Rad51-dependent pathway.

However, Rad54"/" chicken cells and mice are perfectly
viable although X-ray sensitive (36, 114). In addition,
Rad52"/" knockout mutants are not only viable but also resis-
tant to ionizing radiation (406, 564), although homologous
recombination as measured by itself is defective in such mu-
tants. It is possible that in the complex genome of the higher
eukaryotes, there is also more than one RAD52 gene and more
than one RAD54 gene. Another unidentified RAD52 homo-
logue could be required for ionizing radiation resistance and
for cell proliferation, together with RAD51 and an unidentified
RAD54 homologue.

Another striking difference between yeast and mammalian
cells is the requirement for Mre11p and Rad50p. Yeast mre11
and rad50 null mutant grow slowly, but an Mre11"/" or
Rad50"/" homozygous mutation is lethal in mice (376, 560).
Also, a mutation affecting the p95 gene, which seems to be the
human equivalent of the yeast XRS2 gene in the Rad50p
Mre11p Xrs2p trio, results in Nijmegen breakage syndrome
(65, 523). This syndrome has many similarities to ataxia-telan-
giectasia, including sensitivity to ionizing radiation, predispo-
sition to cancer, and failure to arrest in G1/S in response to
DNA damage, suggesting a role in checkpoint arrest for
Mre11p Rad50p p95 in humans. The yeast proteins have also
been implicated in the adaptation from G2/M arrest in the
presence of an unrepaired DSB (262).

Physical Monitoring of Recombination Intermediates in
Various Mutant Backgrounds

Physical monitoring of DNA in HO-induced recombination
events can be carried out in various mutant backgrounds, so
that some of the roles of the wild-type proteins can be inferred
for the steps that are affected. One liability of this approach is
that generally it will allow one to see only the first step at which
the protein acts; if the process is blocked by a mutation at an
early step, one will not be able to see that the same protein
might also be required at a much later point. We can identify
at least four important steps in recombination characterized in
this way: (i) resection of the DSB ends, (ii) strand invasion and
initiation of new DNA synthesis, (iii) removal of nonhomolo-
gous DNA tails, and (iv) later steps in gene conversion. In
addition, cytological approaches that provide important infor-
mation on the roles of recombination proteins are beginning to
be developed.

Resection of DNA ends. During gene conversion and SSA,
the first step to be observed after DSB formation is a resection
of the ends, resulting in long 3#-ended tails. These tails can
then invade a homologous template (gene conversion) or an-
neal (SSA). Whether the resection is by a 5#-to-3# exonuclease
or by an endonuclease associated with a helicase (as with
RecBCD in E. coli) is not known, but deletions of RAD50,
XRS2, and MRE11 all slow DNA degradation about twofold
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(198, 262, 474, 514). There must be several redundant activities
that contribute to the overall rate of degradation. The Exo1p
nuclease has a role in nucleotide excision repair and mismatch
repair (122). Its function in the DSB response seems to be as
a backup nuclease. A deletion of EXO1 has no effect on DNA
degradation of DSBs by itself but eliminates much of the re-
sidual resection of DNA in an mre11 deletion (491, 513). How-
ever, even in an mre11 exo1 double mutant, there is still some
5#-to-3# degradation and HO-induced recombination occurs at
nearly wild-type levels (513).

Strand invasion and the initiation of new DNA synthesis. In
gap repair, the next apparent step is the invasion of the 3# end
into its homologous template to provide a primer for new
DNA synthesis. No strand invasion is needed for SSA, where
annealing provides the 3# end necessary for synthesis initiation.
A PCR assay designed to monitor the formation of newly
synthesized strands during MAT switching (see “Physical mon-
itoring of HO-induced mitotic gene conversion” above) was
used to demonstrate that no DNA synthesis could proceed in
a rad52, rad51, rad54, rad55, or rad57 mutant (396, 547). A
similar result is found with conditional-lethal mutations of
proliferating-cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and the clamp
loader RFC protein Cdc44 (190). It should be possible to carry
out similar physical monitoring of equivalent steps with other
gene conversion substrates where RAD51 or RAD54 do not
seem to be required.

Removal of nonhomologous ends. Strand invasion provides a
primer for the initiation of new DNA synthesis. However, to
provide a suitable primer, the invading 3# end must be perfectly
homologous to the template and any nonhomologous se-
quences must be removed from the 3# end. During SSA also,
the reannealed single strands are presumed to prime new DNA
synthesis to fill the gaps resulting from 5#-to-3# degradation,
and the initiation of DNA synthesis would be equally impeded
by 3# nonhomologous sequences. The removal of such nonho-
mology must occur in the artificial substrates in which an HO
cutting site is inserted into the recipient molecule, but it must
also occur during MAT switching to replace the Y region (Fig.
5). The stability of the 3# end when there is no recombination
(262, 547) argues that removing nonhomology from the ends
occurs in the context of pairing between an internal portion of
the invading strand and the donor (gene conversion) or be-
tween two single strands (SSA).

The removal of these 3# nonhomologous tails depends on
the nucleotide excision repair genes RAD1 and RAD10 (123).
Rad1p and Rad10p were shown to form an endonuclease that
can cleave DNA with a “flap” of 3#-end ssDNA (22, 483, 509,
510). None of the other NER genes (RAD2, RAD3, RAD7,
RAD14, RAD16, and RAD25) are required (195), but in vivo,
the process depends on the MSH2 and MSH3 mismatch repair
genes (476). Three other mismatch repair genes, MSH6, PMS1,
and MLH1, are not needed. Thus, Msh2-Msh3 and Rad1-
Rad10 proteins can participate in several different multipro-
tein complexes. However, MSH2-MSH3 and RAD1-RAD10 do
not play precisely the same role in the removal of nonhomolo-
gous ends. During SSA, RAD1 and RAD10 are required inde-
pendent of the length of the regions being annealed, but msh2
and msh3 mutations are needed only when the homologous
region is less than 1 kb (476).

One interpretation of these results is that Msh2p and Msh3p
stabilize the annealed intermediate structure by recognizing
the unpaired single strands at the ends of the annealed region,
allowing Rad1p and Rad10p to locate them and cleave off the
3#-ended tail. Msh2p and Msh3p could also recruit Rad1p and
Rad10p and thus, promoting a quicker cleavage process, allow
the processing of even unstable substrates. When the annealed

regions during SSA are sufficiently long (e.g., 1 kb), the inter-
mediate is apparently sufficiently stable without Msh2p and
Msh3p. In contrast, during gene conversion, Msh2p and Msh3p
are required to remove nonhomologous ends even when there
are long homologous regions. In gene conversion, the invading
strand can form only a side-by-side paranemic joint with its
homologous sequence (554) before the DNA end is cut off,
while during SSA two single strands of DNA can form inter-
wound plectonemic molecules when the homologous segments
are long enough. The SRS2 gene is also required for efficient
removal of nonhomologous ends in gene conversion (366), and
we hypothesized that the 5#-to-3# Srs2p helicase also played a
role in stabilizing the nascent joints.

There are alternative pathways for 3# ends removal. Two
different RAD1-independent pathways have been found. One
can remove 3# ends up to 20 bp and depends at least partly on
the proofreading activity of DNA polymerase ( (366). Another
pathway can remove a nonhomologous end on one side of the
DSB but only after the other end has initiated strand invasion;
thus, although Ya or Y% sequences must be excised during
MAT switching, RAD1 is not required. A Southern blot analysis
of DNA performed at intervals after HO cleavage suggests that
Rad1p and Rad10p normally process the nonhomologous Y
region, because the completion of MAT switching is delayed by
about 60 min in a rad1 mutant (190). This is also true for other
substrates containing an HO cleavage site (81). In the absence
of Rad1p and Rad10p, there must be a second, slower but
adequate system to remove this region and complete MAT
gene conversion once the process has been initiated from a
homologous end.

Enzymes required for DNA synthesis during gap repair.
DNA repair by homologous recombination requires new DNA
synthesis. However, all the mutations of the RAD52 group,
identified for the sensitivity of the mutants to X-rays or MMS,
affect strand invasion or earlier steps. This a surprising result,
because one might have assumed that among this collection of
mutations, identified solely because their mutants could not
complete DSB repair, some would be blocked at later stages of
the repair process. That they all blocked so early suggests that
genes needed for later steps have not been identified, possibly
because they play indispensable roles in DNA replication.

Budd and Campbell used temperature-sensitive alleles of
the three major DNA polymerases to demonstrate that repair
of UV damage is prevented only when both polymerase (
(Pol() and Pol! are inactive (60), suggesting that either of the
two polymerases can fill in ssDNA gaps created during excision
repair. The primarily lagging-strand polymerase, Pol%, ap-
peared to have no effect. To investigate the role of these
polymerases and other DNA replication functions in DSB re-
pair, Holmes and Haber (190) analyzed MAT switching in
temperature-sensitive mutants held at their restrictive temper-
atures and then induced for HO expression. Recombination
was then monitored by Southern blotting and PCR. Condition-
al-lethal mutants of both POL30 (PCNA) and CDC44 (the
largest subunit of the PCNA-loading complex) prevent mating-
type switching but also fail to form the PCR-detectable inter-
mediate indicative of new DNA synthesis after strand invasion.
Temperature-sensitive mutants of both of PCNA-associated
DNA Pol( and Pol! are impaired in the kinetics and/or extent
of MAT switching, with the Pol! mutation having the more
severe effect.

More surprising was the result obtained with a temperature-
sensitive Pol% mutant (pol1-17) and with a mutant with a
temperature-sensitive mutation in DNA primase (pri2-1). Only
about 15% of the cells were able to complete MAT switching at
the restrictive temperature. This defect is not a reflection of
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the trapping of polymerases at stalled replication forks, be-
cause pri2-1 cells were defective in MAT switching even in cells
arrested in G1, where DNA polymerases have not assembled at
origins of replication. Furthermore, the absence of the nones-
sential Okazaki fragment-processing protein, Rad27p, also re-
duced and delayed switching. Most models of gap repair pre-
sume that DNA synthesis can be primed by the two 3# ends of
the DSB and thus should not require lagging-strand DNA
synthesis enzymes. These results suggest that DSB repair in-
volves both leading- and lagging-strand synthesis (Fig. 8D).

A viable mutation in the RFA1 gene (rfa1-t11), encoding the
largest subunit of the essential single-stranded binding protein
complex, RPA, allows cells to replicate their genome, but re-
combination is almost completely impaired (521). Therefore,
these cells can successfully replicate 12,000,000 bp each cell
cycle but cannot replace the 700 bp at MAT by recombination.

In addition, at least one nonessential polymerase gene plays
a role in the DNA synthesis associated with DSB repair.
Strathern et al. have found that DSB gap repair is error prone,
so that the frequency of reversion of a mutant allele adjacent
to the site of gap repair is elevated 1,000-fold over the back-
ground (472). REV3, encoding one subunit of Pol), was shown
to be responsible for most of this increase (184), at least for
some sorts of mutations. Nevertheless, a deletion of REV3 has
no detectable effect on the efficiency of repair of DSBs. This
protein may be used redundantly with other polymerases, or
the original gap repair event might leave behind lesions that
are acted on by the Rev3 protein.

Mating-Type Regulation of Homologous
Recombination Activities

MATa and MAT% regulate many cell-type-specific genes
through the action of the Mata1 and/or Mat%1 and Mat%2
regulator proteins (reviewed in references 164 and 180). In
MATa/MAT% diploids or in haploids expressing both mating-
type genes, Mata1 and Mat%2 form a repressor that turns off
haploid cell-specific genes, including the HO endonuclease
gene and some genes of the mating-pheromone signal trans-
duction pathway, as well as negative regulators such as RME1,
which represses the initiation of meiosis in haploid cells. There
is at least one additional gene (probably several) that is con-
trolled by mating type, which influences homologous recombi-
nation. MATa/MAT% diploids are substantially more radiation
resistant than MATa/MATa or MAT%MAT% diploids and have
higher levels of spontaneous recombination (although this con-
ceivably could result from a few cells entering meiosis) (119,
181). The expression of MATa and MAT% in haploid cells
suppresses the X-ray sensitivity of rad55 deletion mutants
(284). Moreover, recent data suggest that HO-endonuclease-
induced interchromosomal recombination is significantly more
efficient in MATa-inc/MAT%-inc diploids (with HO-insensitive
MAT alleles) than in an isogenic strain where one or the other
MAT gene is deleted (367). An inspection of the S. cerevisiae
genome indicates at least 12 unknown open reading frames
that have apparent consensus Mata1/Mat%2 repressor binding
sites in their upstream regions (103), which are candidates for
mating-type-regulated genes that affect recombination.

There is also a fascinating difference in recombination seen
between MATa and MAT% cells. MATa selects the silent HML
donor for MAT switching 80 to 95% of the time, whereas
MAT% has an equivalent preference for HMR. Donor prefer-
ence is controlled by a small cis-acting recombination enhancer
located 30 kb from the left end of chromosome III (538, 555,
558; for reviews, see references 161 and 164). In MATa cells,
the recombination enhancer somehow activates the entire left

arm of chromosome III to be “hot” in both HO-induced MAT
switching and spontaneous recombination between leu2 alleles.
In MATa, the left arm becomes unusually inaccessible for re-
combination, although there is no obvious difference in the
level of transcription or the chromatin structure of the recom-
bining sequences in the two mating types.

STIMULATION OF MITOTIC RECOMBINATION

Mitotic Hot Spots and Hyperrecombination Mutants:
Connection to Transcription

It has been suggested that the activation of transcription in
higher eukaryotes plays a critical role in the control of V(D)J
and class-switching recombination in the immune system (158).
There are several lines of evidence indicating that transcription
can stimulate recombination in yeast, but in most of these cases
it would appear that transcriptional initiation of recombination
occurs when DNA sequences that are not normally transcribed
experience the traversal of RNA polymerase.

The hpr1 mutation was initially characterized as a hyperre-
combination mutation that specifically stimulates deletion be-
tween repeated sequences separated by plasmid or other
sequences (3–5). The RAD1 and RAD52 dependence of hpr1-
stimulated recombination suggests that the deletions arise
from SSA. Recent studies by Aguilera’s laboratory have greatly
clarified the effect of hpr1 (70, 385): the HPR1 gene codes for
an RNA PolII elongation factor, and the stimulation of recom-
bination by hpr1 depends on transcription through the region
between the two repeated segments. Moreover, the 100-fold
induction of recombination depends on the nature of the in-
tervening sequences. Transcription through bacterial DNA
stimulates recombination, while transcription through equiva-
lently long yeast DNA does not. The difference appears to be
that transcription is impeded when traversing bacterial DNA
(which did not coevolve with histones or with the eukaryotic
polymerase apparatus). The authors speculate that stalled
transcription could result in an encounter with a converging
DNA polymerase, causing recombinogenic damage. However,
defects in the relaxation of transcription-induced supercoiling
might also cause DNA damage.

These insights into the mechanism of hpr1-stimulated re-
combination may help to clarify another case of stimulation of
recombination. The HOT1 sequence, which is the promoter
region of rDNA, also stimulates recombination when it is in-
serted in a different DNA context, and the insertion of a
terminator of rRNA transcription prevents HOT1 activity (227,
527–529). The traversal of RNA PolI across non-rDNA se-
quences could cause recombinogenic lesions, and, as with hpr1,
recombination would be initiated by stalled transcription.

Actually, HOT1 could have the same effect on rDNA. We do
not know whether it stimulates recombination in the rDNA
locus by direct experiment, but a number of mutants isolated
by Lin and Keil (276) decrease both HOT1-stimulated recom-
bination outside the rDNA locus, and recombination in rDNA.
Thus, transcription (or at least transcription from a PolI pro-
moter) could be recombinogenic per se. There is a high level of
spontaneous mitotic recombination in the ribosomal locus, as
shown by genetic assays (75, 495). In addition, a physical assay
designed to detect HJs found a very high level of this recom-
bination intermediate in the rDNA locus (575). The level of
HJs is clearly linked to replication, as shown by its sharp in-
crease during S phase and by the increased abundance of the
HJ signal in mutations affecting the Pol% or Pol( DNA poly-
merases. As yet, however, the level of HJs has not been shown
to correlate with rDNA recombination. As mentioned above,
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the encounter of a DNA polymerase with an RNA polymerase
could result in collapse of the replication fork. Whether the
rDNA recombination events detected here have any relation-
ship to transcription is unknown.

A similar effect of transcription through regions that are not
normally transcribed seems to account for the hyperrecombi-
nation activity in other assay systems. Thomas and Rothstein
(503, 504) showed that induction of transcription in a tandem
duplication of GAL1 genes stimulated recombination, but vir-
tually all of the recombination events proved to be deletions
between the repeated genes and not gene conversions without
crossing over. Curiously, a recent paper suggests that the in-
duction of recombination depends on which promoter se-
quences are found upstream (55).

Stimulation of Recombination by Mutations in Genes
Involved in DNA Topology

It has been known for some time that mutations affecting
DNA topoisomerase genes TOP1, TOP2, and TOP3 stimulate
recombination (75, 143, 533). In top1 top2 double mutants,
most of the rDNA genes are found as extrachromosomal cir-
cles, probably generated by intrachromatid crossovers within
the rDNA array (228). The origin of this stimulation of recom-
bination is unclear. Topological problems in the chromosome
could generate DNA damage and induce recombination. Also,
it is known that the TOP2 gene is required for untangling sister
chromatids after replication (98, 188, 189, 415), with failure to
do so resulting in chromosome nondisjunction and breakage
that could initiate recombination. On the other hand, TOP1 is
involved in transcription elongation (57, 74, 436), and the hy-
perrecombination phenotype of top1 mutants could be similar
to that of hpr1.

The SGS1 gene, identified as a suppressor of the slow-
growth phenotype of top3 mutants, also suppresses the hyper-
recombination phenotype of top3 (143). However, sgs1 mutants
display a modest hyperrecombination phenotype (143, 536)
and frequent chromosomal nondisjunctions (537). Sgs1p is a
putative helicase, homologous to the bacterial RecQ protein,
and it interacts with the Top1 and Top2 proteins (143, 537). It
has been proposed that a Sgs1p helicase activity would prepare
a substrate for topoisomerase activity and that this substrate
would be recombinogenic if not processed (143).

The yeast SGS1 gene has attracted a lot of attention since
the human genes involved in the Bloom and Werner syn-
dromes were shown to be SGS1 homologs (106, 568). Also,
sgs1 mutants show rapid aging (457). Since the Werner syn-
drome is a premature-aging syndrome, the SGS1 yeast gene
might provide a paradigm for studying the molecular basis of
the disease. In yeast, the sgs1 mutation result in amplification
of the rDNA in extrachromosomal circles, an event that has
been shown to trigger nucleolar fragmentation and cell death
(456, 457). However, the exact role of SGS1 in DNA topology
and hyperrecombination is still unclear.

Stimulation of Recombination by Unusual DNA Structures
Recombination also can be stimulated by unusual structures.

Deletions between direct repeats are stimulated by intervening
inverted repeats that are long enough to form (at least theo-
retically) cruciform structures when DNA in that region is
denatured. Gordenin et al. (155) have speculated that such
regions become denatured at replication forks and permit an-
nealing of inverted repeats in ssDNA, so that DNA polymerase
can switch from one repeat template to the other, thus causing
a deletion. Such a mechanism could also explain why long
arrays of CAG repeats, which can form hairpin structures in

vitro (72, 139, 317, 318, 567), cause DSBs in yeast and stimu-
late recombination between flanking homologous repeats
(134). Another possibility is that inverted repeats are acted
upon by endonucleases to create recombinogenic lesions, pos-
sibly similar to the induction of deletions in bacteria harboring
such repeats (84). Such a model could also explain why palin-
dromes induce DSBs in meiosis (332).

Stimulation of Recombination by Defects in
DNA Replication

Among the hyperrecombination mutations identified by
Klein (4, 237) were hpr1 and hpr5 (srs2), both previously dis-
cussed, but there were many other complementation groups,
all of which turned out to be defects in various genes involved
with DNA replication. A good example is a defect in DNA
ligase I (CDC9) (116, 140, 211, 212), and another is the Oka-
zaki fragment-processing enzyme, Rad27p (Rth1p) (399, 463).

MEIOTIC RECOMBINATION

During yeast meiosis, a diploid cell generates haploid spores,
which do not differentiate into gametes but germinate and
grow as haploid cells until they find an opportunity to mate.
Following premeiotic replication, meiosis proceeds by two
rounds of chromosome segregation, the reductional division
meiosis I and the equational division meiosis II. The resulting
chromosomes are a patchwork of alleles from the two homo-
logues present in the diploid parent. Meiotic recombination
between genetically linked genes remains the most popular
example of genetic recombination. A clear link has been shown
between gene conversion and crossing over (46, 126, 492, 551).
However, as for mitotic recombination, the exact relation be-
tween crossing over and gene conversion is still a matter of
active investigation.

Thorough reviews have been recently published about the
entire meiotic process (235, 413, 574). The present review is
limited to a discussion of the recombination process, which
takes place during the prophase of meiosis I. The first feature
that seems to make meiotic recombination different from mi-
totic recombination is that meiotic recombination affects the
whole genome at very high frequencies. There are about 100
crossovers per yeast meiosis. It has been interpreted as a way
to ensure the reassortment of all alleles or, in more fashionable
terms, to generate diversity. In addition, crossovers play an
essential mechanical role, establishing a physical link (chias-
mata) between the homologous chromosomes to ensure their
proper segregation during meiosis I. Chromosomes that fail to
cross over exhibit a high frequency of meiosis I nondisjunction.

A second, very conspicuous difference between mitotic re-
combination and meiotic recombination is that in most organ-
isms, meiotic recombination occurs in the context of a protein-
aceous structure called the synaptonemal complex (SC), lying
between synapsed homologues. In yeast, the formation of the
SC depends on recombination and, in turn, some aspects of
recombination are regulated by the SC. However, in Drosoph-
ila or in Caenorhabditis elegans, SC formation does not appear
to require recombination (94, 309), and S. pombe gets by with-
out an apparent SC (243). Mammals may be more Saccharo-
myces-like, in that mutations that prevent meiotic recombina-
tion do not show synapsis between homologous chromosomes
(379, 566).

However, there is a major common feature between meiotic
and mitotic recombination in S. cerevisiae. DSBs are clearly a
major cause of recombination in mitosis. The evidence is even
more compelling for meiosis. In S. cerevisiae, DSBs are prob-
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ably the only cause of elevated recombination. If we currently
know much more about meiosis in budding yeast than in any
other organism, it is not only because it is a convenient microbe
for the geneticist, the molecular biologist, and, to a certain
degree, the cytologist, but also because the event initiating
most if not all recombinations has been characterized: it is a
DSB.

DSBs Initiate Most if Not All Meiotic Recombination Events

When Szostak et al. (494) proposed their DSB repair model,
it was largely influenced by transformation experiments in mi-
totic cells (357, 358), but the authors proposed it as a model to
account for meiotic recombination as well. The Szostak labo-
ratory kept on this track until they could demonstrate that
meiotic recombination at the ARG4 locus was due to an initi-
ation event in the promoter of the gene (348) and that DSBs
were created in this region at the beginning of the meiosis I
prophase (478). In further experiments (479), they showed that
the ends of this DSB were then resected, resulting not in a
double-strand gap, as proposed in the original model (494), but
in long single-stranded 3# ends (up to 800 nucleotides), in
accord with what had been shown to occur in mitosis at the
MAT locus (547).

The discovery of a novel mutation allowed the characteriza-
tion of meiotic DSBs in more detail. Whereas a deletion of
RAD50 prevents the formation of DSBs, a separation-of-func-
tion mutation, rad50S, allowed the formation of DSBs but
prevented their subsequent resection and recombination (11,
64). In such a mutant, meiotic DSBs persist, so that it is pos-
sible to precisely map their location. Analysis of chromosomes
by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis allowed the localization of
DSBs along an entire chromosome in rad50S strains, at a
resolution level of a few kilobases (570). More recently, DSBs
also have been mapped at a higher resolution ('50 bp) in a
large chromosomal region (557) and even along the entire
length of chromosome III (25). DSBs have been mapped at the
nucleotide level at the ARG4 and CYC3 loci, at composite DSB
hot spots resulting from a HIS4-bacterial DNA-LEU2 fusion
and from an insertion of a telomeric sequence at the HIS4
locus (93, 278, 561, 562). These analyses showed that a hot spot
spanned more than 100 bp and actually consisted of a number
of sites where DNA cleavage occurred, yielding either 2-bp 5#
overhangs (278) or blunt ends (93), although the blunt ends
may reflect filling in of the 5# end during DNA isolation.

The conclusion of these studies is that DSBs are site specific
but not sequence-specific. Hot spots appear to coincide with
gene promoters that contain DNase I- or micrococcal nucle-
ase-hypersensitive sites (118, 225, 356, 557); however, hot-spot
activity does not depend on active transcription but presum-
ably requires proper chromatin remodeling by transcription
factors (118). At some hot spots at least, there are additional
chromatin changes at the time when DSBs are created (356).

The mapping of all the DSBs hot spots of chromosome III
allowed investigators to test the hypothesis that the prominent
DSBs initiate all meiotic recombination events (25, 557). When
the recombination frequencies (the genetic map) were com-
pared with the DSB map, a good correlation was found for
most of the chromosome. However, some discrepancies re-
mained. For example, a 50-kb region representing 24 centi-
morgans (cM) accounts for only 2% of the DSBs mapped on
the chromosome. Although this could be explained by non-
site-specific DSBs (which could not be mapped because they
would appear randomly), we cannot rule out that some recom-
bination events could be initiated by a mysterious “something

else,” although these events would also depend on the early
genes, including SPO11.

Generation and Processing of DSBs

The initiation of meiotic recombination depends on 11 genes
that have been shown by genetic or physical assays to be re-
quired for DSB formation, including RAD50, SPO11 (11, 64),
MRE11 (214), XRS2 (196), MEI4 (310, 311), MER1 (108, 109,
467), MER2 (409), MRE2 (8, 336), REC102, REC104, and
REC114 (61). In addition, the RED1, HOP1, and MEK1 genes,
involved in the formation of the axial elements between sister
chromatids (see below), appear to be required for full levels of
meiotic DSBs (297, 563).

The meiotic endonuclease is almost certainly Spo11p. In
rad50S strains, where DSBs are not resected, a protein was
found to be covalently linked to the 5# ends (92, 278, 562),
which probably explain why they are not resected. This discov-
ery led to the hypothesis that this covalently attached protein
was the endonuclease itself, stuck to the 5# end after having
catalyzed a transesterification step. Two recent and indepen-
dent studies argue that this endonuclease is the product of the
SPO11 gene. Keeney et al. (224) directly isolated the protein
bound to the DSB 5# end and showed that it was the product
of the SPO11 gene. Bergerat et al. (34) found that an archae-
bacterial type II topoisomerase had homology to Spo11p. In
most cleavage reactions catalyzed by a topoisomerase, a ty-
rosine residue attacks a phosphodiester bond, resulting in a
transient covalent DNA-protein complex. When Bergerat et al.
mutated a tyrosine conserved between Spo11p and its homo-
logues, meiotic recombination was abolished. Sequences ho-
mologous to SPO11 have now been noted in S. pombe, C.
elegans, and D. melanogaster. The S. pombe homologue,
REC12, is required to initiate meiotic recombination (275,
460), but it has not yet been possible to visualize DSBs in
fission yeast. A deletion of the C. elegans homologue also
abolishes meiotic recombination (94), and the recombination-
less mei-W68 mutation in Drosophila has now been shown to
affect a SPO11 homologue (308). Therefore, this way of cre-
ating DSBs is highly conserved, and this conservation may
extend to mammals. However, to date, Spo11p has not been
demonstrated to have cleavage activity.

What is the role of other genes involved in DSB formation?
Although the type of reaction catalyzed by Spo11p seems to be
understood, the mode of action of this endonuclease remains
mysterious. Its activity requires the presence of many other
genes, whose exact roles are unknown, with the exception of
MER1 and MRE2, which regulate the splicing of the MER2
mRNA (108, 336) and probably also other transcripts, thereby
affecting a number of early steps in DSB formation and me-
tabolism.

(i) Chromosome pairing and chromatin remodeling. Weiner
and Kleckner (539) have documented early meiotic (pre-DSB)
interactions between homologues by fluorescent in situ hybrid-
ization analysis. Such pairing is abolished or impaired in spo11
and rad50 mutants, which suggests that the complex involved in
DSB formation begins to play a role even before cutting. The
authors proposed that “an early meiotic pairing occurs by
closely related paranemic DNA-DNA interactions subse-
quently converted directly to plectonemic recombination inter-
mediates via DSBs” (539). However, it is clear that pairing
between homologues is not a prerequisite for DSB formation,
since DSBs are generated at nearly normal frequencies in
haploid cells expressing both mating types, so that meiosis can
be induced (92, 147, 532).

In normal diploid cells, a full level of DSB formation at a
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given hot spot depends on the homozygosity of the hot spot.
When the two homologues differ over a few dozen or a few
hundred base pairs in the hot-spot region, the level of DSBs is
somewhat reduced on both chromosomes (408, 562). Further
investigation showed that homozygosity favored an “open”
configuration at the hot spot, as characterized by nuclease
hypersensitivity, indicating a possible link between pairing and
chromatin remodeling (408, 562). A recent study shows that
Mre11p, Rad50p, Xrs2p, and Mre2p affect the micrococcal
nuclease sensitivity at the ARG4 meiotic DSB hotspot, with
mre11 and mre2 mutations decreasing the sensitivity and rad50
and xrs2 mutations increasing it (355). This is the first result
that suggests separate functions for Mre11p versus Rad50p
and Xrs2p. It also indicates that increased nuclease accessibil-
ity is insufficient to promote DSB formation.

(ii) Regulation of Spo11p activity. The action of Spo11p is
regulated in a complicated fashion. Just as there are associated
proteins that regulate the bacterial gyrase, some of the “early”
meiosis genes may encode such regulators. As mentioned
above, Red1p and Hop1p, two components of the axial ele-
ments (the future lateral elements of the synaptonemal com-
plex, see below), are required for full levels of DSBs. The same
is true for Mek1p (563), which has been shown to be a protein
kinase that phosphorylates Red1p (20, 91). However, in a
rad50S mutant, where DSBs are not resected, red1 and mek1
mutations no longer affect the DSB level (563). Xu et al. (563)
have suggested that cutting by Spo11p might be a reversible
reaction (according to its topoisomerase-like nature), with
Red1p and Mek1p affecting the reaction equilibrium in favor
of the cut product, thus favoring stable cleavage. The effect of
the mek1 and red1 mutations would not be seen in a mek1
rad50S or red1 rad50S double mutant, because even if irrevers-
ible cleavages arise at a lower rate, they are not turned over
but, rather, accumulate in an unresected form.

(iii) Removal of Spo11p and resection of DSBs. RAD50,
MRE11, and XRS2 play multiple roles in DSB metabolism.
Although null mutants are unable to initiate meiotic DSBs,
separation-of-function mutations in both RAD50 and MRE11
allow SPO11-mediated DSBs to be formed but not resected.
One of them is the rad50S allele, which we have already men-
tioned, and others are alleles of MRE11, mre11S (335),
mre11-58 (73, 514), and mre11D16A (138). These mre11S,
mre11-58, and mre11D16A mutations are in the N-terminal
part of the protein, in or near conserved phosphoesterase
motifs.

In a rad50S mutant, Spo11p catalyzes DSBs formation but
remains covalently associated with the 5# ends of the breaks. It
seems logical that the covalently bound Spo11p has to be
removed to allow further exonucleolytic resection. For exam-
ple, in a rad50S mutant, DSB ends cannot be resected by *
exonuclease (278), an observation also made with a mre11-58
mutant (514). Therefore, one of the likely functions of Rad50p
and Mre11p is to remove the Spo11p from the DSB ends in
order to initiate DSB resection and allow meiotic recombina-
tion. It is generally assumed that Spo11p removal occurs by
Mre11-mediated cleavage of the DNA near the protein, but it
cannot yet be excluded that Mre11 and other proteins act
allosterically to stimulate Spo11 to hydrolyze itself from the
end.

Rad50p, Mre11p, and Xrs2p probably play a role in the
5#-to-3# degradation itself during meiosis as they do in mitosis,
where resection is reduced in rad50, mre11, and xrs2 null mu-
tants and also in the mre11-58 mutant. Such an effect would be
veiled by the strong meiosis-specific phenotypes of the corre-
sponding mutations (no DSB formation in rad50, mre11, and
xrs2 null mutants, and no resection at all in rad50S or mre11-58

mutants). The rad50S mutation is capable of degrading DSBs
in mitosis (514), suggesting that in this mutant, it is probably
only the ability to remove Spo11p from the DSBs ends that is
affected.

Nairz and Klein (335) found an opposite set of separation-
of-function alleles of MRE11. Transposon insertions in the C
terminus of MRE11 abolish DSB formation. However, such
alleles can be complemented by mre11-S in diploids where
DSBs are both made and processed. Analogous C-terminal
truncations have been created by other laboratories (138, 352).
These C-terminal mutations are not radiation sensitive and
may affect only the role of Mre11p in DSB formation. Two
DNA binding motifs are found in the C-terminal part of
Mre11p, and C-terminal truncations probably abolish the abil-
ity of Mre11p to take part in a DSB-creating complex that
somehow interacts with Spo11p. Interestingly, immunoprecipi-
tation of a glutathione S-transferase–C-terminal segment of
Mre11p coprecipitates three additional meiosis-specific pro-
teins, whose identity is unknown (352).

Finally, a meiosis-specific gene, SAE2/COM1, is also re-
quired for the removal of Spo11p from DSB ends, with the
same subsequent phenotypes in meiosis as rad50S (226, 306,
387), but, unlike RAD50 and MRE11, this gene is not involved
in DSB formation, since a null mutation affects only the resec-
tion process. sae2/com1 mutants are MMS sensitive in mitotic
cells but have not been tested for other phenotypes shown by
mre11+.

The conclusion from all these data is that there are several
multiprotein complexes that perform five different functions
early in meiosis I prophase, before the formation of any joint
molecule: transient homologous sequence pairing, the remod-
eling of the chromatin structure, the initiation of DSBs, the
excision of the Spo11p endonuclease, and DSB end resection.
Only at this point would another set of proteins take over to
initiate DNA strand transfer. However, additional data suggest
a sixth precondition for recombination: the establishment of a
marked preference for interhomologue recombination over
interchromatid recombination. The relevant results are dis-
cussed in the next section.

Formation of Recombinant Products

Physical monitoring of meiotic recombination. The ability to
monitor the kinetics of the appearance of several meiotic in-
termediates, as well as the final products of recombination, has
greatly aided our description of the sequence of molecular
events.

(i) Kinetics of the appearance of gene conversion and cross-
over products. Borts et al. (50) first constructed a chromo-
somal region containing restriction endonuclease differences
on two homologous chromosomes that could be used to detect
crossing over by the appearance of novel length restriction
fragments on Southern blots. They showed that there was no
crossing over in rad50 diploids but that both rad52 and rad57
cells did yield a significant level of exchange, despite producing
only inviable spores (49). When it became possible to monitor
the appearance of both DSBs and crossovers, Cao et al. (64)
showed that there was at least a 1-h delay between DSB for-
mation and the completion of recombination, an observation
very similar to that seen in mitotic cells after HO cleavage of
DNA. Subsequent studies have monitored the appearance of
gene conversion events both with and without crossing over
(467, 468).

(ii) Detection of Holliday junctions. An intermediate pre-
dicted by various models of recombination is a double HJ (Fig.
6). HJ intermediates were first detected in 2,m plasmid DNA
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from meiotic cells by Bell and Byers (29), both on Southern
blots and by electron microscopy. Currently such structures are
identified by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, similar to
the technique used to capture replication intermediates (Fig.
7A). Branched DNA molecules appear shortly after DSB for-
mation (83, 438), and subsequent analysis by Schwacha and
Kleckner (437) confirmed that these are indeed double HJs:
when these intermediates are denatured, only parental strands
are recovered (Fig. 7B); but when the same intermediates are
treated with the RuvC resolvase, which cleaves HJs (31, 32),
both parental and recombinant strands are obtained. Double
HJs disappear at the time that crossovers can be detected, at
the same time that the SC disappears.

When the two parental chromosomes carried restriction site
polymorphisms so that crossovers could be detected, three
distinct joint molecule (JM) species are seen (Fig. 7A). The
major spot is that predicted for recombination between the two
homologues; the two minor spots are those expected for inter-
sister recombination. The predominance of the biparental spot
provides strong evidence that recombination between sisters is
greatly suppressed, as inferred from previous genetic studies
(165) and from physical analysis of whole chromosomes with
chromosome-separating gels (142), in diploids carrying both
linear and circular homologous chromosomes. Recent studies
have used the ability to analyze intersister and biparental JMs
to identify gene products that enforce the selection of nonsister
DNA molecules for recombination (this is discussed further
below).

(iii) Detection of recombinant strands. Very recently, Bas-
com-Slack and Dawson (24) provided evidence that the for-
mation of recombinant strands is an early event. They used an
allele-specific PCR assay to detect the first appearance of re-
combinant strands carrying markers from the two different
parent chromosomes and showed that they appeared at the
time of commitment to recombination (which corresponds to
the appearance of DSBs). The two markers are located on
either side of the DSB hot spot, and the recombinant strands
detected in this assay could be the result of HJ resolution, but
we know that HJ resolution occurs later in meiosis (83, 438,
467, 468). Therefore, the recombinant strands are more likely
to result from the DNA synthesis primed from the 3# end of the
invading strand.

(iv) Detection of heteroduplex DNA. Genetic recombination
is associated with heteroduplex DNA (hDNA) formation.
Short restriction fragments containing mismatches can be de-
tected on gradient thermal denaturing gels or by loss of re-
striction sites. In practice, mismatch repair is apparently too
rapid to detect such intermediates, but they can be detected in
DNA from cells in which a mismatch repair gene is deleted
(269) or when the mismatch itself is poorly repaired (157, 333).

It is generally assumed that hDNA appears during the strand
invasion step (see Fig. 16B). However, during meiosis, the
appearance of hDNA seems far too late to reflect strand in-
vasion; indeed, hDNA was not seen until the end of pachytene,
at least 1 h after the time of appearance of recombinant
strands and JMs and at about the same time that crossover
products could be seen (157, 333, 438). It should be noted that
the kinetics of hDNA and JM appearance were monitored in
the same strain background but by different laboratories, mon-
itoring different loci. It is possible that there is no conflict here
but simply a difference in the timing of recombination at two
different chromosome locations. Clearly these measurements
need to be done for one set of markers in a single experiment.
At the artificial HIS4::LEU2 locus, no hDNA has yet been
found in JMs. In addition, heteroduplex regions smaller than
150 bp would have escaped detection in these studies, but

hDNA is supposed to be formed over a much larger distance
(95).

However, when Bascom-Slack and Dawson (24) showed that
recombinant-strand formation was an early event, one of the
diagnostic alleles they used was arg4-NspI, the same allele used
by Goyon and Lichten (157), who detected hDNA only 1 h
later, in the same strain. One explanation for the apparently
late stage at which hDNA is detected would be that the de-
tected hDNA does not reflect the initial strand invasion step.
Bascom-Slack and Dawson propose that during meiotic recom-
bination, strand invasion and the priming of new DNA synthe-
sis involve only a short region of hDNA, similar to the bubble
migration models discussed above and to a model proposed by
Priebe et al. (386) for homeologous recombination. hDNA
would be formed at a later step.

One possibility is that hDNA results from branch migration
after strand invasion. One has to keep in mind that during DSB
repair, two kinds of heteroduplex can appear: asymmetric ones
resulting from strand invasion and symmetric ones resulting
from branch migration (Fig. 15B). However, the genetic results
are strongly at odds with the idea that branch migration would
produce hDNA late in the process, at least as predicted by
models such as that of Szostak et al. Branch migration of an HJ
would produce hDNA symmetrically on both participating
chromatids and would be expected to yield so-called aberrant
4:4 tetrads (Fig. 15A). In S. cerevisiae, aberrant 4:4 tetrads are
quite rare (12, 128, 494). Such events can be found in the
fungus Ascobolus immersus for markers distant from a hot spot,
but only 5:3 and 3:5 segregations are found for high-postmei-
otic segregation (PMS) alleles (Fig. 15B) closer to the hotspot
(418, 419). The Meselson and Radding (312) model of recom-
bination specifically accounted for this transition from an
asymmetric heteroduplex next the site of initiation to symmet-
rical heteroduplex more distally (Fig. 15B).

There is another possible explanation based on SDSA mod-
els. The displacement of a newly synthesized strand could yield
the late appearance of asymmetric heteroduplex. hDNA would
be the consequence not of strand invasion but of annealing of
the newly synthesized strand with the other side of the DSB, as
illustrated in Fig. 16C. The kind of hDNA tract shown in Fig.
16C would extend on only one side of the DSB and could
account for the frequent unidirectional conversion tracts ob-
served in meiosis (Fig. 9) (148, 383). Also, this kind of hDNA
would arise late in the recombination process, which could
explain why in meiosis, hDNA is detected after the appearance
of joint molecules and recombinant strands and about at the
same time as the final recombinant products.

In this view, most of the observed hDNA would be the
consequence of an SDSA event without Holliday Junction
formation (Fig. 8A and B). It would be the consequence of
SDSA with crossing over (Fig. 8C and D), with hDNA forma-
tion only in a small region of annealing, possibly far from the
DSB region. This kind of hDNA would appear at the same
time as the HJs but could be undetected. This would explain
why Schwacha and Kleckner (438) could not find hDNA in the
joint molecules they examined. We return to this important
issue below (see “Role of mismatch repair proteins in recom-
bination”).

It is also possible that this discrepancy comes from technical
differences. The detection of JM is substantially improved
(more than 10-fold) when the DNA is cross-linked before
extraction (438); without cross-linking, the level of observed
JM is low (83), probably because of reverse branch migration.
Reverse branch migration could dissociate the heteroduplex in
the hDNA detection attempts mentioned above (done without
cross-linking): the heteroduplexes and JM would be unstable
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until ligation occurs. This would imply that ligation occurs
shortly before resolution.

Strand invasion proteins in meiosis. It has been proposed
that in mitosis, a recombinosome involving Rad52p, Rad51p,
Rad54p, Rad55p, and Rad57p catalyzes the invasion of the
unbroken molecule by the 3# resected single strands of the
broken one (179), although the discovery of Rad59p (18) and
Rdh54/Tid1p (238, 451) shows that things are probably more
complicated. In meiosis, recombination requires an additional
RecA homologue, Dmc1p (42). DMC1 is expressed only in
meiosis. In yeast dmc1 mutants, meiotic recombination is
strongly impaired, and completion of meiosis is prevented in
some strains (42, 100, 412, 439). The 5# ends of meiotic DSBs

become hyperresected, presumably because recombination is
largely prevented. In mice, a dmc1 deletion completely pre-
vents the completion of meiosis (379, 566).

(i) Distinct roles of Dmc1p and Rad51p. The relationship
between Dmc1p and Rad51p is unclear, with the main question
being whether they act in one or two different pathways. Cy-
tological testing, genetics, and molecular biology have been
used to try to decipher their respective roles, and the answer is
ambiguous. The cytological approach is the most controversial.
During meiosis I prophase, Rad51p and Dmc1p are clustered
in foci, which can be visualized by indirect immunofluores-
cence (40, 100). It has been proposed that these foci corre-
spond to recombination nodules, the presumptive sites of re-

FIG. 15. hDNA formation and correction analyzed by meiotic tetrad analysis. (A) Tetrad analysis. Sporulation of a heterozygous diploid most of the time results
in two spores with one allele and two spores with the other one. This is the normal Mendelian segregation (4:4). However, other patterns are also observed.
Non-Mendelian segregations include conversions and PMS. In PMS, the two alleles will segregate only after the first cell division following meiosis, resulting in a
sectored colony. Various patterns of conversions and PMS are shown here. Gene conversion are often referred to as 2:6 or 6:2 segregations, since PMS events are
referred to as 3:5, 5:3, or aberrant 4:4 (to differentiate it from normal Mendelian 4:4). This nomenclature is derived from the one used with filamentous fungi, where
meiosis is followed by an additional cell division, resulting in eight spores instead of four. Note that in yeast, the aberrant 4:4 pattern is very rarely observed. (B)
Molecular interpretation of non-Mendelian segregation. Strand invasion results in an asymmetric hDNA (step 1). Asymetric hDNA is found on only one chromatid.
The displaced strand is used as template for DNA synthesis and yields a homoduplex (step 2). If hDNA is not corrected, asymetric hDNA results in 5:3 or 3:5
segregation. If corrected, it results in 6:2 or 2:6 segregation, depending whether correction occurs in favor of the recipient strand or in favor of the invading strand.
In addition to the initial asymmetric hDNA, symmetric hDNA could result from branch migration (step 3). Symmetric hDNA is found over the same portion of two
different chromatids. If not corrected, it will result in aberrant 4:4 segregation (step 4). Such events are rare in yeast but are common in Ascobolus.
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combination. Recombination nodules are structures revealed
by electron microscopy in meiosis I prophase in metazoans and
plants (66), and a distinction has been made between early
nodules (seen in leptotene and zygotene) and late nodules (in
pachytene). The number of late nodules fits well with the
number of crossover events, and they have become good can-
didates for meiotic recombinosomes. Most of the immunoflu-
orescence data on recombination nodules have been obtained
with lilies, and a recent study gives good evidence that Rad51p
and Dmc1p are indeed components of early nodules in these
plants (14). In the yeast strain SK1, a large proportion of
Dmc1p and Rad51p foci colocalize; Rad51p is necessary for

the formation of most Dmc1p foci, and Dmc1p is necessary for
the dissociation of the Rad51p foci (40). A few Dmc1p foci can
be detected in rad51 mutants and persist longer than in wild-
type strains (451). Another study, done in a different strain
background, showed a lower correlation between the Rad51p
and Dmc1p foci, which colocalized only in 21 to 53% of the
cases (100).

Genetic and molecular approaches support these general
conclusions, but, as with other meiotic phenomena, there are
very important differences among strains that prevent us from
having a fully coherent view. In strain SK1, a dmc1 mutant has
a more severe phenotype than a rad51 mutant; it has a more

FIG. 16. Formation and correction of hDNA. (A) In the model of Holliday (185), hDNA would be corrected after HJ resolution. Conversion would be the
consequence of a correction in favor of the invading strand. Correction in favor of the recipient strand would yield a restoration event. (B) Some evidence suggest that
hDNA formed during strand invasion is corrected immediately. In the Szostak et al. (494) model, conversion would result from correction in favor of the recipient strand
(see Fig. 17A and B), which is the opposite of Holliday’s proposition. (C) hDNA can also result from annealing in SDSA models. Then it is impossible to define an
invading and a recipient strand, and correction may be unbiased.
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pronounced effect on JM and crossover formation (100, 439,
451) and has a more severe arrest phenotype (dmc1 cells dis-
play a permanent arrest at the pachytene stage of meiosis,
while a subset of the rad51 cells eventually bypass the arrest
[563]). However, in the strain used by the Roeder laboratory,
a dmc1 deletion does not cause pachytene arrest and the tet-
rads exhibit a 20% spore viability (411, 412). In contrast, rad51
abolishes sporulation. The genetic basis of this important dif-
ference has not yet been determined.

In strain SK1, a synergistic effect of rad51 and dmc1 has been
observed on recombination (100, 451), but this has been as-
sessed in return-to-growth experiments, where the respective
roles of mitotic and meiotic recombination pathways are un-
clear. In such experiments, cells induced to initiate meiotic
recombination (presumably to create meiotic DSBs) are re-
moved from nitrogen starvation medium and returned to
growth medium, where recombination is completed by what
may be a more mitosis-like machinery. Recent studies have
shown that SCs are quickly dismantled and that recombination
proceeds more rapidly than in meiosis (571). Cells in a return-
to-growth experiment tend to show the high proportion of
crossovers characteristic of meiotic recombination (113).

The major difference between Rad51p and Dmc1p functions
seems to be the specific role of DMC1 in interhomologue
recombination, as illustrated by the important work of
Schwacha and Kleckner (439). This study suggests that most
DSBs are predetermined early in meiosis, in a Red1p-Hop1p-
dependent fashion, to enter a Dmc1p-dependent pathway that
results preferentially in interhomologue recombination. In
meiosis, intersister recombination in SK1 occurs at lower level
than interhomologue recombination, as demonstrated by two-
dimensional gel experiments detecting intersister and interho-
mologue joint molecules (439). In a red1 mutant, the propor-
tion of interhomologue JMs is greatly reduced. In dmc1 cells,
both intersister and interhomologue recombination intermedi-
ates are undetectable. In contrast, JMs are late and less fre-
quent in rad51 cells than in wild-type cells. However, in a red1
dmc1 double mutant, intersister JMs are restored, but the
interhomologue joints are not.

red1 and hop1 alleles were identified in a screen for mutants
defective for interhomologue reciprocal recombination (187).
The results of Schwacha and Kleckner (439) show that for red1
and probably hop1 mutants, the decrease in interhomologue
reciprocal recombination is probably due to an increase in
intersister recombination. Interestingly, the screen that identi-
fied red1 and hop1 yielded mutations affecting various steps,
since it also led to the discovery of a msh5 mutation, which
plays a direct role in crossover control (see below).

(ii) Other components of the Dmc1 pathway. An apparent
partner for Dmc1 for interhomologue recombination is the
Tid1/Rdh54 protein. In two-hybrid experiments, Tid1/Rdh54p
interacts with Dmc1p (100). Moreover, Tid1/Rdh54p, which is
not meiosis specific, specifically affects interhomologue recom-
bination during mitosis (238). Whether it specifically affects
interhomologue recombination during meiosis has not been
tested, but the protein is necessary for sporulation and spore
viability (although the phenotype is again strain dependent
[238, 451]).

The strong lethality for spores observed in a spo13 tid1/rdh54
double mutant is alleviated in a spo13 tid1/rdh54 red1 triple
mutant (in a spo13 background, the meiosis I reductional di-
vision does not occur; two viable diploid spores are produced,
provided that the meiotic DSBs are repaired). This result is
reminiscent of the interactions between RED1 and DMC1.
TID1/RDH54 would be necessary for meiotic interhomologue

recombination driven by RED1, and in a red1 tid1/rdh54 mu-
tant, DSBs could be repaired by sister chromatid exchange.

The SAE3 gene could be a third component of this pathway,
since a sae3 mutant has same phenotype as dmc1: hyperresec-
tion of DSBs, delayed SC formation, a recombination defect,
and meiotic arrest in pachytene (307). A dmc1 sae3 double
mutant has the same phenotype as either single mutant, at
least for SC formation and meiotic arrest, indicating that
DMC1 and SAE3 act in the same pathway. The phenotype of a
sae3 red1 double mutant has not yet been reported.

Cytological Monitoring of Intermediate
Steps in Recombination

The development of sensitive immunofluorescence methods
has begun to make it possible to learn about the assembly of
the recombination machinery. In meiosis, one can observe the
appearance of foci formed by Rad51p and/or Dmc1p, presum-
ably at sites of DSBs (see above) (40, 100, 451). Recently,
Gasior et al. (145) have extended this type of analysis to in-
vestigate if such foci can be assembled in the absence of other
proteins, both at normal meiotic DSBs and after X-ray irradi-
ation. In meiosis, foci formation depends on the presence of
Rad52p as well as Rad55p and Rad57p. RPA, the single-strand
binding protein, colocalizes exactly with Rad52p (145). How-
ever, in mitotic cells, Rad51p foci appear after X-ray irradia-
tion, even in the absence of Rad52p, Rad55p, and Rad57p
(39). The ability to visualize proteins assemblies in this way will
undoubtedly provide an important new way to monitor recom-
bination.

We should also soon see the use of chromatin precipitation
techniques in demonstrating the time at which recombination
proteins become associated with donor and recipient DNA
sequences, in much the same way as one monitors the progres-
sion of DNA replication (15).

Synaptonemal Complex
The milestones of the recombination process (DSB forma-

tion, JMs, and products) follow each other during the prophase
of meiosis I. These stages have been correlated with the cyto-
logical appearance of chromosomes. The prominent structural
change during this time is the formation of the SC.

Following premeiotic replication, two sister chromatids be-
gin to be organized along a proteinaceous structure called the
axial element during the leptotene stage of meiosis I. The
homologous chromosomes start synapsis during the next stage,
zygotene, as they form axial elements between sister chroma-
tids. The homologous chromosomes are aligned, and the axial
elements become the lateral elements of the SC. Synapsis is
complete in pachytene, and the SC disassembles during diplo-
tene, to allow diakinesis. DSBs appear during the leptotene
(axial element assembly), double HJs appear at the beginning
of the pachytene, and heteroduplexes and recombinant prod-
ucts appear at the end of the pachytene (157, 333, 362, 438,
467).

A few components of the SC have been identified. The Red1
and Hop1 proteins are two components of the axial-lateral
element (186, 459). Zip1p is a component of the central ele-
ment, and zip1 mutants fail to synapse the axial elements (488–
490, 519). Zip1p is found along the whole central element and
is thought to form a filament that zips the axial-lateral ele-
ments together. Another protein, Zip2p, is required for an
early step of synapsis, since it is required for normal Zip1p
distribution (77). Unlike Zip1p, which is assembled along the
axis of the SC, Zip2p is found at only a few foci along the SC.

Another protein, Hop2p, is not a structural component of
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the SC but is necessary for proper synapsis: in a hop2 mutant,
chromosomes synapse with nonhomologous partners (265).
hop2 cells accumulate unrepaired DSBs, suggesting that they
also fail to locate or to complete recombination with their
homologous partners. It is possible that Hop2p plays a very
early role in homologous recombination, perhaps in determin-
ing if a transient homology search had located a truly homol-
ogous template for DSB repair. This is discussed further in
reference 159.

It is now clear that SC formation in yeast depends on re-
combination. Synapsis is totally absent from mutants that do
not make meiotic DSBs (11, 409) and delayed in mutants that
do not repair DSBs, such as rad51 and dmc1 mutants (42, 412,
449). In a zip1 mutant, defective for synapsis, homologous
chromosomes are still paired at a few sites called axial associ-
ations (488). These connections disappear when the DSB re-
pair machinery is also mutated (412), which suggests that axial
associations are the sites of DSB formation and repair. Also, in
a zip1 mutant, these pairing sites accumulate Zip2p (77), which
indicates that they correspond to the preferential sites of the
early steps of synapsis. Finally, in a rad50S mutant, where the
DSBs are neither processed nor repaired, Zip2p colocalizes
with Mre11p, providing further evidence that DSB sites are
initiation sites for SC formation. A recent report demonstrates
that Rad51p can localize in foci in a rad50S mutant (145),
raising the possibility that Zip2, Mre11p, and Rad51p are all
recruited to DSB sites, at least in the rad50S mutant. One
might imagine that in a dmc1 mutant, where synapsis is delayed
but not absent, there is still enough pairing activity in the cell
(perhaps Rad51p dependent) to promote SC polymerization,
and indeed in some strain backgrounds, dmc1 mutants give rise
to about 20% viable spores (411, 412).

In mammals, as in yeast, synapsis depends on recombina-
tion, since SC formation is completely abolished in dmc1 mu-
tants (379, 566). However, this is not a universally conserved
feature, and SC formation in Drosophila or in C. elegans does
not appear to require recombination (94, 309).

If recombination is necessary for SC assembly in yeast, the
converse is not the case: zip1 and zip2 mutants do not assemble
SC but are still competent to carry out recombination (468,
488, 489). However, the SC and/or its subcomponents, the
axial-lateral elements, have a regulatory role at three levels of
the recombination process: DSB formation, intersister versus
interhomologues recombination, and crossover control.

However, the clearest role of the tripartite SC is in the
regulation of the frequency, distribution, and timing of cross-
overs. This regulation is complex and deserves to be dealt with
in a separate section.

Regulation of Crossover Events

Need for frequent meiotic crossover events. Meiotic cross-
over events occur at much higher frequencies than in mitotic
cells. This high frequency of crossovers could be simply a
consequence of the generally higher frequency of recombina-
tion events, initiated by the Spo11p-catalyzed meiotic DSBs,
but in fact, meiotic gene conversions are associated with cross-
overs much more frequently than are mitotic conversions. A
systematic study of the proportion of meiotic gene conversions
associated with crossing over was performed by Fogel et al.
(126), who showed that the frequency of crossover-associated
events was 35% on average. There has not been a single sys-
tematic study of many loci in one strain in mitotic cells; instead,
there are a number of observations drawn from several strains,
in which we do not know how or when in the cell cycle recom-
bination was initiated. Taken together, these studies suggest

that interhomologue gene conversion is associated with cross-
ing over 10 to 20% of the time (112, 165, 252).

Mutations that reduce or eliminate crossovers cause a dra-
matic increase in chromosome nondisjunction, so that virtually
all spores are aneuploid and inviable (295, 489). Thus, since
the crossover is an essential step of meiotic mechanics and an
evolutionarily desired outcome to generate diversity, one can
imagine that the ideal career of a meiotic DSB is to become a
crossover; however, too many crossovers may be as bad as too
few. The fate of meiotic DSBs is controlled by a complex
machinery whose purpose is to regulate the number of cross-
overs per chromosome.

A proper number of crossovers per chromosome. Crossovers
are regulated in overall frequency but also in their distribution
along a chromosome. First, a crossover at one locus decreases
the probability of another crossover in the vicinity. This phe-
nomenon is known as crossover interference. Interference is
abolished in zip1 mutants (489) but also in msh4 mutants (413),
indicating that it does not involve only SC components.

The mechanism of interference remains elusive. A likely
level of regulation by interference is the resolution of recom-
bination intermediates, a hypothesis supported by the pheno-
type of zip1 mutants, in which crossover interference is sup-
pressed and crossover frequencies are decreased but the levels
of gene conversion are not (489). However, some of this reg-
ulation may also occur at the level of creating DSBs. Data are
not yet available to rule out an interference mechanism that
prevents nearby hot spots from being cleaved, but it is clear
that a hot spot will change the frequency of DSBs at another
neighboring hot spot. The ARG4 gene contains a prominent
hot spot for DSBs in its promoter region (348, 478). However,
when ARG4 is embedded in pBR322 sequences and integrated
at other chromosomal locations, DSBs within the ARG4 pro-
moter are surprisingly absent and all the DSBs are found in
plasmid sequences. Deletion of the plasmid sequences restores
cleavage at ARG4 (556).

It has been proposed that interference results from an in-
hibitory signal that is transduced from a crossover site to ad-
jacent DSB repair sites (229). The role of Zip1p in interference
argues that the SC is the transducing channel (489). Foss et al.
(131) proposed a mechanism based on a “smart” resolvase that
would move progressively down a chromosome, resolving two
HJs as noncrossovers before resolving one as a crossover. One
test of this model failed (132), but the authors suggest that this
is a consequence of the biological uncertainty principle, i.e.,
that marking up a region to study it results in changing its
behavior. A third model is based on the idea that crossovers
relieve some sort of topological stress that builds up along the
SC, with crossovers spaced similarly to the distribution of
cracks in a polymer film coating a rigid, twisted beam (574).

A second essential feature of crossover regulation is that
there is at least one crossover per chromosome, a phenomenon
referred to as obligate chiasma. The total meiotic genetic map
in yeast is about 5,000 cM, where a 50-cM distance is equiva-
lent to one crossing over between two nonsister chromatids.
Roughly speaking, there are about 100 crossovers distributed
along 16 unequally sized chromosomes. Tetrad analysis of
chromosomes marked from one end to the other indicates that
almost all chromosomes experience at least one crossover
whereas a Poisson distribution would predict a much higher
proportion of small chromosomes lacking any crossovers (168,
219).

A third observation is that the crossover frequency is regu-
lated by chromosome size. The number of crossovers per chro-
mosome is not proportional to the chromosome size, as would
be the case if crossovers occurred randomly; rather, the num-
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ber of crossover per kilobase decreases as the size of the
chromosome increases (215, 217, 219). The direct relationship
between the size of the chromosome and the number of cross-
overs was definitively shown by Kaback et al. (218), who dem-
onstrated that when a large chromosome was bisected, the two
resulting small chromosomes underwent more crossing over
per kilobase than did the large chromosome. The regulation by
the size of the chromosome is likely to define a single phenom-
enon with crossover interference. This regulation does not
seem to be at the level of DSB formation, because the fre-
quency of total gene conversions at one locus does not change
as the chromosome size is altered.

The three phenomena described above, i.e., crossover inter-
ference, obligate chiasma, and regulation by chromosome size,
are probably three manifestations of a same mechanism of
regulation at the chromosome level. However, other factors,
possibly independent of this global regulation, affect the dis-
tribution of crossovers within the chromosome. While centro-
meric regions in higher eukaryotes are strongly suppressed for
crossing over, there is only a very modest (fourfold) effect in
yeast. This was shown by taking the audacious step of simul-
taneously deleting and inserting elsewhere the centromere of
chromosome III and measuring crossing over in the same in-
tervals (258, 259). The centromere does not form a barrier
against gene conversion, since Symington and Petes (493) dem-
onstrated that gene conversions identified at a locus 1 kb to
one side of a centromere were frequently accompanied by
coconversion of markers either within or on the other side of
the centromere. There also is a modest repression of crossing
over, but perhaps not of gene conversion, near telomeres. The
frequency of crossing over in regions near telomeres appears to
be reduced, per kilobase, compared to more internal regions,
and this is reflected in an absence of meiotic DSBs in these
regions (25, 240). However, ectopic gene conversion between
genes inserted in subtelomeric regions is not notably reduced
compared to similar events between sequences inserted at
other locations (281).

Factors that modulate crossover frequency. So far, six genes
have been shown to be required for a full level of crossing over:
MSH4 (416), MSH5 (187), MLH1 (21, 191), ZIP1 (468, 488,
489), ZIP2 (77), and MEI5 (319). An unknown gene whose
splicing is controlled by MER1 and MRE2 (110, 336, 467) is
also required for normal levels of crossing over.

msh4, msh5 and mlh1 mutations decrease the crossover fre-
quency two- to threefold (187, 191, 416). Msh4p and Msh5p
are two MutSp homologues with no role in mismatch repair. In
contrast, Mlh1p, a MutLp homologue, was known to be a
mismatch repair gene long before its role in crossover resolu-
tion was shown (388). The exact role of these genes is un-
known. Msh4 and Msh5 proteins form a heterodimer (382),
and Msh4 proteins are observed in foci during pachytene, with
a distribution that could fit that of late recombination nodules
(416). Msh4p and Msh5p may bind an HJ or other branched
intermediate, just as Msh2p has been shown to do (10), and
then recruit Mlh1p, but no biochemical data have yet been
obtained to support these ideas.

Reciprocal recombination is decreased 1.4- to 4-fold in zip1
mutants, depending on the locus (468, 489), and in a compa-
rable manner in zip2 mutants (77). We cannot really assign a
specific role to these genes but, rather, conclude that the SC, in
addition to its role in crossover interference, is required for a
high level of crossovers. Thus, without the SC, the meiotic DSB
repair more closely resembles mitotic recombination, with a
low frequency of associated crossovers, randomly distributed.

The MER2 gene is required for DSB formation (409, 467),
and its proper expression depends on the correct splicing of its

mRNA, which is controlled by two genes, MER1 (110) and
MRE2 (336). In mer1 and mre2 mutants, DSB formation can be
rescued by overexpression of a MER2 gene or cDNA, but the
recombination phenotype is not wild type: the crossover level
remains low (108, 336, 467). The conclusion is that MER1 and
MRE2 have another target that is involved in crossover regu-
lation.

Finally, Modesti and Giroux (319) have identified the mei5
mutation that arrests in pachytene. A combination of DNA
assays and return-to-growth experiments shows that mei5+ al-
lows a normal level of gene conversions without crossover but
virtually eliminates crossovers. This new mutant appears to
provide a new key to unlock the mysteries of crossover control.

In addition to these genes, the TAM1/NDJ1 gene (76, 86,
410) plays a role in crossover control, since a tam1/ndj1 muta-
tion abolishes interference (76). However, in contrast to zip1, it
has no effect on the crossover frequency at a given locus.

What is the mechanism of crossover regulation? Although
we have described several factors that directly modulate cross-
over frequency and distribution, the mechanism of regulation
is not well understood. A common hypothesis is that the cross-
over regulation occurs at the level of the resolution of the HJ.
No homologue of RuvC, the bacterial resolvase (32), has been
isolated so far in eukaryotes, but an HJ is a good candidate to
be the substrate of Msh4p and Msh5p. In wild-type cells, cross-
over and noncrossover products appear at the same time, at
the end of pachytene (467). This seems to fit with the regula-
tion at the HJ level, because it argues for a common mecha-
nism for crossover and noncrossover recombination. However,
Storlazzi et al. (468) showed that this synchrony is disrupted in
a zip1 mutant. In such a mutant, noncrossover events represent
most of the recombination events, and most of them appear at
the same time as in the wild type. However, the crossover
events and a small fraction of the noncrossover events appear
later. This prompted the authors to suggest that Zip1p plays a
role early in meiosis to determine which DSBs will be crossover
associated. HJ formation (assayed by two-dimensional gel elec-
trophoresis) is also decreased and delayed in a zip1 mutant
(468), suggesting that a regulatory step in crossover formation
could be the choice between a conversion pathway with HJs
and a conversion pathway without, i.e., an SDSA pathway.

Recent data argue that SDSA could occur also in meiosis
(148, 384) (Fig. 9). In this case, a key step of crossover regu-
lation would take place before the formation of the double-HJ
intermediate; by influencing whether this intermediate is to be
formed, the cell would modulate the crossover formation. This
could happen in one of two ways. First, the nature of the newly
synthesized DNA could be regulated so that, in meiosis it
would most often be inherently semiconservative, as predicted
by Szostak et al., and then give rise to a double HJ, suitable for
resolution as a crossover. In mitosis, such events could be rare
because they proceed by SDSA. Alternatively, SDSA events
themselves can undergo a transition to include a double HJ
(Fig. 8C and D). This latter view is more consistent with the
results of Porter et al. (384) and Gilbertson and Stahl (148)
(discussed above). In this case, proteins such as Msh4p, Msh5p,
Mlh1p, and Mei5p and SC components such as Zip1p and
Zip2p would be involved in regulating this transition.

SEARCH FOR HOMOLOGOUS SEQUENCES:
ECTOPIC RECOMBINATION

One of the most mysterious processes in recombination con-
cerns the way a DSB end can find its homologous partner.
Even mediated by a Rad51p-Dmc1p filament, how does the
DNA inspect a double helix, with its base pairs largely inside
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the helix, to find homologous sequences? It is now evident
from recent developments in gene-targeting strategies that as
little as 35 bp at each end is enough to direct the integration of
a transformed fragment at its homologous target site, often at
least 25 to 50% of the time and sometimes up to 90% of the
time (213, 531).

In mitotic recombination, the search for homology seems to
be random; that is, the entire genome can be searched for a
partner. This has been established in two ways. First, one can
insert a leu2 or arg4 mutant sequence at various locations in the
genome and then ask how often it recombines with another
allele, at an ectopic location. These experiments have shown
that all sites are roughly equivalent, suggesting that the entire
genome can be searched (151, 270). A second approach has
been to determine how the frequency of recombination varies
as a function of the concentration of one of the two partici-
pating sequences. Wilson et al. (552) showed that successful
recombination increased as the number of copies of the donor
increased and argued that the search for homology must be
one of the limiting steps in the process.

In meiotic recombination, similar ectopic recombination
studies have been performed, leading to a somewhat different
conclusion. In some cases, the frequency of ectopic recombi-
nation was as high as or even higher than allelic recombination
(where the two heteroalleles were at the same chromosomal
location) (151, 268). This was especially true when the allelic
recombining sequences were inserted in a “cold” region of the
genome and when the ectopic sequence was inserted in a “hot”
region. On average, though, allelic recombination is favored
about fivefold over ectopic recombination. The significance of
this observation is still the topic of much discussion. In one
view, this advantage reflects the fact that homologous chromo-
somes are already in a loose alignment, enforced by transient
interactions between homologues that themselves do not lead
to recombination (539). Such transient pairing may, however,
simply be a reflection of a general orientation of chromosomes
within the nucleus, with all the centromeres initially clustered
together (205) and with the chromosome arms oriented toward
the other end. Interestingly, genes inserted in telomeric re-
gions are somehow isolated from ectopic interactions with se-
quences in the chromosome interior, but they engage in robust
gene conversions with homologous sequences inserted near
other telomeres (151, 281).

Alternatively, one would expect an increase in allelic over
ectopic recombination if not all exchange events occurred at
the same time. Once one recombination event has occurred
anywhere along a pair of homologues, this will favor other
interhomologue interactions and exclude ectopic exchanges. If
DSB repair initiates synapsis in yeast, as suggested by many
results, one allelic recombination event might be enough to
cause the intimate association of the homologs along their total
length. Hop2p could play a role in making sure that the first
recombination events are indeed allelic events. In a hop2 mu-
tant, synapsis occurs between nonhomologous chromosomes
(265) and recombination is greatly reduced or absent. It can be
restored in a return-to-growth experiment, but the preference
for allelic recombination is then lost. The authors propose that
Hop2p discourages ectopic recombination (or at least interac-
tion) and thus suppresses inappropriate initiation of SC assem-
bly.

It should also be noted that ectopic recombination, even
between sequences smaller than 2 kb, is frequently accompa-
nied by crossing over (151, 206, 268). Whether some of the
mutants that affect the frequency of crossovers between homo-
logues will also affect ectopic crossing over has not been ex-
amined. This might be a fruitful area of investigation, since it

is unclear if one would expect SC formation between such
short sequences.

ROLE OF MISMATCH REPAIR PROTEINS
IN RECOMBINATION

The role of the mismatch repair proteins in both meiotic and
mitotic recombination has been mentioned many times, but it
is necessary to consolidate recent findings about the role of
mismatch repair in DSB repair in a separate section.

Yeast Mismatch Repair System
The first mismatch repair mutant to be characterized, pms1,

was isolated in a screen for mutants displaying high levels of
PMS (550) and proved to be a homologue of the bacterial
mismatch repair protein MutL (249). Other mismatch repair
genes have been identified according to their homology to the
bacterial mismatch repair proteins, including three homo-
logues of the MutS protein, i.e., Msh2p, Msh3p, and Msh6p
(298, 343, 400), three other homologues of MutLp, i.e., Mlh1p
Mlh2p, and Mlh3p (125, 388), and the Exo1p nuclease (506).
Three other MutS homologues have been identified in yeast,
but they are not nuclear mismatch repair genes: Msh1p plays a
role in mitochondrial mismatch repair (400), and Msh4p and
Msh5p are involved in meiotic crossover control during meio-
sis.

The biochemistry of the yeast nuclear mismatch repair sys-
tem is not fully elucidated. No homologue or equivalent of the
bacterial MutH has been isolated, and thus we do not know
what protein is responsible for endonucleolytic cleavage during
mismatch repair, nor do we know how, during DNA replica-
tion, “old” and “new” strands are discriminated, since yeast
DNA is not methylated. Most of the information we have
concerns damage recognition. Mispairs other than C-C are
recognized predominantly by a Msh2p-Msh6p heterodimer,
while small heteroduplex loops (frameshift mutations) attract
the Msh2p-Msh3p complex (9, 210, 298). Mismatch repair usu-
ally requires a Pms1p-Mlh1p heterodimer (169, 170, 389), but
a Mlh1p-Mlh3p heterodimer has been implicated in repairing
a fraction of the small heteroduplex loops (125).

An unexpected finding is a novel cooperative activity of
components from both the mismatch repair machinery and the
nucleotide excision repair machinery in processing structures
other than mispairs and small insertions and deletions. We
described above how MSH2, MSH3, RAD1, and RAD10, but
not PMS1, MLH1, or MSH6, are involved together in mitotic
recombination in the removal of 3# nonhomologous sequences
(476). Another study has shown that rad1 and msh2 mutations
also produce a high level of PMS resulting from heterodu-
plexes between a 26-bp nonpalindromic insertion and wild-
type sequences (231). Again, it argues that Msh2p-Msh3p and
Rad1p-Rad10p are part of a novel complex that excises heter-
ologies larger than a few nucleotides.

Role of Mismatch Repair in Gene Conversion
Heteroduplex correction. The recombination model pro-

posed by Holliday in 1964 (185) involved the formation of two
symmetrical heteroduplexes. Conversion would result from the
correction of hDNA. Occasional failures of hDNA correction
would result in the PMS observed in yeast and other fungi. In
yeast PMS, a spore gives rise to a sectored colony (Fig. 15),
with the two sectors differing with respect to the alleles of one
marker. In filamentous fungi, a replication step and an addi-
tional cell division immediately follow meiosis. The spores are
formed only thereafter, so that meiosis results in eight spores
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and gene conversions are seen as 6:2 or 2:6 segregation of two
alleles, as opposed to 4:4 segregation observed in most cases.
Here, PMS can be identified as 5:3 segregations or aberrant 4:4
segregations that result from two symmetric PMS events. The
nomenclature used for the genetics of filamentous fungi is also
used for yeast (Fig. 15) since it is more convenient to describe
a yeast PMS as a 5:3 event than, for example, a 2 1/2:1 1/2
event.

(i) hDNA correction in meiotic recombination. The molec-
ular nature of alleles that frequently produced PMS instead of
gene conversion gave strong clues that gene conversion re-
sulted from hDNA correction. Three high-PMS alleles were
shown to be G-to-C mutations that would result in C-C mis-
matches (548). This sequence specificity was reminiscent of the
bacterial mismatch repair system specificity, where C-C mis-
matches are poorly repaired, thus suggesting that a homolo-
gous eukaryotic system was responsible for gene conversion
(548). Further genetic and physical studies supported the idea
that C-C mismatches were not repaired whereas G-G mis-
matches (and other base-pair mismatches) were (41, 96, 247,
269). A variety of artificial palindromic insertions are also
high-PMS alleles (334). In addition, although most insertions
and deletions of more than a few base pairs are almost always
gene converted, a special class of deletions, including the 38-bp
deletion ade8-18 allele, yield high PMS. An analysis of several
such high-PMS deletions led White et al. (548) to conclude
that they all had a common sequence at the deletion junction
that might bind a protein and prevent normal mismatch rec-
ognition.

The formation of hDNA during meiosis has been demon-
strated directly by physical assays (157, 269, 333). Mismatch
correction is sufficiently fast that one does not see G-G mis-
matches without using a strain defective in mismatch repair,
while C-C mismatches are clearly visible. However, as we men-
tioned above, the timing hDNA can be detected only late in the
meiotic process, about at the same time as the disappearance
of the double HJs.

To various degrees, five mismatch repair proteins play a role
in the correction of heteroduplex DNA in meiosis, i.e., those
encoded by the PMS1, MLH1, MSH2, MSH3, and MSH6 genes
(12, 192, 249, 343, 400, 550). In the context of such mutations,
low-PMS alleles behave in roughly the same way as high-PMS
alleles.

(ii) hDNA correction in mitotic recombination. Evidence for
hDNA formation and subsequent correction by the mismatch
repair machinery was obtained for mitotic recombination in
the case of MAT switching. Using XhoI linker insertions at
several sites in the MAT locus, McGill et al. determined that
the replacement of Ya sequences frequently involved cocon-
version of sites in the adjacent W and X regions (305). In some
cases, the transfer of a single strand of the donor to form
heteroduplex DNA with MAT could be directly inferred from
the presence of sectored colonies in which one DNA strand
gave rise to XhoI! descendants and the other strand gave rise
to XhoI" descendants. These events, sometimes referred as
PSS (postswitching segregation [167]) are the mitotic equiva-
lents of PMS.

Evidence for the formation and repair of heteroduplex DNA
at MAT was also obtained for a single-base-pair change only 8
bp beyond the 3# end of the HO-cleaved DSB (397). In this
situation, mismatch repair is highly biased, since the hetero-
duplex was most often repaired in favor of the donor DNA
sequence. A kinetic study, using PCR and DNA sequencing of
the intermediate that arises after the MAT DNA invades the
donor and begins new DNA synthesis, argued that mismatch
correction was quite rapid (397).

We must add here that although hDNA formation has been
extensively investigated during MAT switching, it appears to be
a general feature of mitotic recombination and could be dem-
onstrated genetically during recombination between direct re-
peats (304, 414) or transformation by a linear DNA fragment
(266).

When is hDNA formed and repaired? When Holliday for-
mulated the hypothesis of hDNA correction (185), his idea was
that hDNA would be corrected after there had been a stable
transfer of DNA strand, to form regions of hDNA that would
not subsequently unwind or anneal with other strands (Fig.
16A). In this view, hDNA correction occurs late in the process.
In a more recent conception, hDNA is corrected immediately
after its formation during strand invasion (Fig. 16B). Finally,
hDNA might also appear after strand invasion, during the
annealing step of a SDSA pathway (Fig. 16C), and we have
described above how this may be the case for meiotic hDNA.

What about mitosis? Ray et al. (397) showed that during
MAT switching, repair of the heteroduplex most probably oc-
curs very soon after its formation. However, the only mismatch
they actually monitored during the recombination process was
8 bp away from the break. Therefore, even a very short early
hDNA would have included it. hDNA involving regions further
away from the break (305) could be formed and corrected
later. One must keep in mind that in an SDSA model, hDNA
formation by strand invasion and hDNA formation by later
annealing are not mutually exclusive, and there might be two
steps of hDNA correction. For example, if an hDNA correc-
tion occurs during the initial invasion step, hDNA would ap-
pear in the donor template after the two strands of the donor
molecule are reannealed (as shown in Fig. 17B). Data in favor
of SDSA during mitotic recombination argue that such events
actually happen.

Directionality of hDNA correction in mitosis. The direction-
ality of hDNA repair observed at MAT strongly suggested that
the invading DNA strand, with a free DNA end, provoked
mismatch correction in favor of the resident, unbroken donor
sequence. Neither Ray et al. (397) nor McGill et al. (305)
found evidence of DNA transfer from MAT to the donor locus
(“back conversion”). The nick could target the invading strand
for correction, similarly to what has been shown in vitro for the
bacterial mismatch repair system (320). This finding has
changed our understanding of gene conversion.

When Holliday formulated the hypothesis of hDNA correc-
tion, his idea was that gene conversion resulted from correc-
tion in favor of the invading strand while correction in favor of
the recipient, invaded strand would be a genetically silent res-
toration (Fig. 16A). In the context of the Szostak et al. model
(Fig. 6), hDNA would form during strand invasion (Fig. 16B)
and gene conversion would result from correction in favor of
the recipient strand (Fig. 17A). Note that in an SDSA model
also, if hDNA resulting from strand invasion is corrected in
favor of the recipient strand, the genetic outcome is a gene
conversion (Fig. 17C).

However, in an SDSA model, hDNA can be formed both at
the time of strand invasion (Fig. 16B) and at the time of
annealing (Fig. 16C). hDNA resulting from annealing would
always be on the recipient molecule (Fig. 16C), and with this
kind of hDNA, there is no need to refer to a nick-dependent
directionality of mismatch repair to account for the lack of
back conversion. Since we do not really know the amounts of
hDNA resulting from strand invasion versus strand annealing,
it is difficult to formally demonstrate the nick-directed mis-
match repair hypothesis. Studies of mismatch correction dur-
ing transformation (266) support the idea that there is a strong
bias of correction in favor of the recipient, unbroken strand.
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Restoration and conversion events in meiosis. Nick-directed
mismatch repair of hDNA has also been proposed to occur
during meiosis (384). However, the data are very unclear, be-
cause, unlike HO-induced recombination, meiotic recombina-
tion does not allow the molecule which had been cut to be
identified from among the recombinant products. In addition,
the interpretation of the genetic data may depend on the
recombination model.

An unappreciated prediction of the Szostak et al. model is
that restoration would appear as a double crossover, as shown
in Fig. 17B. If the invading DNA, forming heteroduplex B/b, is
corrected in favor of the recipient strand, the final outcome
would have 4:4 B:b segregation, but the linkage of markers has
changed and there would appear to be a double crossover
between flanking markers A and C. Extensive genetic data
obtained by Mortimer and Fogel (329) clearly established that
this was not observed.

If mismatch repair occurs during strand invasion (Fig. 16B)
but recombination then follows an SDSA pathway (Fig. 17C
and D), heteroduplex correction in favor of the invading strand
would lead to a second round of hDNA correction when both
strands of the donor reannealed (Fig. 17D). Here, the presence
of a nick on both strands rules out the possibility of any sys-
tematic bias in correction. Some correction events would re-
store the former configuration (i.e., a restoration according to
the genetic definition of no detectable event). The other pos-
sible correction would result in a gene conversion in the un-
expected direction, that is, 1:3 B:b (back conversion) instead of
the anticipated 3:1. There is no direct evidence for such an
outcome.

However, restoration events probably exist. Using a combi-
nation of low-PMS alleles surrounded by high-PMS alleles,
Hastings et al. (177) could isolate, in Ascobolus, PMS of the
two flanking markers not associated with any apparent change
in the central markers (Fig. 18). The PMS of the two flanking
markers argues that the region in between was part of a het-
eroduplex, and the absence of non-Mendelian segregation for
the central marker argues that this hDNA was corrected by a
restoration event. In the same kind of experiment, Kirkpatrick
et al. (230) could also find such events in yeast (Fig. 18). The
frequency of these events rules out the simple alternative that
there were two independent heteroduplexes including only the
flanking high-PMS markers and not involving the central low-
PMS allele.

However, the interpretation of these results is not easy.
First, we are dealing with rare events, and it is difficult to infer
from these data how much restoration there would be when a
single mismatch is involved. Second, if hDNA results from
annealing, as shown in Fig. 16C, restoration and conversion
events could appear with equal frequency. Note that in this
model, restoration would not appear as double-crossover
events.

Also, if restoration events do exist, one prediction is that the
total number of non-Mendelian segregations (gene conver-
sions plus PMS) should increase in mismatch repair mutants,
since one would expect that hDNA that is undetected among
restoration events would now appear as PMS. However, this is
not observed in pms1, msh2, msh3, or msh6 mutants (12, 191,
550). In contrast, mlh1 causes a 1.4- to 2.2-fold increase in the
total number of non-Mendelian segregations (191). Whether
Mlh1p is the only known mismatch repair protein involved in
restoration events or whether it negatively regulates hDNA
formation is unclear.

Conversion gradient. Fogel and Mortimer (129) first noted
that there was a polarity to gene conversion tracts. When a
marker near a hot spot is converted, markers further away have

FIG. 17. Correction of hDNA resulting from strand invasion. (A) In the
Szostak et al. (479, 494) model, correction in favor of the recipient strand leads
to a gene conversion. (B) In the Szostak et al. (479, 494) model, correction in
favor of the invading strand leads to a restoration at the B locus. Therefore, if
one looks only at the B locus, nothing is detectable (normal Mendelian segre-
gation). However, b is now associated with A and C, and B is associated with a
and c (apparent double crossover). (C) In an SDSA model, correction in favor of
the recipient strand results in a gene conversion. (D) In an SDSA model,
correction in favor of the invading strand leads to a second round of mismatch
repair that is initiated when the two strands of the template are reassociated. The
final outcome can be gene conversion (genetic definition) or no detectable event
(even no apparent double crossover). This outcome will be found with the SDSA
models described in Fig. 8B, to D. In the SDSA model described in Fig. 8A,
where a second strand is synthesized on the template, an additional mismatch
will appear when the two newly synthesized strands are annealed (not shown).
Four outcomes are then possible (no apparent event, apparent double crossover,
gene conversion of B, gene conversion of b).
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a probability of being coconverted that decreases as a function
of distance. With markers that are well repaired, it is rare that
a marker far from a hot spot will be converted unless markers
closer to the hot spot are also converted. Such gradients of
conversions have been observed at many hot spots of meiotic
recombination, such as ARG4 (126, 348), HIS4 (97), HIS1
(127), and HIS2 (293). Meiotic gene conversion tracts normally
extend only 1 to 2 kb from a hot spot, in either direction (46,
435). At least at the HIS4 hot spot, although conversion occurs
on either side of the DSB, the conversion tracts are frequently
unidirectional (383).

Coconversion gradients are also observed in mitosis. The
most extensive study has been done with an HO recognition
site inserted into a plasmid-borne URA3 gene (342, 487). A
donor URA3 gene carrying a number of heterologies across the
gene was used to determine how often gene conversions that
repaired the HO cut coconverted adjacent sites. Most of the
conversion tracts extended only on one side of the DSB, con-
sistent with what is observed in meiosis at the HIS4 hot spot.
Coconversion tracts of at least 400 bp were found, but, sur-
prisingly, 20% had conversion tracts of less than 53 bp. These
results suggest that many repair events are surprisingly “local.”
If this were true in meiosis, there could be a substantial num-

ber of meiotic repair events without a detectable gene conver-
sion, and, indeed, not all selected crossovers have a detectable
gene conversion (46, 492). However, it is possible that the
presence of a large number of heterologies in the few base
pairs surrounding the cut site resulted in the elimination of
many attempted repair events through another action of the
mismatch repair system, which is to discourage recombination
between homeologous substrates (see below).

Models for the conversion gradient. The initial DSB repair
model of Szostak et al. explained the gradient in terms of the
size of a gap that was resected from the site of the DSB (494).
The realization that there was little 3#-to-5# degradation but
extensive 5#-to-3# degradation (479, 547) restored the earlier
idea that most gene conversions resulted from mismatch cor-
rection of hDNA that was generated after strand invasion (128,
185; see reference 466 for a more complete account). In this
conception, the gradient of gene conversion would be ex-
plained by the extent of assimilation of the 3# tail into hDNA.
Subsequent results have shown that it is a more complicated
process.

(i) Restoration-conversion model. In the HIS4 locus, low-
PMS markers close to the promoter region (the location of the
DSB site) are converted about twice as often as markers at the

FIG. 18. Detection of restoration events in yeast. This experiment, developed for yeast by Kirkpatrick and Petes (230), is derived form an analogous experiment
with Ascobolus by Hastings (174). A well corrected allele (y) is located between two high-PMS alleles (x and z). If the three alleles are found in the same heteroduplex,
correction of the central allele might occur, even if the two flanking high-PMS alleles are not corrected. Correction in favor of the resident strand will result in gene
conversion of y, while PMS will be observed for x and z. If correction occurs in favor of the invading strand (restoration event), there will be a 4:4 Mendelian segregation
for y, even though simultaneous PMS will be observed for x and z.
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3# end of the gene. When poorly repaired markers were used,
both markers close to the hot spot and ones further away
showed sectoring expected for PMS, but now the level of non-
Mendelian segregation (gene conversions plus PMS events)
was nearly equal at both ends of the gene (97). One interpre-
tation of these results is that heteroduplex DNA is likely to
extend across the entire gene but that some sort of bias in how
mismatches are corrected accounts for the final gradient in
conversion. This model has been referred to as the restoration-
conversion model.

In a molecular view, hDNA would be formed by strand
invasion, and the mismatches close to the DSB end would be
preferentially corrected in favor of the allele on the unbroken
molecule, since mismatch repair would be directed by the end
of the invading DNA. As the distance between a mismatch and
this end increases, the bias in repair could progressively disap-
pear. At a certain distance, mismatches would be randomly
corrected (Fig. 19A). Accordingly, Kirkpatrick et al. (230) de-
tected more events that probably resulted from restoration
(see above) for a marker far from the HIS4 DSB hot spot than
for a proximal marker.

This model implies that correction in favor of the recipient
allele would fall from 100% next to the DSB to 50% a few
kilobases further away, resulting in a twofold gradient of gene
conversion. This is indeed what is observed at the HIS4 locus.
However, at other loci, such as ARG4 and CYC3, conversion
near the hot spot is more than four times more frequent than
at the 3# end of the gene. In addition, as mentioned above, in
a Szostak et al. model, such events would appear as double-
crossover events (Fig. 17A), which are extremely rare and
certainly cannot account for even a twofold gradient.

(ii) Heteroduplex rejection model. Another hypothesis is
that the mismatch repair machinery regulates branch migra-
tion (12) (Fig. 19B). It is sometimes referred to as the hetero-
duplex rejection model. In this model also, hDNA is formed
during strand invasion. However, it could be unwound by the
mismatch repair machinery. The hDNA region remote from
the DSB would be dissociated first, and there would actually be
a gradient of hDNA, but this gradient would occur only after
processing by the mismatch repair system. The remaining
hDNA would then be corrected by this mismatch repair sys-
tem, thus involving it in two different steps of a complex process.

This hypothesis has the advantage of explaining steep gra-
dients of gene conversion and fits better with the current mod-
els of recombination. It must also be pointed out that it does
not necessarily contradict the observation of uniformly long
heteroduplexes involving high-PMS alleles at the HIS4 locus.
High-PMS alleles are noncorrected alleles and also could be
unable to trigger mismatch repair-mediated reverse-branch
migration.

Recently, Chen and Jinks-Robertson (71) found that some
mitotic conversion tracts between diverged sequences were
longer in mismatch repair-defective cells. In their experiments,
the conversion tracts are supposed to result from segregation
of uncorrected hDNA after replication. Thus, the hDNA
length could be regulated by the mismatch repair system in
mitosis also.

(iii) Conversion gradients in an SDSA model. In the above
two models, hDNA results from strand invasion. We now con-
sider what happens when most of the hDNA results from
annealing. hDNA will be formed between two nicked strands.
The simplest hypothesis is that both of them are processed: the
mismatch repair machinery removes excision tracts extending
from a nick to the next mismatch (Fig. 19C). Thus markers
proximal to the DSB would be preferentially converted, with
distal markers being preferentially restored.

Inhibitory Effect of the Mismatch Repair Machinery on
Homeologous Recombination

Another role of yeast mismatch repair proteins in recombi-
nation is their inhibitory effect on recombination between di-
verged sequences, during so-called homeologous recombina-
tion. It is known that the MutHLS system in bacteria
establishes a recombination barrier during recombination of
diverged sequences (445) and during interspecific conjugation

FIG. 19. Three hypotheses to explain the gradient of meiotic gene conver-
sion. (A) Restoration-conversion hypothesis. Next to the DSB, the mismatch is
corrected preferentially in favor of the recipient molecule, resulting in a gene
conversion. Further away, it will be corrected increasingly randomly, with the
nick losing its ability to target the invading strand for the mismatch repair
proteins. (B) Heteroduplex rejection model. Mismatches cause branch migration
or unwinding of the heteroduplex, mediated by the mismatch repair proteins.
Afterwards, the remaining hDNA is always corrected in favor of the recipient
molecule. (C) Formation of a conversion gradient in an SDSA model. Both
strands of the hDNA are processed by the mismatch repair machinery, which
excises ssDNA tracts from each nick to the next mismatch. As a consequence,
mismatches next to the DSB region result in conversion events whereas mis-
matches distal to the break more often result in restoration.
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of E. coli and the related species Salmonella typhimurium (299,
398). The PMS1 and MSH2 genes set up a similar genetic
barrier between S. cerevisiae and its close relative Saccharomy-
ces paradoxus. An interspecific hybrid between these yeasts
gives rare viable spores with a high rate of aneuploidy, and the
meiotic recombination level is very low. In msh2 and pms1
mutants, spore viability and meiotic recombination are in-
creased as the rate of aneuploidy is decreased (192). Moreover,
in an S. cerevisiae diploid in which one copy of chromosome III
is derived from S. paradoxus, mismatch repair-dependent inhi-
bition of recombination between the homeologous chromo-
somes is also observed, so that in an msh2 mutant, there is
increased recombination between the two chromosomes III,
accompanied by a reduction in nondisjunction and in spore
inviability (67).

Even between two diverged genes, the mismatch repair ma-
chinery inhibits recombination; Selva et al. (442) showed that
MSH2 and MSH3 discourage recombination between an S.
cerevisiae gene and its S. pombe homologue, and in a different
assay, Priebe et al. (386) found that PMS1 inhibits DSB-in-
duced recombination between an S. cerevisiae gene and its
diverged Saccharomyces carlbergensis counterpart. Even a sin-
gle mismatch can discourage recombination, as shown in a
mitotic assay of crossovers between two chromosomal inverted
repeats (87, 88) or during transformation (266).

In a normal S. cerevisiae diploid, one detects another aspect
of mismatch repair, termed mismatch repair-dependent re-
combination. Borts and Haber (47, 48) studied an artificial
region in which the two homologous chromosomes had about
0.1% divergence. Compared with the same region without the
mismatches, crossing over was reduced by 50% and there was
a corresponding increase in aberrant events, which could be
detected with the flanking markers. Recombination was re-
stored to nearly normal by a pms1 mutation, leading the au-
thors to propose that independent repair of these widely
spaced mismatches, including extensive resection of hDNA,
might lead to new double-strand breaks that could in turn
stimulate a second round of (mismatch repair-dependent) re-
combination. These events were detected because of the pres-
ence of flanking repeated sequences and might not be easy to
identify in other chromosomal regions (492).

ROLE OF DSB REPAIR IN TANDEM
REPEAT INSTABILITY

A great deal of attention has been paid recently to the
instability affecting single-sequence repeats, including micro-
and minisatellites. Although the focus on this kind of genomic
instability is the direct consequence of biomedical studies of
humans, a number of laboratories have recently adopted S.
cerevisiae as a model system to study simple repeat instability.

In microsatellites, the repeated motif is smaller than 12
nucleotides. Larger repeats, up to 100 nucleotides fall into the
minisatellite category. Initially, these arbitrary classifications
seemed to be justified by differences in their involvement in
genetic disease. Indeed, microsatellites and, more specifically,
trinucleotide repeats, e.g., (CTG)n, appeared as an especially
at-risk motif, since expansions in such arrays were found to be
involved in many genetic diseases, such as myotonic dystrophy,
Huntington’s disease, fragile X syndrome, Friedreich’s ataxia,
and others (for reviews, see references 404 and 535). The
expansions can be relatively small, increasing the copy number
less than 2-fold; but they can also be massive, multiplying the
initial copy number by 3-, 10-, or even up to 80-fold. Expan-
sions often seem to result from a two-step process. (i) A pri-
mary mutation (premutation) slightly increases the copy num-

ber, creating an unstable but functional allele. (ii) This
unstable allele is then extremely prone to larger expansions
(full mutation), which, in contrast, severely affect some aspect
of the nearby or surrounding gene and result in a specific
disease or in a fragile site. Such mutations have therefore been
called dynamic mutations (404, 405).

However, recent studies have found that massive expansions
are not specific to trinucleotides. Amplification of a dodecamer
in the promoter of the EPM1 gene is responsible for certain
types of epilepsy (256, 257, 526). Even larger repeats can be
massively amplified: two cases of fragile chromosomes (yet not
associated with disease), FRA10B and FRA16B, are the con-
sequence of the expansion of a 42-mer and a 33-mer, respec-
tively (182, 569). Thus, the distinction between micro- and
minisatellites is not as clear any more. Part of this distinction
also relies on the mechanisms that are thought to be involved
in the instability of the micro- and minisatellites, and we dis-
cuss this issue below.

Despite the gloomy phenotypes associated with some expan-
sions, instability of simple repeats is also a very useful tool for
the scientist. Human minisatellite arrays are generally highly
polymorphic and more or less stable (17, 45, 58, 59, 202, 207).
Some loci can change in size in as much as 13% of the germ
line transmissions (59). Relatively stable minisatellites can be
used for positional cloning or haplotyping (for reviews, see
references 17 and 200), and highly unstable ones can uniquely
identify individuals, a property which can be used, for example,
to identify a corpse (171).

Rearrangements in Minisatellites and Larger Sequences Are
Probably the Consequence of DSB Repair

It is now assumed that minisatellite instability relies on re-
combinational mechanisms. First, a large number of human
minisatellite rearrangements involve interallele transfer of in-
formation, i.e., a gene conversion (59, 202, 302). Second, a
number of studies suggest that they are linked to meiotic re-
combination. Minisatellite instability occurs in the germ line
(59, 202). At the MS32 minisatellite locus, the rearrangements
are clustered on one side of the locus, suggesting an adjacent
initiating sequence, as in meiotic recombination. Although
most of the minisatellite rearrangements are not associated
with crossing over, crossover mapping clearly indicate a mei-
otic recombination hot spot adjacent to (within 1 kb) of the
unstable MS32 locus (201). Moreover, a variant allele of MS32
suppressed both minisatellite instability and the crossover hot
spot (201), reinforcing the notion that meiotic recombination
and minisatellite rearrangements are linked. Experiments with
yeast also argue that meiotic recombination hot spots cause
minisatellite instability: when the MS32 human minisatellite
was inserted in yeast chromosome III next to the LEU2 hot
spot, 10% of meiotic progeny exhibited a change in the array,
whereas the insert was perfectly stable in mitosis (16).

Instability of larger repeats has also been observed in yeast
and Drosophila and in both cases was alleged to result from
genetic recombination. The yeast CUP1 repeated locus under-
goes frequent rearrangement in meiosis (544, 545). In Dro-
sophila, contractions and expansions of several different tan-
dem repeats were observed when the repeated array was
located within or near an P transposon (90, 253, 364, 369, 505).
These rearrangements depends on expression of the trans-
posase, which, when it excises the transposon, induces gene
conversion, probably because the excision results in a DSB
(111, 150). Thus, several results with various organisms argue
that DSBs induce tandem repeats expansions and contractions.

We have recently directly tested this hypothesis in an exper-
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iment described in Fig. 11. When a DSB has to be repaired on
a template that contains a repeated locus, up to 50% of the
rearrangements are found in the repeated array incorporated
into the recipient molecule (368). These rearrangements are
definitively the consequence of DSB-induced gene conversion
and can also be found associated with the rare crossover-
associated gene conversion. This phenomenon does not de-
pend on the nature of the repeated array, since DSB-induced
rearrangements in yeast have been observed in a tandem re-
peat of 5S ribosomal genes (368), as well as in artificial or
natural yeast minisatellites (365).

These results show that DSB can induce expansions and
contractions in repeated arrays and, as explained in the legend
of Fig. 11, support an SDSA model for gene conversion. How-
ever, the observed expansions were always small, not adding
more than n " 1 units (if the initial size of the repeat was n).
Thus, if DSB repair can easily explain the instability observed
in many minisatellite locus, it is more difficult to invoke it to
explain the massive expansion observed in EPM1, FRA10B, or
FRA16B (182, 257, 526, 569). However, if the rearrangement
results from slippage-like events (invasion, unwinding, and re-
invasion of the template) during the DSB-associated DNA
synthesis, as described in Fig. 11D, many slippage-like (rein-
vasion) steps might result in large amplification.

Is DSB Repair Involved in Trinucleotide
Repeat Rearrangements?

If it is more or less assumed that minisatellite instability
depends on DSB repair, the instability of smaller repeats, in-
cluding trinucleotide repeats, is most often thought of as oc-
curring during replication. This hypothesis is based mainly on
two sets of results. First, mono- and dinucleotide repeats are
destabilized in mismatch repair mutants in humans (194, 261,
373, 502) and in yeast (470). Second, a number of experiments
with yeast (135, 301, 316) and E. coli (221) showed that the rate
of rearrangement in a trinucleotide repeat in these organisms
depends on the orientation of the repeat compared to an
adjacent origin of replication. The interpretation of these re-
sults is based on the ability of at least some of the single-
stranded trinucleotide repeats to form hairpins (72, 139, 317,
318, 567). Such hairpins could form on the lagging strand
during replication, because it is single stranded over a short
distance, but not in the leading strand. One strand of a trinu-
cleotide repeat would be more prone to form hairpins than the
other (for example, CTG more than CAG), and frequent re-
arrangements would therefore appear only when this strand
happens to be the lagging strand during replication. Neverthe-
less, the events detected in these yeast systems were essentially
confined to small variations in the copy number.

Recently, a rad27 mutation was shown to greatly increase
microsatellite instability in yeast and to increase the rate of
expansions versus contractions (134, 244, 440). rad27 also de-
stabilizes an artificial minisatellite (20-bp repeat) in yeast
(244). The Rad27 protein is a flap endonuclease involved in
removing the 5# RNA end of Okazaki fragments during repli-
cation, and a rad27 mutation causes duplications between very
short homologies even within unique sequences (507).

However, a number of data argue for a role of recombina-
tion in trinucleotide repeat instability. One case of reversion at
the MD (myotonic dystrophy) locus is associated with gene
conversion (354). Also, trinucleotide rearrangements display
some kind of polarity. At the FRM1 locus, the rearrangements
affecting a CGG repeat seem to be confined to one side of the
repeat array (251). Polarity has also been observed in yeast in
the rearrangements affecting a CAG repeat (300). The exper-

imental system described in Fig. 11 showed that DSBs can
induce expansions and contractions in a CTG repeat as well as
in minisatellites (402). A DSB-induced rearrangement could
explain why trinucleotide repeats expansions occur about the
time of meiosis, although it is still not clear if these expansions
occur during meiosis or shortly after (137, 296). Nevertheless,
it is difficult to conclude what mechanism is responsible for
trinucleotide expansion in humans.

MITOTIC NONHOMOLOGOUS RECOMBINATION
Although repair of DSBs in Saccharomyces most often pro-

ceeds by homologous recombination, yeast also has the capac-
ity to repair breaks by nonhomologous or illegitimate recom-
bination. Indeed, there seem to be several pathways defined by
differences in repair as a function of the cell cycle and also by
various mutations.

Ligation of Complementary Ends
The simplest form of end joining is the ligation of comple-

mentary overhanging DNA ends produced by endonucleases.
This type of repair has been assayed by transforming into yeast
a linearized autonomously replicating plasmid cleaved by a
restriction endonuclease, so that propagation of the plasmid
requires the ligation of the ends. Repair is quite efficient; about
30 to 70% of cut plasmids survive compared to an uncut plas-
mid control (54, 313, 314). Alternatively, the HO endonuclease
has been used to create DSBs in vivo in chromosomes that lack
homologous donor sequences. Here, about 35% of cells sur-
vive HO cleavage (323). These events are independent of
RAD1, RAD2, RAD51, RAD52, RAD54, RAD57, and, by infer-
ence, RAD55. Both types of ligation require a surprisingly large
number of other gene products. End joining requires the sec-
ond DNA ligase of yeast (427, 552a), termed LIG4 because of
its closest resemblance to the fourth mammalian DNA ligase
(498). Religation also requires RAD50, XRS2, and MRE11
(314, 323, 516) and the two subunits of the yeast homologues
of the mammalian Ku70 and Ku80 proteins, known as HDF1
and HDF2, respectively (53, 54, 314). Three other genes, SIR2,
SIR3, and SIR4, are also required for efficient religation of
transformed plasmids with either 3# or 5# overhanging ends
(517). However, the effect of sir mutants may be only to pro-
duce an a/% diploid-like state (by expressing HML% and
HMRa), and this only indirectly impedes ligation (263, 407). In
addition, one gene, RAD5, appears to have a negative effect on
end joining. A rad5 mutant shows a higher proportion of liga-
tion of DSB ends that could also participate in gap repair (7);
also, in an assay where only end joining can occur, a rad5
deletion increases plasmid end joining by about a factor of 5
(263).

It is likely that there are still other genes that play an im-
portant role. To date, there has been no systematic search for
genes involved in this process. The RAD genes were surveyed
on general principles, and the HDF genes were surveyed be-
cause of their apparently similar role in NHEJ in the mamma-
lian immune system. The SIR genes were then implicated be-
cause of a search by two-hybrid analysis for genes interacting
with Hdf1p, which turned up Sir4p (517).

Nonhomologous End Joining of Noncomplementary Ends
DNA end joining of noncomplementary ends has been stud-

ied in several ways. First, linearized plasmids with two different
ends can be introduced. Second, chromosome breaks can be
created by establishing a dicentric chromosome (248) or plas-
mid (517), where DNA breakage will promote deletions of one
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or the other centromere. Finally, in vivo HO-induced breaks
can be used by subjecting cells to the continuous presence of
the endonuclease, so that simple re-ligation will regenerate the
site, which will be cut again (323); hence only cells that alter
the HO cutting site will survive. In all of these cases there
appear to be at least two distinctively different mechanisms of
NHEJ, with quite different genetic requirements. Unlike the
perfect ligation of overhanging complementary ends, NHEJ,
producing deletions or small insertions, are rare in yeast; about
0.1% of DSBs are repaired in this way.

Misalignment and filling in of DNA ends. When HO-in-
duced DSBs are created at all stages of the cell cycle, more
than 80% of the altered cleavage sites are created by misalign-
ment and filling in of the ends (323) (Fig. 20). The terminal A
of the top strand can pair with the terminal T of the bottom
strand, and this intermediate, apparently stabilized by a single
base pair, can then be filled in to produce a 3-bp insertion at
the cleavage site. Interestingly, the much more prevalent prod-
uct is a 2-bp fill-in, in which the terminal T of the bottom
strand must have been excised. Why this more complex process
should be more successful is unknown. It is possible that the
HO endonuclease often remains associated with the terminal T
of the bottom strand and prevents this base from pairing, but
no data support the idea that HO has a covalent intermediate.
These small additions to the DNA sequence depend on all of
the same genes needed for ligation of complementary ends:
RAD50, XRS2, MRE11, HDF1, and HDF2 (321, 323) (other
genes have not been tested). It is not yet known what DNA
polymerase is required to fill in the small gaps created by this
process.

The efficiency of filling in of misaligned ends is surprisingly
dependent on the stage in the cell cycle at which the DSB is
generated. When HO endonuclease is induced only in the G1
stage, the efficiency of DNA end joining drops nearly 100-fold
relative to that in cells where DSBs were induced over the
entire cell cycle (323), and most of the remaining events are
deletions.

Deletions. Deletions range from a few base pairs to several
kilobases. Sequencing of deletions reveals that most of them
have junctions in which the two joined segments share 1 to 3
bp, although about 12% have no apparent base pairings at the
exact junction (248). The distribution of base pairings at dele-
tion junctions is remarkably similar to the pattern of deletions
seen in mammalian cells (420). It should be noted that a few
deletions share 5 bp or more at the junction point, yet these
particular junctions are not frequently formed, suggesting that
there is little advantage in having more than 1 or 2 bp stabi-
lizing the intermediate that leads to a deletion. It is presumed
that these deletions arise by resection and annealing followed
by the removal of 3# tails. Although Rad1p is essential in
removing long 3# tails during single-strand annealing, it is not
responsible for processing intermediates leading to nonho-
mologous deletions (323).

Unlike complementary-end rejoining and noncomplemen-

tary end filling in, HO-induced deletions are not significantly
diminished by mutations in RAD50, XRS2, or MRE11 (323),
although the absence of HDF1 and HDF2 causes a 10- to
100-fold reduction in deletion formation (321, 515). There is,
however, a notable shift in the junctions that are found among
deletions in the absence of RAD50 or HDF1; deletions form
only at those few sites where 5 bp or more of homology can be
formed (321). These results are quite similar to those found in
mouse cells for deletions formed in the absence of Ku86 (44,
172, 573). The use of these few sites with increased homology
still does not require RAD52.

Nonhomologous Integration of Transformed DNA

There appears to be a close relationship between NHEJ and
the integration of DNA fragments at nonhomologous sites.
Schiestl and Petes first demonstrated that a linearized URA3
gene fragment would integrate at quasi-random sites in the
genome if the homologous ura3 target site was completely
deleted (430). Further investigation has revealed several very
interesting features of this process. The first is that integration
does not occur at random; many events occur at sites that have
homology to the 4-bp overhanging ends of the restriction en-
donuclease-cleaved DNA. Another preferred site of integra-
tion appears to be cleavage sites for DNA topoisomerase I.
The genetic requirements, insofar as they have been analyzed,
seem to be very similar to those of NHEJ: the events are
independent of RAD52 but dependent on RAD50 and HDF1
(428, 432). The second surprise was that these illegitimate
insertion events were augmented by introducing the restriction
enzyme that had cleaved the fragment (430). Restriction en-
zyme-mediated transformation specifically increases targeting
at recognition sites throughout the genome. Restriction en-
zyme-mediated transformation has proven to be a boon to
researchers studying other organisms such as Dictyostelium,
where normal homologous integration is highly inefficient
(254, 255, 280).

A surprising feature of some nonhomologous integrations
was the inclusion of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) adjacent to
the transformed URA3 fragment (429). How mtDNA could be
liberated and captured is not understood, but another recent
study has suggested that transformation itself may release
mtDNA that can enter the nucleus and be captured. When the
HO endonuclease gene was expressed just after it was intro-
duced into yeast by transformation, to create DSBs that could
be repaired only by NHEJ, 1 to 2% of the events had insertions
of approximately 100-bp fragments of mtDNA at the site of the
DSB (324). These events were not seen when the HO gene was
already present in cells and was subsequently induced. Previ-
ously, Louis and Haber (282) had noted the presence of a
240-bp fragment of mtDNA between the X and Y’ subtelo-
meric elements. Since the sequence was perfectly homologous
to mtDNA, it was not possible to determine if the sequence

FIG. 20. End joining of HO endonuclease-cleaved DNA. The 4-bp complementary ends can be ligated, which is an efficient process, or can be joined by NHEJ
mechanisms that are inefficient. If the bases marked “f” pair, fill-in synthesis will generate a 3-bp insertion. If the bases marked “d” pair and the short tails are clipped
off, a 3-bp deletion can result. Other, much larger deletions can occur in the same fashion, using bases exposed by the 5#-to-3# resection of the DSB ends.
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had been captured very recently, after transformation, or had
been captured during the past eon.

The idea that exogenous DNA can be captured at the sites
of DNA breaks with which it has a few base pairs of identity
also received support from the discovery that about 1% of
events that repair HO-induced DSBs at MAT contain inser-
tions of unrelated DNA sequences. In otherwise wild-type
cells, all of these insertions proved to be approximately 95 bp
derived from the yeast retrotransposon, Ty1 (322). Further
inspection of these inserts revealed that nearly all of them
correspond to the so-called strong-stop cDNA fragment that is
extended from a tRNA primer as the first step in converting
Ty1 mRNA to cDNA. The inserted fragments were all in one
orientation, in which there is some possible base pairing be-
tween one end of the inserted fragment and the Y region of the
target MAT locus. The captured DNA contains a few bases
that are part of the tRNA primer, raising the possibility of
formation of an RNA-DNA hybrid during the process of inte-
gration and copying these sequences or the possibility that
these sequences were first made in cDNA. As with nonhomolo-
gous integrations and NHEJ, these events are independent of
RAD52 but reduced in rad50, mre11 and xrs2 mutants. In cells
expressing both HO endonuclease and a Ty1::HIS3 mRNA
that required pre-mRNA splicing before cDNA formation,
similar but larger inserted fragments were found (497). The
experiments of Teng et al. (497) established that these inte-
grations depend on a functional reverse transcriptase but did
not require Ty1 integrase. These unusual captures of cDNA
fragments provide one possible explanation of how sequences
such as Alu or pseudogenes could be inserted into the mam-
malian genome, at sites of random chromosome breakage.

Homologous-Nonhomologous Gene Targeting and
Related Events

Current genome knockout strategies involve as few as 35 bp
of DNA on either side of a KAN1 gene to replace a target gene
(531). However, a careful inspection of the apparently properly
targeted events reveals that at least 10% had apparently cre-
ated a deletion at one end or the other. Such homologous-
nonhomologous events have been well documented in mam-
malian transformations (30, 35, 403, 426).

DSB REPAIR CHECKPOINTS

DSBs are potentially lethal if they are not repaired, because
they will result in chromosome loss. Therefore, it is important
for the cell to optimize the repair conditions, and this is
achieved by interrupting the cell cycle in response to unre-
paired DSBs. It has been known for a long time that cell
division can be arrested in response to various types of DNA
damage (for reviews, see references 173 and 540). Weinert and
Hartwell (542) showed that a G2/M arrest in response to ion-
izing radiation (supposedly inducing mostly DSBs) was sup-
pressed in a rad9 mutant cell. The authors proposed that the
role of this gene would be to monitor DNA damage and to
interrupt the cell cycle in G2 in the presence of nonrepaired
DNA to allow more time for repair to occur before mitosis
creates aneuploid cells. This model, which assumes that cell
cycle arrest is an active process under the control of a check-
point, differs from the hypothesis that cell cycle arrest is a mere
consequence of a structural defect caused by the damaging
agent. Weinert and Hartwell (542) supported the checkpoint
hypothesis by showing that the rad9 radiation and mutagen
sensitivity can be rescued when the length of the G2 stage is
artificially increased. When they irradiated cells blocked in G2

by a microtubule poison and released them from the arrest a
few hours later, the rad9 cells recovered better, supposedly
because their DNA repair machinery had been given enough
time to accomplish its task.

A variety of different stimuli have been used to induce
checkpoint arrest, but G2/M arrest will occur in response to
even one unrepaired DSB induced by HO endonuclease ex-
pression (262, 294, 425, 508). A similar type of arrest occurs at
the pachytene stage of meiosis I prophase in cells unable to
repair DSBs (287). It is also with DSB-induced checkpoint
arrest that a phenomenon called adaptation was characterized.
The arrest induced by a single DSB is not irreversible but,
rather, only imposes a delay in cell cycle progression. Sandell
and Zakian (425) showed that a single DSB that could not be
repaired was enough to cause a G2/M cell cycle arrest, but most
of the cells resumed growth after transient arrest. Further-
more, the unrepaired chromosome could be propagated for up
to 10 cell divisions, showing that the resumption of growth was
not simply due to the loss of the signal (the broken molecule).
Although the authors termed this phenomenon “recovery,”
others preferred to call it “adaptation” (262, 508), a term which
has been used to designate desensitization to a permanent
stimulus in other biological processes.

DNA Damage Checkpoints

Since the discovery of the G2/M DNA damage checkpoint,
other checkpoints have been identified. For example, microtu-
bule assembly is also subject to checkpoint control (for a re-
view, see reference 469). A number of genes have been impli-
cated in five different checkpoints for DNA damage in S.
cerevisiae: G2/M, G1/M, S/M, intra-S, and meiotic checkpoints
(for a review, see reference 540). These checkpoint genes re-
spond to various damages, since the corresponding mutants
are sensitive to ionizing radiation or MMS (supposed to induce
mainly DSBs) and UV light (inducing mainly photodimers
repaired by the nucleotide excision repair pathway).

As mentioned above, the G2/M checkpoint can be activated
by single unrepaired DSB (262, 294, 425, 508). It is under the
control of at least eight genes: RAD9, RAD17, RAD24, RAD53,
MEC1, MEC3, PDS1, and DDC1 (13, 79, 223, 279, 361, 431,
525, 540–543, 565, 572).

Another checkpoint of particular interest for people study-
ing DSB repair is the meiotic checkpoint, which subordinates
the exit of meiosis I prophase to the repair of the Spo11p-
induced DSBs. Some mutants in which meiotic recombination
is affected, such as rad51, dmc1, zip1, rad50S, com1/sae2, and
sae3 mutants, are also arrested in late meiosis I prophase (42,
306, 307, 387, 449, 488, 563). The exact nature of the arrest
(transient or permanent, and what proportion of the cells are
affected) can depend largely on the strain background. zip1
mutants, for example, display a total permanent arrest in a
strain background used in the Roeder laboratory (488), but
this arrest is largely alleviated in the SK1 background (488,
563). On the other hand, mutations that impair DSB forma-
tion, such as rad50, do not affect cell cycle progression through
meiosis (64, 563). Therefore, the meiotic checkpoint arrest
clearly seems to be a response to unrepaired DSBs (or improp-
erly repaired DSBs in the case of zip1).

The discovery that rad17, rad24, and mec3 mutants have a
very low level of viable spores (288) made the corresponding
genes candidates for meiotic checkpoint genes. In contrast, a
rad9 mutant has a nearly wild-type level of viable spores. Lydall
et al. (287) showed in a SK1 background that the total and
permanent arrest observed in a dmc1 mutant was alleviated by
a rad17, rad24, or mec1 mutation but not by a rad9 mutation.
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Thus, RAD17, RAD24, and MEC1 (and probably MEC3 and
DDC1) take part in a meiotic checkpoint. This checkpoint
differs from the G2/M checkpoint because of the absence of
any requirement for RAD9; however, dmc1 mutants still have
a functional RAD51 gene, and we do not know to what extent
DSBs may be committed to an abortive repair pathway that the
Rad9 protein could not monitor. In this regard, it must be
pointed out that in the cells mutated for dmc1 and rad24,
Rad51p foci are retained at least until the first meiotic division
(287).

Recently, Xu et al. (563) reported that the RED1 and MEK1
genes (involved in axial-element formation) also play a role in
the meiotic checkpoint. The arrest or sporulation delay ob-
served in rad51, dmc1, zip1, or rad50S mutants is alleviated by
a red1 or mek1 deletion. Since the red1 and mek1 mutations
also severely affects the meiotic DSB level (297, 563) they
might simply reduce the signal for checkpoint arrest. However,
in rad50S mutants, the DSB level is not affected by red1 and
mek1, yet these two mutations still suppress the meiotic delay
(563). At least in this case, it is the checkpoint itself, and not
the checkpoint signal, which seems to be alleviated.

Meanwhile, other results have made clear that meiotic DSBs
are not processed in the same way in the presence or absence
of Red1p. As described above, DMC1 is not required for mei-
otic DSB repair in a red1 strain (439). It is possible that without
Red1p, DSBs enter a pathway that excludes them from check-
point control.

What Initiates Checkpoint Arrest?

As clearly enunciated in the review of Lydall and Weinert
(288), a checkpoint can be viewed as a process going from a
sensor (which recognizes the damage) to an effector (which
arrests the cell cycle) through a transduction cascade. Because
Mec1p and Rad53p protein kinases are involved in all the
DNA damage checkpoint pathways, they are decent candidates
for a transduction cascade. Mec1p appears to phosphorylate
Rad53p in response to DNA damage and would thus be up-
stream of Rad53p in the activation cascade (424, 480). How-
ever, things are still very unclear when it comes to the effector
and the sensor of the G2/M and meiotic checkpoints. For the
effectors, we prefer to direct the reader to a relevant review
(540) and simply mention that there are contradictory data on
a possible role of the yeast p34cdc28 protein in G2/M arrest and
that we have no information about meiotic effectors. In the
context of this review on recombination, we are much more
interested in the connection between the DSBs and the check-
point arrest, i.e., the exact nature of the signal for arrest, and
of the sensor that responds to this signal.

Upstream of the Mec1p-Rad53p cascade, there are two dif-
ferent pathways, the RAD17-RAD24-MEC3-DDC1 pathway,
which plays a role in most of the checkpoints, including the
G2/M and meiotic ones (279, 287, 361, 543), and the RAD9
pathway, which, except in meiosis, acts with the RAD17 path-
way. These two different pathways were revealed by the syn-
ergistic effect of rad9 mutations with rad17, rad24, and mec3
mutations for MMS and UV sensitivity (288) and for suppres-
sion of UV-induced cell cycle arrest (89).

Lydall and Weinert (288) observed that a rad24 and rad17
mutations slowed the formation of ssDNA at the end of the
chromosome in a thermosensitive cdc13-1 mutant (at the non-
permissive temperature, cdc13-1 generates DNA damage in
the vicinity of the telomere, characterized by the formation of
ssDNA). The authors inferred that these genes may have a
direct effect on the processing of the DNA damage appearing
in a cdc13 strain. Rad17p is homologous to the Rec1 protein of

Ustilago maydis and to the human Rad1p, with both of them
having a 3#-to-5# exonuclease activity in vitro (370, 501). Thus,
Rad17p acting with Rad24p and Mec3p could process subte-
lomeric nicks occurring in the cdc13 mutant, and this process-
ing would activate the checkpoint. In contrast, single-strand
formation was enhanced in a rad9 mutant, and obviously the
role of Rad9p must be different, maybe competing with
Rad17p and thus inhibiting the processing and sending an
independent signal to the Mec1p-Rad53p cascade.

The kind of damage appearing in a cdc13 strain derives from
a failure of telomere maintenance, but the mechanism pro-
posed above may also act for internal chromosomal DSBs.
Lydall et al. (287) pointed out that the Rad17p meiotic check-
point arrest was activated in cells defective for dmc1, rad51, or
rad52, where the DSB is resected but cannot be repaired, since
it is not activated in a rad50S mutant, where the Spo11p-
blocked 5# end prevents exonucleolytic resection of DSBs.
They interpreted this as a further evidence that a complex
involving ssDNA and the gene products of the RAD24 pathway
might act as a signal for DSB-induced checkpoint arrest. How-
ever, they also observed that the checkpoint genes do not affect
the amount of ssDNA, which also appears to be true for mi-
totic DSBs (262). Thus, interaction of the ssDNA with Rad17p
and/or other proteins could be sufficient for checkpoint acti-
vation. The conclusion is that an interaction between ssDNA
and Rad17p-Rad24p-Mec3p-Ddc1p or Rad9p is so far the best
candidate we have for an initiator of checkpoint activation.

Mechanism of Adaptation

Confronted with a single unrepairable DSB, a yeast cell
remains arrested for several hours but eventually resumes
growth until death results from the loss of the broken chro-
mosome. Recently, three adaptation-defective mutants have
been isolated by Toczyski et al. (508). In these mutants, a single
DSB that cannot be repaired causes a permanent RAD9-de-
pendent cell cycle arrest. The mutation with the strongest
effect resides in the CDC5 gene. CDC5 codes for an essential
kinase that regulates mitosis (233). The two other genes found
to be involved in adaptation are CBK1 and CBK2, coding for
the two subunits of the nonessential casein kinase II (CKII).

If CDC5 and CKII act positively on the adaptation process,
a recent study has revealed that a basic by-product of DNA
damage, ssDNA, acts negatively. To study DSB induced arrest,
Sandell and Zakian (425) and Toczyski et al. (508) used a
rad52 disomic strain, where the DSB could not be repaired by
homologous recombination but the broken chromosome could
nevertheless be lost without affecting the viability of the cell.
Lee et al. (262) used a slightly different experimental system:
they induced a DSB at various sites in a haploid strain. A single
unrepairable DSB at either MAT or URA3 resulted in a tran-
sient arrest, controlled by RAD17 and RAD9. However, two
DSBs induced a permanent arrest. In addition, proteins that
affect the resection of the DSBs also affect the arrest: in a hdf1
mutant, lacking the yeast Ku70p, exonucleolytic resection of
the DSBs is increased twofold. Then, a single DSB at MAT or
URA3 is enough to induce permanent arrest (262). Barnes and
Rio (23) and Lewis et al. (267) also observed a permanent
arrest in hdf1 yeast in the presence of multiple cuts (induced by
a transgenic restriction enzyme). In contrast, an mre11 muta-
tion, which reduces exonucleolytic resection about twofold,
suppresses the permanent arrest seen in both hdf1 cells with
one DSB or HDF1 cells with two breaks (262). Thus, the
permanent arrest seems to depend on the amount of ssDNA in
the cell.

If ssDNA is a signal that inhibits the growth resumption, a
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single-strand binding protein could be the sensor. Indeed, the
permanent arrest resulting from two DSBs or from a single
DSB in a hdf1 background is suppressed by a rfa1-t11 mutation
(262). This mutation affects the largest subunit of RPA (the
essential single-strand binding protein involved in replication)
and impairs DSB repair in yeast without preventing replication
(521). We must point out that what has been shown here is that
the amount of ssDNA monitored by RPA is the signal for the
prolongation of the checkpoint arrest, not for the initiation of
this arrest. Neither rfa1-t11 nor mre11 affects the initial arrest.
If ssDNA also plays a role in the initiation, as proposed by
Lydall et al. (288), the amount required to act as a signal for
arrest would be much smaller than that required to maintain
arrest. One can then imagine a single mechanism, where a
small amount of ssDNA would be enough to trigger the arrest
but the maintenance of the arrest would depend on the con-
stant formation of more and more ssDNA.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

One cannot help but be impressed with how much informa-
tion has been acquired in the past decade, with the flourishing
of recombinant DNA-based analysis of recombination and re-
pair. However, there remain dozens of fundamental questions
for which we have no answers and not even very good guesses.
Among the most relevant questions are the following.

How Many Pathways Are There?

The closer one looks, the more pathways to repair DSBs
seem to appear. Are they all “real,” or are some of them
jerry-rigged out of available components when normal recom-
bination is disrupted? For example, there is a residual recom-
bination process in the absence of RAD52. However, it is not
known if it is RAD52 independent or rad52 defective (i.e., an
event that depends on an aberrant intermediate that appears
only in the absence of RAD52). The number of apparent mech-
anisms we have mentioned is already large and is certain to
grow.

What Are the Precise Roles of the Recombination Proteins?

More and more data have been obtained recently on the
biochemical activities of proteins involved in recombination,
such as Rad51p, Rad52p, Rad54p, Rad55p, Rad57p, and
Mre11p. However, we are still far from understanding their
exact role in vivo, especially when we consider the different
recombination pathways. For example, why is a Rad52p ho-
mologue such as Rad59p required for some kind of Rad51-
independent recombination events? What makes Tid1/Rdh54p
different from Rad54p? How do the specific components of the
meiotic recombination machinery act to confer on meiotic
recombination its specific features (preferential interhomo-
logue recombination and high crossover proficiency)?

How is a DSB “Channeled” into Different Repair Pathways?

Although misalignment/fill-in and deletion repair of a DSB
are rare events (1 in 1,000 cells), perfect religation of 3# over-
hanging ends is competitive with the efficiency of homologous
recombination. We imagine that the early steps of homologous
recombination involve 5#-to-3# resection of the DNA ends and
most probably the formation of a Rad51p filament that would
engage in a search for a homologous partner. In contrast, end
ligation appears to involve the interaction of DNA ends with a
number of DNA binding proteins, at least Ku70p-Ku80p and
Mre11p-Rad50p-Xrs2p. How are ends directed to one pathway

or another? The Rad5 protein seems to affect the ratio of
homologous to nonhomologous repair but does so by a totally
unknown mechanism (7). Although the Srs2 helicase has been
implicated in shuttling DNA damage from a RAD6-, RAD18-
mediated postreplicative pathway to a RAD52-mediated ho-
mologous repair pathway (1, 2), we are just beginning to real-
ize the importance of this type of control.

What Regulates the Transition from Break-Induced
Replication to Gene Conversion?

If recombination is initiated by the invasion of one end of
the DSB, it may set up a (modified) replication fork that, at
least under some circumstances, seems capable of proceeding
all the way to the end of the chromosome. However, most of
the time, the DSB is repaired by gene conversion, in which we
imagine that the second end of the DSB becomes engaged.
How often does BIR occur relative to gene conversion, and
how is the second end recruited? What proteins are involved at
this step?

How Do the Ends of a DSB Find Their
Homologous Partners?

Once the DSB is created, where do the two ends go? Are
they often held in the same region of the nucleus, or do they
just sweep out the available space, searching for a homologous
partner? The ability to search the entire genome for a rela-
tively small homologous partner is well documented in fungi.
In the fungi Neurospora and Ascobolus, virtually all the cy-
tosines in a duplicated sequence, be it endogenous or artificial,
can be methylated and/or mutated (processes known as MIP
and RIP) (417, 441). This occurs at a premeiotic stage in a
haploid nucleus and can involve homologous segments of less
than 1 kb. It occurs without evident genetic exchange (although
the relationship of this process to recombination by using re-
combination-defective mutations has not yet been explored).
Saccharomyces can carry out recombination between ectopi-
cally located homologous sequences (151, 207, 269–271), but
we still have no idea of the basic mechanism of homology
searching throughout the genome.

How Does New DNA Synthesis Occur
during Recombination?

Is DNA replication during gene conversion conservative?
Although many genetic results support this idea, it remains to
be demonstrated by physical means. In addition, it suggests
that a lot of genes involved in DNA repair remain to be
identified: genes involved in DNA synthesis during DNA re-
pair but not during replication, genes regulating the associa-
tion of the newly synthesized strands with their template, genes
responsible for branch migration, and these three probably
overlapping categories are not exclusive of other ones. We
shall be employed for many years to come.
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